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About this Document
This document is a compilation of the working papers, analysis, and
documentation of the public involvement input from the Aquatics Master Plan
process that resulted in the 2012 Aquatics Master Plan. The analysis background
documents were developed at a point in time during the study process and the
information may subsequently have been updated as the plan came to fruition. In
any case, these background documents provide additional information regarding
the analysis and ideas considered during the plan’s development.
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Aquatics Master Plan: Civic Engagement Plan
This document outlines the community engagement strategies for involving Columbia residents
and other interested community members in the Columbia Aquatics Master Plan process. It
outlines goals for the Master Plan and goals for the community engagement process. It also
outlines the avenues for the community to be made aware of the study and to be involved in the
planning process.

GOALS FOR THE AQUATICS MASTER PLAN
1. Engage the Columbia community in an inclusive process to plan for the future of Columbia's
aquatics program.
2. Provide a framework for Columbia aquatic facilities that balances current and future
community needs given changing demographics and resource constraints; and
3. Establish implementation priorities for the future of Columbia aquatics.

GOALS FOR INCLUSIVE CIVIC ENGAGEMENT IN THE AQUATICS MASTER PLAN
1. Provide realistic expectations of what an Aquatics Master Plan will and will not include, the
opportunities it presents and how it will be implemented.
2. Provide meaningful opportunities for residents and stakeholder involvement in the process.
3. Reach and involve residents and stakeholders through a number of different avenues and
approaches.

ENGAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Community Workshops / Open House Meetings
These community workshops/open house meetings will be facilitated dialogues with residents and
other stakeholders. They will be designed to be interactive so that the events are engaging and not
merely presentations. The goal is to get as many residents to participate as possible given
competing activities and commitments. Meeting presentations and summaries will be posted on the
website. Three rounds of community workshops/ meetings are envisioned. It is anticipated that two
meetings (same content at different venues) will be held as part of each round.
Round 1: Understand Existing Conditions and Brainstorm Possible Improvements (March 2011).
Round 2: Explore Alternatives (Anticipated September 2011)
Round 3: Review Draft Master Plan (Anticipated Winter 2011)
Focus Group Meetings
Focus groups are small group discussions that will complement the larger community meetings
and focus on the needs and ideas of specific aquatics user groups. Each focus group is anticipated
to meet once for 90 minutes. Summaries of the meetings will be posted on the website.
Task Force Meetings
The Aquatics Maser Plan Task Force that will be providing guidance to the Columbia Association
staff team (called the Aquatics Master Plan Work Team) as it develops the master plan. The Task
Force will be meeting monthly. Notes and agendas to be posted on the website.
Speakers Bureau – On Demand
Members of the Columbia Association Aquatics Master Plan Work Team will provide updates and
briefings to community groups and village associations as requested.
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COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGIES AND TOOLS
A wide array of communications strategies and tools will be used to advise the community on
progress being made on the Aquatics Master Plan and how their input is shaping the plan.









CA Facebook – updates and discussions
CA Website – posted notices, meeting summaries, draft products.
CA Press Releases – to announce meetings and events
Notices/Flyers in CA Facilities – to provide information and announcement meetings
Frequently Asked Questions Factsheet – information on anticipated questions and answers
Web‐based comment tool – to be used to solicit comments on aquatics facilities and programs.
Comment Cards and Evaluation Sheets – to be used at public meetings/workshops
Use of Existing Networks – take advantage of other outlets and organizations to distribute information
‐ Village Newsletters
‐ Blogs

‐ Pool User/Interest Groups email lists and newsletters
‐ other

ColumbiaAssociation.com/AquaticsMasterPlan January 2012

Aquatics master plan process
ColumbiaAssociation

Goals of the Study
1 Engage the Columbia community in an inclusive process to plan for the future of Columbia’s aquatic program;
2 Provide a framework for Columbia aquatic facilities that balances current & future community needs given changing demographics & resource constraints; &
3 Establish implementation priorities for the future of Columbia aquatics.

Phase One
PHASE

Data Collection/
Needs Analysis
•

Understand Demographics and
User Trends

•

Identify User Groups and Needs

•

Document Existing Facilities and
Programs

•

SWOT Analysis

•

Review Findings with CA Board
and Community

TA S K S

CIVIC
ENGAGEMENT
AND
O U T R E A CH

A N T I C I PAT E D
TIMEFRAME

Develop Master
Plan

Development
and Analysis of
Alternatives
•

Industry Trends and Best Practices

•

Prepare Draft Master Plan

•

Generate Alternatives and
Preliminary Costs

•

Develop Short and Long-Term
Recommendations

•

Review Alternatives with
CA Board and Community

•

Review Draft Master Plan with
CA Board and Community

•

Identify/Define Preferred Alternative

•

Finalize Master Plan

*

Focus Groups
Website, Facebook and Print Updates
Community Meetings, Speakers Bureau,
Monthly Task Force Meetings

Focus Groups
Website, Facebook and Print Updates
Community Meetings, Task Force Initiated

Jan
2011

Phase Three

Phase Two

Jun/Jul
2011

*

We are here

Website, Facebook and Print Updates
Community Meeting, Speakers Bureau,
Monthly Task Force Meetings

Oct/Nov
2011

Feb
2012
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COLUMBIA ASSOCIATION
Master Aquatics Plan Task Force

Mission Statement
The mission of the Master Aquatics Plan Task Force (the “task force”) is to provide
guidance to the Columbia Association (CA) as it develops the aquatics master plan,
during Fiscal Year 2012. The Aquatics Master Plan is a 10-20 year plan for CA aquatics
venues and associated programs.
Responsibilities
In fulfilling its mission, task force members have the following responsibilities:
1. To attend and actively participate in task force meetings, to provide volunteer
help as needed, and to offer feedback and new ideas to the Columbia Association
staff.
2. To bring a wide diversity of perspective to the master planning process.
3. To review and comment on working documents, analysis, alternatives and master
plan draft recommendations as they are developed.
4. Provide guidance and suggestions on how to increase public awareness and
involvement in the Aquatics Master Plan development process.
5. To assist the CA in disseminating information about the Aquatics Master Plan.
6. The task force will make reports to the CA Board on progress and
recommendations including comments on the draft final plan.
Membership, Meetings and Anticipated Time Commitment
1. The task force will consist of no more than 25 members and will include the
members of the Columbia Aquatics Advisory Committee.
2. Regular meetings of the task force will be held monthly in the evenings on the
third Tuesday of each month.
3. It is anticipated that the task force will meet up to 10 times during Fiscal Year
2012 (through April 30, 2012).
4. CA staff will prepare and distribute the agenda, take meeting notes, and maintain
a schedule of meetings.
Ground Rules
1. Task force members will engage in open dialogue, which allows for the voicing of
different opinions and recognition that everyone in the group is responsible for the
process.
1

Anticipated Schedule of Task Force Meetings and Discussion Topics
Anticipated Task Force
Meeting Date

June 21, 2011

July 19, 2011
August 23, 2011

Major Topic to be Discussed
Introduction to Master Plan
goals. Public involvement
process, task force mission and
responsibilities, schedule.
SWOT Analysis
Industry Trends / Practices

Anticipated Outcome
Understand planning process, study
timeframe, plan goals, and roles and
responsibilities of the task force.

Members add to draft SWOT.
Members review and discuss research
undertaken by CA Staff.
September 20, 2011
Alternatives and evaluation
Members review & help hone
criteria
alternatives for the future of CA aquatics
Public Meetings October 11, 12
October 18, 2011
Public Meeting Review,
Discussion of feedback from public
Priorities, and Next Steps
meetings, priorities and next steps.
November 15, 2011
Preliminary Draft
Preliminary recommendations reviewed
Recommendations
and discussed with TF with the goal of
staff being able to enhance and refine
the recommendations based on TF
discussion.
December 13, 2011
Preliminary Draft Plan – all
TF reviews and discusses the preliminary
7:00pm (special time)
sections
draft and provides advice to CA Staff on
recommended changes. TF discusses
process for developing the statement
for the TF Chairman to provide to the CA
Board of Directors expressing the TF’s
comments on the draft plan.
January 3, 2012
Review of revised draft
TF to provide final recommended edits
7:00pm (special time)
to CA for consideration before
publication. CA to finalize and prepare a
Public Review Draft Plan that will be
publically available on or about Jan. 17.
TF to begin development of a written
statement to the Board to be completed
by January 17 – two weeks before the
public work session on Jan 31. Both
documents will be posted on website.
January 17, 2012
Finalize TF written statement;
TF written statement completed.
Preparation for Board work
Preparations identified for the Board
session
work session.
January 31st, Claret Hall 7:00pm – Board of Directors’ Planning and Strategy Committee to host a Public
Meeting on Draft Plan. Staff Presentation, Task Force Chair Remarks on Draft Plan followed by Public
Comments and Board Discussion.
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2. When speaking with others outside the task force, task force members should
indicate that they are not speaking on behalf of the task force or CA and should
present only their own views and conscientiously refrain from expressing,
characterizing or judging the views of others.
3. Each task force member takes responsibility for attending meetings, reading
distributed materials, and participating in task force meetings.
4. Task force members shall seek to find common ground. On issues where common
ground cannot be found, the group agrees to reflect differing viewpoints in their
reporting and documentation and honestly characterize the strength of support for
the different viewpoints.
5. Task force members will be aware of the limited time in the meetings and will
therefore express themselves succinctly to allow time for others to share their
thoughts and opinions. Members may politely remind each other about honoring
this ground rule.
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AQUA
ATICS MAST
TER PL
LAN
Ma
arch 29 & 30, 2011 Kick--off Worrkshops
s
Summary Repo
ort on Parrticipant C
Commen
nts and Id
deas
Introdu
uction
The Columbia Asso
ociation spo
onsored two kick-off w
workshops ffor the Aquatics Maste
er
Plan in March
M
2011
1. The work
kshops werre held from
m 7 to 8:30 PM on Marrch 29 at the
Other Ba
arn and Ma
arch 30 at th
he Hawthorrn Center. T
The two wo
orkshops allowed for
participa
ants to atten
nd the work
kshop mostt convenien
nt for them. The design
n and conte
ent
of both workshops
w
was the sa
ame.
The workshops inc
cluded a prresentation on the histo
ory, capitall cost, use, visitation a
and
current state
ation on de
s
of aqu
uatic facilitie
es in Colum
mbia as welll as informa
emographicc
change. The presentation also
o explained
d the reason
n for underttaking an a
aquatics ma
aster
plan at this
t
time, its
s goals, timeframe and
d ways in w
which the pu
ublic can be
e involved. The
presenta
ation can be
e viewed att
http://ww
ww.columbiiaassociatio
on.com/aqu
uaticsmaste
erplan/Aqua
aWorkshp3
33011final.p
pdf.
Followin
ng the prese
entation, pa
articipants took
t
part in small grou
up discussio
ons each le
ed by
a facilita
ator and ass
sisted by no
ote taker. Each
E
small g
group was asked the ssame set o
of
question
ns three spe
ecific questtions follow
wed by a mo
ore open ended questtion to gath
her
the partiicipants’ oth
her comments related to aquaticss.
The worrkshops were well atte
ended, with approxima
ately 40 parrticipants att the Other Barn
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and 30 at
a Hawthorn
n Center. Attendees
A
provided
p
nu merous sug
ggestions ffor CA aqua
atic
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facilities and progra
ams in both
h the short- and long-te
erm. The answers to tthe questions
arized in thiis report. Th
The actual
and associated small group discussions are summa
ses are pro
ovided in Attachmen
A
nt 1, which includes a
all the com
mments eac
ch
respons
particip
pant wrote on their in
ndividual comment sh
heets plus
s the comm
ments
recorde
ed by the note
n
taker at
a each tab
ble discuss
sion.

March Workshop
W
p Participant Comm
ments – H ighlights
The folllowing are highlights
s of the com
mments m
made by wo
orkshop pa
articipants in
respons
se to each question. For the fu
ull inventory
ry of comm
ments made, please
consult Attachment 1 to this
s report.
Questio
on 1: Based
d on what you know and have learned to
onight abou
ut
demogrraphic and other tren
nds, how do you thin
nk our aqua
atic facilities should
change in the nex
xt 10-20 yea
ars?
st common answer wa
as to plan aquatic
a
facillities around
d the needss of Columbia’s
The mos
“aging population”.
p
This includ
ded ideas about
a
“adultts-only” poo
ols and sen
nior exercise
e
classes. A few peo
ople sugges
sted closing
g pools with
h low attend
dance, whille most oth
hers
wanted to
t find ways for these pools to sta
ay open.. P
Participantss suggested
d a number of
med pools —
ways to increase attendance at these po
ools, such a
as providing
g more them
“women’s-only poo
ols” — and enclosing
e
th
he pools to
o have more
e indoor faccilities that
r
year-round.
service residents
Another widely-held
d view by participants
p
was to add
d a 50 mete
er (Olympicc size) pool..
This wou
uld assist swim
s
teams
s and other competitive
e swimmerss to practicce in a
regulatio
on-sized fac
cility.
Questio
on 2: In you
ur opinion,, what facttors or cha
aracteristic
cs influenc
ce you the
most to
o use certain pools (indoor and outdoor) rather than
n others? And
convers
sely, what influences
s you not to
o use certa
ain pools?
?
Three co
ommon the
emes emerg
ged from this question
n: availability, location, and waterr
tempera
ature. Many
y responden
nts sated th
hat they cho
oose to atte
end pools th
hat consiste
ently
have lan
nes available and that do not get overcrowde
ed. Respon
ndents to th
his question
n
stated th
hat pool loc
cation in clo
ose proximitty to their h
home affectted how ofte
en they use
ea
pool. Re
espondents
s also state
ed that the pool’s
p
wate
er temperatu
ure affected
d its
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attractiveness.
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Other an
nswers thatt did not fall into those
e categoriess but receivved a number of
responses are sens
se of comm
munity and cleanliness
c
s of the poo
ol. Participants wanted to
c
a se
ense of com
mmunity an
nd where th
hey had a m
more person
nal
attend a pool that created
experien
nce and atte
ended poolls that they experience
ed to be cle
ean and we
ell-kept.
Questio
on 3: For outdoor poo
ols with low
w visitatio
on, what ch
hanges would you
recomm
mend?
Answers
s to this que
estion varie
ed significan
ntly, from m
moving “activities” to th
he low visita
ation
pools to generate more
m
attend
dance and closing
c
the lowest perrforming pools. Activityy
suggestions include
e continuing and expa
anding the p
practice of holding the
e swim team
m
practices, general aquatic
a
exe
ercise class
ses and ren
nting these ffacilities forr parties.
orted recom
mmendation
ns included expanding
g the pools tthemes succh
Other widely suppo
as “single-sex pools”, “adults-only” and “lap swimmiing only”; lo
owering me
embership ccosts
at low atttendance pools
p
and extending
e
operational
o
hours. Resspondents thought tha
at
expanding the pooll hours earllier in the morning
m
wou
uld aid triatthletes, swim
m teams, a
and
lap swim
mmers.
Questio
on 4: Otherr Commentts?
While many
m
particip
pants reiterrated statem
ments from the previou
us question
ns, there we
ere
additional ideas su
uggested in
n response to this quesstion. One was using social med
dia
such as Twitter and
d Facebook
k to provide
e real-time sstatus upda
ates on poo
ol hours, ea
arly
closings
s because of
o weather or
o other eve
ents, and la
ane availab
bility.

Follow--up Works
shop Evalluation Su
urvey
Followin
ng the workshops, Colu
umbia Asso
ociation con
ntacted eacch of the pa
articipants w
who
had prov
vided an em
mail addres
ss and aske
ed them to ccomplete a survey to g
gain insightt into
how the participantts perceived
d and value
ed the workkshops. Twe
enty-seven
n of the 59
participa
ants who prrovided ema
ails addresses respon
nded to the survey. Th
his represents a
very goo
od 46% response rate. Overall, th
he views exxpressed in
n the surveyy of workshop
participa
ants were very
v
positive
e. All respondents (27//27) answe
ered “Yes” tto the questtion
“Did you
u find the workshop to be of value
e overall?” a
and 26 out of 27 respo
ondents said
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they wou
uld be willin
ng to attend
d future Aqu
uatics Mastter Plan eve
ents. Attac
chment 2 to
o
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this rep
port include
es the full results of the followw-up survey
y including
g the answ
wers
to otherr questions
s.

Wrap-u
up and Next Steps
The Aqu
uatics Master Plan kick
k-off workshops appea
ar to have b
been a success based
d on
the atten
ndance and
d robust participation at
a the worksshops and the subseq
quent
evaluatio
on survey results.
r
All the
t comme
ents are bei ng reviewe
ed carefully as part of tthe
first phase of the pllanning pro
ocess, which includes understand
ding existing
g conditions,
a identify
ying issues..
trends, and
As the master
m
planning proces
ss continue
es, Columbia Associattion will be developing
options for
f aquatics
s investmen
nts to accommodate fu
uture comm
munity need
ds. The
commen
nts received
d to date will be consid
dered in the
e developm
ment and an
nalysis of th
he
options. The option
ns will be re
eviewed with the publicc at anothe
er set of worrkshops
several months from now. Following review and ana
alysis of the
e options and the
p
alternative, a draft mastter plan willl be developed. This to
oo
development of a preferred
eviewed with the publiic and subs
sequently re
evised and forwarded on to the
will be re
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Board off Directors by the end of the yearr.

Kick--off Workshop
p Summ
mary - A
Attachm
ment 1
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AQUA
ATICS MAST
TER PL
LAN
Ma
arch 29 & 30, 2011 Kick--off Worrkshops
s
Participant Co
omments
s and Idea
as
Written Comme
ents and Small Grroup Disc
cussion N
Notetakerr Comme
ents
Introdu
uction
The Columbia Asso
ociation spo
onsored two kick-off w
workshops ffor the Aquatics Maste
er
Plan in March
M
2011
1. The work
kshops werre held from
m 7 to 8:30 PM on Marrch 29 at the
Other Ba
arn and Ma
arch 30 at Hawthorn
H
Center.
C
The two worksh
hops allowe
ed for
participa
ants to atten
nd the work
kshop mostt convenien
nt for them. The design
n and conte
ent
of both workshops
w
was the sa
ame.
The workshops inc
cluded a prresentation on the histo
ory, capitall cost, use, visitation a
and
current state
s
of aqu
uatic facilitie
es in Colum
mbia as welll as informa
ation on de
emographicc
change. The presentation also
o explained
d the reason
n for underttaking an a
aquatics ma
aster
plan at this
t
time, its
s goals, timeframe and
d ways in w
which the pu
ublic can be
e involved.
Followin
ng the prese
entation, pa
articipants took
t
part in small grou
up discussio
ons each le
ed by
a facilita
ator and ass
sisted by a note taker. Each sma
all group wa
as asked the
e same sett of
question
ns three spe
ecific questtions followed by a mo
ore open en
nded questiion to gathe
er
the partiicipants’ oth
her comments related to aquaticss. The follow
wing includ
des the
commen
nts that participants wrrote on theiir commentt sheets. Th
hese are followed by
commen
nts that werre recorded
d by the notte takers at each discu
ussion table
e.

Written
n Participa
ant Comm
ments on Comment
C
Sheets
Questio
on 1: Based
d on what you know and have learned to
onight abou
ut
demogrraphic and other tren
nds, how do you thin
nk our aqua
atic facilities should
change in the nex
xt 10-20 yea
ars?

1



Plan for aging pop(ulation)
p
); communication - pub
blicity; close low activiity pool (or
make
e it free)
Plan for a varietty of people
e (aging, wo
omen only)) while makking CA poo
ols attractive to
the community
c
Page
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Goin
ng to need more
m
indoor moderate
e temperatu
ure pools to meet incre
eased dema
and
as we
w grow olde
er
Main
ntain all poo
ols but redirrect some of
o the "splasshier" elem
ments to the under-utilizzed
pools
s; closing pools
p
would create tran
nsportation problems ffor residentts; residents in
lower income ne
eighborhoo
ods with low
w attendancce may nee
ed more swimming lessons
Cove
er some of the pools; involve schools in PE
I feell this questiion is a bit vague
v
to ad
ddress
This depends on whether the
t master plan includ
des county participatio
on. I believe
e that
CA should
s
make a significa
ant effort to
o partner wiith the coun
nty on futurre planning..
Mustt be flexible
e - trends may
m change; currently, try to acco
ommodate a
adult-usage
e but
be ab
ble w/o (witthout) expe
ending high funds to sw
wing back
Conttinue to service and en
ncourage yo
outh/familie
es but give more consideration to
o the
incre
eased aging
g population
n and their needs as a priority
Use by older sw
wimmers
stion to broad; Do not close pools
s - keep so
omething of Jim Rouse
e' vision; in any
Ques
chan
nges you make, remem
mber the ne
eeds of the senior pop
pulation as w
we age in p
place
and have
h
chose
en to use CA
C facilities to keep our health!
Incre
ease environmentally safe
s
friendly
y chemicalss - bromine
e, saltwater pool;
programs specifically reaching out to demograph
hic populattion in areass -older adu
ults ority children
n (ex: Africa
an-America
an); specificcally reach out to dem
mographic
mino
groups (by age
e, ethnicity)
50 meter
m
year-rround facilitty (perhaps replace SW
WC); waterrpark/recrea
ation facilityy
(coulld be in sam
me location); close/red
duce availa bility at und
der-utilized facilities
Upgrrade select pools; add 50-meter pool;
p
single
e-sex pools; outreach tto underrepre
esented gro
oups; pools
s open all su
ummer long
g;
Incre
ease indoorr swimming capacity (5
50 meter po
ool/aquaticss center, an
nother indo
oor
lap pool,
p
enclos
se an outdo
oor pool)
50 meter
m
pool; more
m
lessons & outrea
ach for mino
ority childre
en; upgrade
e bathroom
ms;
Need
d pool time in a pool with
w seclude
ed access a
and pool forr single-sexx swimming
g;
this need
n
comes from Mus
slim women
n, part of the
e growing d
diversity in our county;
50 meter
m
pool; beach
b
entry
y pool in ea
ach village; keep poolss open all sseason; ope
en
the boat
b
docks;
Too broad -can't answer; make
m
chang
ges that incclude the ne
eeds of old adults, sen
niors
any years and
a chosen
n to age in p
place.
who have lived here for ma
y could have a swim te
eam work at
a Talbot Sp
prings; Plan
n for age; If pools don'tt
They
have
e a lot of people show up you cou
uld shut the
em down;
Aging populatio
on; BRAC; Close
C
some
e pools; , Sw
wim Team vs. other (including older)
users
s - leverage
e both, minimize conflict/incompa
atibility;
Indoo
or state of the
t art aqua
atic facility that has wa
ater activitie
es and hea
alth club for
"olde
er" individua
als and "younger" 10-2
25 users. D
Downtown d
developme
ent will "forcce"
need
d (for) 1st cllass aquatic
c center
More
e warm watter or mainttaining statu
us quo at W
Wilde Lake ffor an aging
g populatio
on,
more
e info on ind
door pools is needed;
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Cons
sidering the
e changing demograph
hy particula
arly relating to graying of Columbia I
would like to see the pool facilities
f
an
nd programss targeting the older in
ndividual; a
at the
same
e time, be flexible
f
eno
ough not to exclude children;
More
e adult them
med pools; better lap la
ane accesssibility; but sstill encoura
age/teach a
all
kids to swim; co
onsider cov
vering and/o
or heating ssome poolss;
Olde
er adult them
me;
Designate some
e lower use
e pools for adults
a
only to serve a growing ag
ging popula
ation.
Upgrrade other low-use
l
poo
ols to make
e them morre attractive
e;
50 pe
eople a day
y - Jeffers Hill;
H cover under
u
use p
pools; let aft
fter school p
programs u
use
them
m; give kids lessons etc
c.;
Expa
and the Columbia Swim
m Center which
w
is burrsting at its seams or m
move some
e
spec
cialized activ
vities such as scuba, private adu
ult lessons, the clippers, to other
facilitties which may
m have to be create
ed;
We need
n
betterr indoor swimming faciilities; swim
m center buiilt in 1967 h
has outgrow
wn
itselff several tim
mes over; have a few of
o the outdo
oor pools open at 9am
m instead off
10:30
0am;
Leve
el the playin
ng field as older
o
pools get upgrad
ded, pool tim
me for just w
women
sepa
arate from men
m and vic
ce-versa to meet need
ds of some interest gro
oups; Help low
incom
me residents learn to swim;
s
I like the 50 meter by 25 yd
d. pool idea
a (which I've
e heard sug
ggested be
efore); I sup
pport
an op
pportunity for
f men and
d women to
o swim sepa
arately at sspecific time
es; draw in
more
e minority kids,
k
teach swimming;
s
Plan for aging population
p
and
a then a turn over to
o younger ffamilies; mo
ore publicityy of
all aq
quatic programs;
Plan for downto
own develop
pment (10-15K new re
esidents); d
demographiics showing
g
senio
ors now, ma
ay show yo
oung people
e in 10-20 yyears;
New Hot-water therapy po
ool;
Cons
sistent temp
p at Swim Center
C
(and
d not cold); for less used OP – usse by nonresid
dents(memb
bership); co
onvert 1 forr swim team
m;
More
e therapy cllasses, aqu
uatic classe
es, esp. eve
ening, ; larg
ger locker ro
ooms, mayb
be
segre
egate kids and adults;;
We need
n
to go with
w the tre
ends of our neighborho
oods
New hot water therapy
t
poo
ol; for thera
apy pool now
w add a lan
ne for DW rrunning;
Sepa
arate facilities for laps and water aerobics;
Only
y 24% of Co
olumbians population
p
is under 17
7 years; it se
eems as if 7
75% of poo
ol
usag
ge is geared
d toward th
hem – you need
n
to gea
ar activitiess towards pe
eople over 20
and advertise
a
to
o them – ha
ave monthly
y membersship for seniors who arren’t in town
n
year round;
65 who nee
sider the inc
creasing nu
umber of pe
eople over 6
ed and wan
nt swim yea
ar
Cons
round have swim
m team use
e less used
d pools;
Cons
sider the inc
creasing nu
umber of pe
eople over 6
65 who nee
ed and wan
nt swim yea
ar
round have swim
m teams us
se the less used poolss;
50 meter
m
pool;
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Cate
er to and lev
verage olde
er residents
s; Easier to access; tra
ain as lifegu
uards; Crea
ate
spec
cialty pools: lanes, kid
ds, fitness
Indoo
or 50-meter pool; Geo
orge Mason
n Universityy has a gorg
geous facilitty with a
moviing platform
m that chang
ges length of pool, it a
also uses a non-chlorin
ne system;
Closing underpe
erforming pool;
p
The aquatics facilities shou
uld change in offering more programs or services durin
ng
the summer
s
mo
ost pools are big enoug
gh to hold 2 elders fitn
ness classe
es or child
fitnes
ss class once a week and have people
p
swim
m laps and exercise; w
winter/summer
indoo
or water pa
arks;
Prov
vide more opportunities
s for seniorrs to exercisse and swim
m in the ind
door pools, in
my case
c
the Sw
wim Center,, since I live
e in Town C
Center;
More
e indoor/win
nter swimm
ming facilities; Winter in
ndoor swim
mming option
ns for
recre
eational swiimming for children; more
m
robust year-round
d water parrk;
50 meter
m
yard pool;
p
more waterpark
w
areas;
a
lien; low usage pools chan
nge some to
o
adultt-only or lap
p swimming
g only; chan
nge facilitie s to meet n
needs of gro
oup i.e. water
temp
p should be geared tow
ward group not 1 grou p (?)
50 m indoor poo
ol; make prrogram poo
ol training on
nly (i.e. no aerobics); low-use
outdo
oor pools / > lap only;

Questio
on 2: In you
ur opinion,, what facttors or cha
aracteristic
cs influenc
ce you the
most to
o use certain pools (indoor and outdoor) rather than
n others? And
convers
sely, what influences
s you not to
o use certa
ain pools?
?
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Availlability, gua
arded, lanes
s, cleanline
ess, ligh(t)in
ng
Well--guarded pools, proxim
mity, open days
d
1-open hours, 2-water
2
tem
mp, swim in STFo & SW
WFi at beginning and e
end of seasson
& wh
hen RB isn'tt open
Wate
er temp (sometimes to
oo cold); cle
eanliness off pool a facctor in not re
eturning; ho
ours
- > when
w
they open
o
in the morning; se
ense of com
mmunity is very importtant; does n
not
existt at Lifetime
e Fitness, where
w
I've been going; higher dem
mand for sw
wimming ass
peop
ple age
I swim indoors to
t avoid the
e sun; to be
e able to sw
wim year-round, and be
ecause the
e
er is warm;
wate
I like facilities which
w
are un
nder used. I use Long
gfellow beca
ause I can w
walk (to the
e
pool)).
(Use
e)proximity, times of cla
asses, attra
activeness; not use- sccreaming cchildren, no
shad
de, too far away;
a
To use IP: DWF
F, H2O not too warm, but not free
ezing; friend
dly staff; (@
@SC);
socia
alizing; to use OP: atm
mosphere, (nice facilityy; clean attrractive), kid
ds if I want ffun,
fewe
er kids if I want
w
quiet tim
me; not to use
u IP: dis tance, h2o freezing (e
e.g. SCC); n
not
to us
se OP: disttance;
Used
d year around so uses
s SWC all year (use byy handicapp
ped manag
ged well)
1-Temp, prefer higher temp@ indoor pool; 2-usa
age, I go to
o the least ccrowded po
ools;
enior swims both indoo
ors and outd
doors;
3-Se
Page
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Prefe
er less chlo
orine; promo
ote use of pools
p
for he
ealing from injury surgery, etc., - hot
wate
er therapy pool,
p
- also opportunity
o
y for deep w
water runnin
ng in coolerr pool (ex:
supre
eme) for runners, triathletes who benefit fro m anti-infla
ammation e
effects of co
ooler
wate
er;
Loca
ation; beach
h entry for kids;
k
Seeing my frien
nds; which pool
p
is open
n, sometim es my closest pool is not; I try to
avoid
d pools with
h a lot of un
nruly teens;
Loca
ation; lap sw
wim hours; water
w
temp
p (on the wa
arm side);
I preffer warmer water; Also
o tend to us
se SF (doessn't ID whicch, SwFi orr StFo) beca
ause
I see
e friends and neighbors there; forr some time
es which on
nes have de
eep water fo
or
lap la
ane
Swim
m at my neighborhood pool becau
use it is the
e closest; sw
wim (...) at SSC beca
ause
it is always
a
avaiilable, alwa
ays open; th
he program pool at Wilde Lake iss not alwayss
available
Crow
wds, other peers,
p
amenities, time of day, tim
me of week, distance;
1- Ho
ow busy it is, I prefer less crowded, fewer cchildren; 2-W
Water temp
p - I like warm
wate
er; 3-proxim
mity to my ho
ouse, less of
o a drive; 4
4-Senior sw
wim is very important tto
me and
a I will go
o to that poo
ol;
Lightting, safer/m
more protec
cted pools are
a better ((Dickenson); Pools tha
at are in a
walking distance will be mo
ore popularr to that perrson/familyy; if the pooll is in good
shap
pe then peo
ople will tend to come and
a use it.
Priorrity: Appearrance (e.g. "new" vs. "tired")-dista
ance- safetyy, seconda
ary: featuress,
amen
nities;
"Access" to Poo
ol - time ope
en, activitie
es used; Tim
me not physsical accesss - when po
ools
open
n SSC open
n most time
e activities as
a at Swim Center, too
o fragmente
ed
Availlability of la
ap lanes & water
w
temp; GOOD gu
uards enforccing rules; accessibilitty Talbo
ott Springs stairs & co
old
Indoo
or because
e of shade in the summ
mer, quieterr pool, (attra
action/attra
activeness?
?) of
the pool
p
Plus: lap lane accessibility
y, and qualitty at lap lan
ne experien
nce; some sshade
wdy, no sha
ade;
available; negattive: too row
Chan
nce to get a lap lane; attractivene
a
ess of the p
pool area
Designate some
e lower use
e pools for adults
a
only to serve a growing ag
ging popula
ation.
Upgrrade other low-use
l
poo
ols to make
e them morre attractive
e; refurbish low-use po
ools;
deve
elop program
ms keyed to
o the area in which the
e pools is lo
ocated;
84-85 degrees; fellowship;; sense of community;
c
have arthrritis -good fo
or health;
conv
venience, ho
ours, price;;
Indoo
or pool- Co
olumbia Swim Center; Reasons: lower cost tthan package plan which
would strain my
y budget; lo
ocation is go
ood for me and a wate
er temp at 8
83 is
onable;
reaso
Wate
er temp; hours of operration; lap hours;
h
sensse of community/camaraderie at the
facilitties;
Warm
mer water; water deep
p enough to
o tread wate
er (deep wa
ater run); cllose to hom
me;
not to
o crowded; convenien
nt showering
g area, not too crowde
ed;
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We go
g to the SS
SC because
e it's the clo
osest to our home and
d the pools is the biggest
CA in
ndoor pool, with 8 lane
es; We norm
mally use th
he pool at 7
7am on Sun
ndays to avvoid
crow
wding but arre very unha
appy when the pool iss invaded byy triathletess or huge
groups;
To use certain pools
p
- ame
enities, availability of la
ap lanes, cleanliness; to not use
s; would be
e the same;
pools
Nearrby pool; kn
now the peo
ople there;
Cons
sistent temp
p at SWC (and not co
old); H2O te
emp; instrucctors for cla
asses
Wate
er temp; cla
asses, instru
uctors;
Low attended where
w
I won
n’t be bothered while sswimming la
aps
H20 temp/hot th
herapy pool;
e adult activ
vities;
More
Crow
wded; waterr aerobics;
Warm
m pool temperature is good no ch
hildren is go
ood, not cro
owded is go
ood, friendlly
work
kers is good
d, how abou
ut a shuttle for older pe
eople to ge
et them to p
pool,
clean
nliness;
Temp of water; more priva
ate showers
s; more sen
nior swim tim
me to swim
m;
Temp of water; more priva
ate showers
s; more sen
nior swim tim
me to swim
m;
Chlorine; water temps; cleanliness; fa
acilities; foo
od;
Dem
mographics don’t
d
seem to be as im
mportant ass amenities//facility;
Cleanliness of locker/bath rooms, am
mount of chlo
orine in wa
ater, availab
bility of or la
ack
of ho
ot tub; water temp (indoor), bike-a
ability, food
d vendor;
Poorr design re: pkg – TS is the worstt in this resp
pect; lots off room – grreen space;;
clean
nliness;
Prox
ximity to hom
me; program
ms offered and water temp; and vice-versa;;
The lifeguards and
a service
e at Clemen
ns is what a
attracts us. They workk well with
famillies with special needs
s. Also clos
se by unlike
e Swansfield or Clary’s. Clean.
Prox
ximity to the
e pool, wate
er temp, ind
door for yea
ar-round use
e, and earlyy morning
hours of operation;
ximity to hom
me; SSC way
w too cold
d; SWFI too
o crowded in
n shallow a
area; seemss
Prox
dang
gerous for my
m youngerr children;
I live outside Co
olumbia and
d started to
o use certain pools beccause my kkids were on
S
Sw
wim Team, then they worked
w
at a particular pool. Still g
go to that p
pool
CA Summer
beca
ause comfortable there
e. Also atte
end outdoorr water aero
obics;
Atten
nd with kids
s low attend
dance pools
s because m
more quiet;; water tem
mp determines
wherre to go; SW
WC, SSC good for laps
s; RH(Colu
umbia Gym)) & Main Po
ool too hot; like
SWF
FI & HW need more off water park
k to draw to
o spread ou
ut attendancce; stay away
from high usage
e pools;
I preffer not takin
ng my youn
ng children to the crow
wded pools;; I use DK – beach enttry is
greatt and it’s no
ot too crowd
ded. For th
he indoor po
ools I prefe
er colder tem
mps for my lap
swim
mming;
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w visitatio
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hanges would you
recomm
mend?
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Adve
ertise, close
e, promote for gatherin
ngs, rationin
ng
Lowe
er fees for non-CA
n
res
sidents at under-used pools, use underused pools for
group rentals
Defin
ne "low-visitation" - mo
ostly they are the sma ller pools th
hat have sh
horter hourss,
RB didn't
d
open until June 23
2 last yearr and closed a week b
before Labo
or Day
Crea
ative progra
ams to attra
act users (m
mini-concertts? cookoutts?); upgrad
de the facilities;
find out
o reasons
s why peop
ple don't use
e the pool;
Shift some of th
he organized activities to these po
ools
They
y should be attractive;
Look
k at the dem
mographics around a pool
p
& markket/provide for that gro
oup, or
estab
blish theme
ed pool in low visitatio
on pools, orr close one or a few off pools w/otther
pools
s very close
e by to serv
ve the local population
n
Make
e more attra
active for older
o
swimm
mers, kids g
grow up;
Make
e one pool adult-only; make some amenitiess more attra
active to yo
oung people
e:
bette
er (higher) diving
d
board
ds as one example;
e
ge
et some be
etter furniturre and
umbrrellas; get some
s
betterr furniture and
a umbrel las
Mino
ority program
ms to reach
h demograp
phic popula
ations who d
don't curren
ntly use poo
ols
in the
eir neighborhoods; rea
ach out to promote
p
poo
ols to schools, commu
unity centerrs,
etc.; invest in ap
ppearances
s;
Spec
cial program
mming( sen
niors, lesson
ns, laps onlly); close 4--6 lower utiilization poo
ols
Single-sex pools at certain
n times; earrly morning lap swim; u
upgrade sta
atistics on
Hope
ewell conve
ersion - wha
at was the utilization;
u
ttargeted ne
eighborhood
d deals;
seas
sonal enclos
sure;
Enclo
ose them to
o increase indoor swim
mming capa
acity
More
e lessons & outreach and
a more convenient ttimes; speccial groups (gender
spec
cific); make some semi-closed; up
pgrade to a
attract patro
ons; some b
bathrooms a
are
pretty grim;
Upgrrade them; treat them equally;
1-wo
ork harder to
o get neigh
hborhood to
o join; 2-ma
aybe close ssome, I'm re
eally not su
ure;
3-ma
aybe make a pool for 1-5
1 year old
ds;
Adve
ertisement; Lower certtain fees, ex
x. Senior D
Discount for under-used pools; No
onCA members
m
pa
ay less to use
u underus
sed pools; h
have birthd
days at under-used pools;
Talbo
ott- close? or Promote
e?; Improve
e - new slide
e, amenitie
es; use for rrental (e.g.
party
y) offer disc
count for un
nder used pools;
p
The transition
t
fo
or neighborrhood pools
s to outdoorr pools nee
eds to progrress to swim
m
cente
er; reduce # of pools and
a raise qu
uality; Use savings fro
om closing p
pools to
reinv
vest into few
wer higher quality
q
pools;
Figurre out why they are low
w attendance; maybe makes one
e an Adult-o
only pool,
amen
nities (cost)) not neede
ed
Perh
haps - focus
s on "open pool" and move
m
away from "neighborhood p
pool"'; more
e
than pools?
Page
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Add additional programmin
p
ng to suit ne
eighborhoo
od; theme ssome pools; cover/hea
at
some
e pools;
Have
e more less
sons to kids
s; maybe ch
hange hourrs; find out tthrough com
mmunity
meettings why people
p
don'tt come; cov
ver dedicate
ed pool, givve to Clippe
ers and let
them
m cover it;
Crea
ate incentive
es for outdo
oor pools in
n lower inco
ome areas by offering swim lesso
ons
and recreationa
r
al activities rather than closing po
ools, be crea
ative!
Need
d to find out why they are underutilized; cove
er some of the pools a
and open th
hem
up fo
or PE facilitiies for scho
ools or afterr school acttivities; also
o by coverin
ng some po
ools
mayb
be one or tw
wo could be
e dedicated
d to swim te
eams thereby making the indoor
facilitties better able
a
to acco
ommodate more peop
ple for lap sswimming, rrec swimming
or cla
asses;
Fee schedule sliding, lowe
er for underrused poolss;
pecial group
ps, such as
s gender-sp
pecific groups as sought by Dar a
alUse them for sp
Taqu
ua;
Senior discountts; lower the
e fees; pub
blicize- ex. ffor lap laness availabilitty; Use them
m for
spec
cial events - promote th
his or special usages; have aqua
atic exercise
e classes fo
or all
ages
s; transfer some
s
indoor classes fo
or usage ou
utside; incre
ease amenities
lower prices; les
ss red tape -(no reside
ent card, ettc.); provide
e swim lesssons; make
sure there is sodas, food:
Add activities i.e
e. family ac
ctivities; bea
ach front en
ntries;
Shad
de, beach entrance,
e
mushrooms,
m
parking;
To cllose pool outdoor/ make more ind
door therap
py pool; ma
ake pool ava
ailable for
renta
al for family
y reunions;
Make
e sure heatted; may need to spec
cialize;
Good
d looking liffeguards, warmer
w
temperature, g
give out gold
d stars or re
eward for
comiing to the pool, campe
ers are bad,, hot tubs a
are good, be
etter than ssaunas,
Be sure water is
s warm eno
ough; set as
side time fo
or seniors – earlier in tthe day;
Extended hours
s for laps; bar-be-que
b
space;
s
partty nights for adults, kid
ds, families;
e one a the
erapy pool – heat it!
make
Make
e some lap swim with amended hours
h
so pe
eople can sswim before
e work; possible
closu
ure of some
e pools;
Conv
vert to yearr-round; Clo
ose; and ch
hange to gyym or child use pools; convert the
em
to lap
p pools ope
en more hours;
Do not
n use the outdoor pools;
Conv
vert to heatted/year-rou
und; close and
a transfe
er resourcess to pools w
with higher
usag
ge;
Spec
cial Birthday
y Parties
Chan
nge to adultt only; lap swimming
s
only
o
; more waterpark updates; cconcentrate
e
camp
ps into one pool; close
e low use area pools m
more than o
one day; (R
RB, FR & BW
W);
Lap only
o
pools; more adultt only hours
s;

Very
y good presentation - thanks
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Need
d an i-phone app to ch
heck on ava
ailability of p
pools & lap
p lanes; nee
ed bigger siigns
wherre pools is as
a many arre not visible when drivving by - sig
gns indicate
ed pools arre
too discreet
d
Than
nks for orga
anizing thes
se workshops
Don't close so many
m
pools
s early (Aug
g) in the sea
ason. keep
p the Senior swims
throu
ugh August; Bring back the senio
or discount ffor package
e plan, man
ny of us bellong
but don't
d
use many facilitie
es so why not
n cut us a price break like you o
offered befo
ore
Don't close any pools; be creative
c
in how
h
to use them; incre
ease outrea
ach to non-white
e communitties in Columbia
Would like to kn
now usage numbers frrom Hopew
well - what w
was the usa
age before &
after the upgrad
de? Twitter feed on po
ool status; m
maybe onlin
ne status orr (streaming
g)
usag
ge;
Therre is an imb
balance betw
ween outdo
oor pools (ttoo many) a
and indoor pools (too ffew)
as th
he populatio
on using CA
A facilities ages;
a
swim ming is one
e exercise tthat won't
stres
ss joints; Bu
ut swimming
g as an exe
ercise bene
efits only if d
done year rround. Hen
nce
the need
n
to incrrease indoo
or capacity;
The 50 meter by 25 yd. po
ool allows space for lap
ps, aerobiccs, swim tea
am practice
e,
lesso
ons and rec
creational swimming
s
all
a at once.
hen?) how much doess it cost? Is it
How old is the Golf
G Course
e? How ma
any use it (th
fair to
o compare relative cos
sts and num
mber of use
ers?
Don't close poo
ols; think ab
bout increas
sed downto
own populattion for lowe
er usage po
ools;
at so
ome point aging popula
ation will pe
eter out for younger fa
amilies and you will again
have
e increased usage; Are
e staffs at outdoor
o
poo
ols assigned
d based on
n per day
usag
ge? Sometimes there seems to be
b excess sstaff. Is therre a way to be more co
ost
effec
ctive?
What is the prob
blem that re
equires a change? Ma
aybe we could come u
up with a be
etter
soluttion if we kn
new the pro
oblem?
Allow
w CA lien pa
aying resident access to low use
e CA pools w
without join
ning packag
ge
plan
Seniors who spend a lot off time away
y from Colu
umbia shoulld have to p
pay a year’ss
mbership fee
e; this item has been in the discu
ussion phasse for over ffive years –
mem
even
n before Ma
aggie Brown
n; who is lo
ooking at a solution to this proble
em; have
singles nights at
a the pools probably fo
or certain a
ages;
(Increase) programs; spec
cialty pools; bring in mo
ore non-Co
olumbia ressidents;
Activ
vities to brin
ng locals to pools;
Mode
ernize older pools, turrn into spec
cialty pools; Bigger hott tubs, activvities @ poo
ol to
bring
g communitty; sell different kinds of
o membersships (per u
use passess); Reach out to
triath
hlon commu
unity ; offer cheaper membership
m
p to non-ressidents;
The swim cente
er is a majo
or part of ou
ur lives. We
e are there 3 times a w
week unlesss we
are out
o of town. There ofte
en seems to be compe
etition betw
ween lap sw
wim and
class
ses, this is unfortunate
u
e. I have a fear that ou
ur senior m
members wh
ho do classes
may be overwhelmed.
d friendly in
ndoor/outdo
oor facilitiess;
Pools should stay clean; frriendly stafff; more child
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Table Discussio
D
ns – Note
es Recorde
ed by Nottetakers
March 29,
2 2011 att the Otherr Barn
Questio
on 1: Based
d on what you know and have learned to
onight abou
ut
demogrraphic and other tren
nds, how do you thin
nk our aqua
atics facilitties should
d
change in the nex
xt 10-20 yea
ars?
Table 1:






First and foremo
ost would liike more so
olid demogrraphics and
d time to an
nalyze the d
data.
s the popula
arity of one
e pool drive the non-atttendance a
at others (co
omparative
e
Does
data year-to-yea
ar when a pool
p
is upda
ated or sign
nificantly altered, i.e. H
Hopewell)
Com
mpare attend
dance numbers and po
opulation to
o school po
opulation de
emographiccs in
the neighborhoo
n
od
Before considerring the closing of low attendance
e pools – w
why are the attendance
e
numb
bers down?
? Age of ne
eighboring population?
p
? Poor cond
dition of poo
ols? Do the
e
trans
sient neighb
bors in high
h rental area
as know of CA and the
e pools? (M
Marketing)
Find programs that
t
would serve neigh
hborhood n
needs and b
boost attendance.

Table 2:
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Dem
mographics had
h not bee
en discusse
ed in the prresentation.
What is the age
e distribution
n of Columbia Aquaticcs facilities users?
The information
n of demogrraphics and
d shifts over time in tho
ose demog
graphics is in
the handout
h
title
ed “Columb
bia Associattion Aquaticcs Master P
Plan, March
h 2011 Kickk-off
Work
kshops, Demographic and Pool Attendance
A
Trends” which was giiven to each
partic
cipant.
Need
d to pay mo
ore attention
n to older fo
olks with se
ervices at p
pools such a
as Tai Chi,
Yoga
a, etc.
And not just new
w services but more fo
ocus
This is a higher priority tha
an it was 20
0 years ago
o due to an aging popu
ulation
Focu
eam
us more on the 50+ follks than on the swim te
More
e attention to
t seniors
Focu
us at the Ste
even’s Fore
est pool is more
m
on se
eniors – whyy not add th
hat focus att
otherr pools?
Enco
ourage all children
c
to le
earn to swim and enco
ourage more children to swim
More
e lap lanes are needed
d as, at som
me pools, th
he lap laness are crowd
ded with
children
Have
e pools with
h more focu
us on seniors with servvices such as evening
g swims for
senio
ors
Pools than are quieter
q
sinc
ce they hav
ve fewer children
nderused pools
p
for activities for sseniors; butt, in doing tthis, one mu
ust
Use currently un
be fle
exible as th
he constitue
ency demog
graphics mu
ust change
e
Page
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Pool set-ups su
uch as that at
a the Swan
nsfield pool are so kid
d friendly tha
at they mayy not
attract adults
Some years ago
o CA tried to
t get the county
c
invollved with CA
A cooperattively in the
e
s
area of aquatics
e ride from CA
C for yearrs in the are
ea of aquatics
The county has had a free
Dete
ermine if the
e county is now interes
sted in invo
olvement, e.g., building
g facilities, high
scho
ools pools, etc.
e

Table 3 (Question 1 & 3):
















Not enough
e
info
ormation to make comments on ffuture
Need
d to know why
w these pools
p
are so
o under atte
ended- inco
ome, lack o
of advertisin
ng,
etc.
y underutiliz
ze pools sho
ould be clos
sed and allocate the m
money for th
heir up kee
ep to
Very
otherr pools and
d programs (only 1 perrson at the ttable sugge
ested this, e
everyone e
else
was against this
s)
Shifting program
ms/activities
s to underu
utilized poolls to increasse usage
Mostt underutiliz
zed pools are smaller and
a older
CA is
s here to prrovide services to the communityy so CA nee
eds to find o
out who are
e the
50 pe
eople using
g the underutilized poo
ols
- Maybe they do no
ot have the transportattion to go to
o other poo
ols
Are underutilize
u
ed pools in lower incom
me areas?
- Is it a question
q
of cost/income that atten
ndance is lo
ow
Biggest change
e that needs
s to happen
n is NOT to close pools
no & Black communitie
c
es do not kn
now how to
o swim
Latin
- CA sho
ould find ou
ut if low atte
endance is d
due to this fact and prromote swim
m
lessons
s at those underutilize
u
ed pools
BAR
RC initiative-- CA needs
s to gather more
m
inform
mation abou
ut outside e
elements that
will affect
a
the CA
A community in the future
Bette
er indoor sw
wimming facilities
- Swim Center
C
cann
not house all
a the usag
ge now, faciility is falling
g apart
Cove
er underutilized pools and work with
w Ho Co public scho
ools to expa
and children
n
after-school acttivities/programs to help combat cchildhood o
obesity
nsor Swim Team
T
Spon
- Cover one
o of the underutilize
u
ed pools an
nd turn it ovver to the Sw
wim Team for them
to fund and use in
nstead of ta
aking over th
he Swim Center
Take
e a look at pool
p
hours
- Currently it’s a complicated schedule
s
Hold mini-conce
erts/BBQ/V
Village Partie
es with loca
al artists at the underu
utilized pools as
vent venue
an ev

Impo
ortant to gatther data att swimmers
s at indoor p
pools
Want to know statistics of what
w
it costts to operatte each poo
ol
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Table 4:

Kick--off Workshop
p Summ
mary - A
Attachm
ment 1











April 11, 2011

Columbia needs
s a long course, 50 me
eter pool. T
This is an O
Olympic sizze pool. Mo
odel
after the…
- Arunde
el Olympic Swim
S
Cente
er.
- Look at aging Swiim Center as
a possible location fo
or this size p
pool
- Partnerr with Coun
nty to estab
blish High S
School comp
petitive swimming teams
- Need a pool of this size with both trainin
ng and com
mpetition sp
pace.
Want to know how
h
much CA
C is willing
g to invest in the Swim
m Center
ximize atten
ndance at u
underutilized
d pools. So
ome like to go
Goall should nott be to max
to po
ools that are
e not as cro
owded.
Need
d to know why
w people don’t go to
o pools and don’t purch
hase memb
berships. C
CA
need
ds to do a
- Better job
j marketing their me
embershipss, outreach to apartme
ents/condoss.
- Need to
o look at ne
eighborhood demogra
aphics more
e closely.
Wate
er temperatture is impo
ortant both to
t those wh
ho like it wa
arm and tho
ose who like
e it
cold.
Colle
ect data on pool users
Lack
k of indoor lap lanes. Currently
C
th
he Athletic C
Club (thera
apy pool) ha
as only 1 lap
lane,, not sufficie
ent.
Aging is not sed
dentary. Warm
W
water does not m
mean swimm
mers are se
edentary.

Table 5:









Upda
ate all the fa
acilities
Build
d a 50 mete
er by 25 yarrd indoor po
ool that wou
uld be open
n year roun
nd
All po
ools open the
t entire summer sea
ason – no e
early closing
gs
Early
y morning swimming
s
fo
or some ou
utdoor poolss
Build
d more indo
oor pools
Have
e more information ava
ailable about different CA swimm
ming programs
Have
e more prog
grams gearred toward the underp
privileged
Have
e more prog
grams gend
der originated, women
n-only swim
mming sessiions

Table 6:
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Plan for aging population
p
10-15k increase
e in populattion expecte
ed in downtown Colum
mbia due to
o BRAC
Addittional reven
nue from Clippers Swim Team byy reducing w
waiting list
Different needs for older sw
wimmers (i.e. pool tem
mperatures)
Need
d more data
a regarding
g usage & users
u
for ind
door and ou
utdoor pools
Look
k into pool closings
c
More
e promotion
n, publicity & marketing
g – need to
o get the infformation o
out regarding
the pools
p
Need
ds by Muslim commun
nity (i.e. sep
parate swim
m times/areas for wom
men)

Page









Kick--off Workshop
p Summ
mary - A
Attachm
ment 1

April 11, 2011

Questio
on 2: In you
ur opinion,, what facttors or cha
aracteristic
cs influenc
ce you the
most to
o use certain pools (indoor and outdoor) rather than
n others? A
And
convers
sely, what influences
s you not to
o use certa
ain pools?
?
Table 1:









Pool too crowde
ed drives sw
wimmer to another 2nd choice po
ool; parking, crowded
d
grass
sy area, cro
owded lap lanes
l
Typic
cally a frequ
uent user in
n colder mo
onths, triath
hlete will se
eek out natu
ural bodies of
wate
er during the
e summer for
f training
Arran
ngement off pool amen
nities for op
ptimum use (Swansfielld 1st choicce vs. Hope
ewell
2nd because
b
sliide and boa
ard can be used at oncce.)
Loca
ation of pool; distance of pool from
m home or office. ~ 5--mile distan
nce seems to
be th
he driving cut-off for OP; walking distance;
Temperature off Indoor Poo
ols a strong
g concern, p
particularlyy SWC mem
mbers
Ambiance of the
e pool (sha
ade, quiet, or
o converse
ely lively if g
grandchildre
en are in
comp
pany) includ
ding condition of facilitty and chairs/tables;
Even
nts being offfered; senior swim, aq
qua fitness classes,
Sche
edule of poo
ol; either we
eekly shutd
down or end
d of summe
er closings
















For indoor pools
s the answe
er to that question dep
pends on fo
or what one
e is using th
he
pool
For outdoor
o
poo
ols one wan
nts a quiete
er pool (few
wer children), close, an
nd inviting (w
with
trees
s and shade
e for instance)
Lap lane
l
access
sibility is im
mportant
Lack
k of children
n scuffling and
a jumping
g in the lap lanes
Locu
ust Park poo
ol, for instance, is not attractive, b
but is safe
For indoor pools
s
- Look fo
or pools for deep wate
er fitness wh
hich is good
d for those with arthritis and
better for
f older us
sers
- Want te
emperature
e to be warm
m, but not ttoo warm
- Want pools
p
where
e friends go
o
o
poo
ols one eith
her wants th
hose with m
more activityy or one ma
ay want a
For outdoor
quietter pool (les
ss activity)
Long
gfellow Pool is close, underused,
u
quiet, and has lap lan
nes. It also has some
shad
de. Faulkne
er Ridge als
so meets th
hese criteria
a
Like to walk to pool,
p
not drrive
Faulk
kner Ridge is close bu
ut depressin
ng
Long
gfellow is closer but cro
owded
Pools such as Clary’s
C
Fore
est with bea
ach access are good tto take gran
ndchildren tto
One is more inc
clined to use attractive
e pools
More
e people will come if th
he pools are
e made mo
ore attractivve such as b
by doing
some
ething abou
ut camoufla
aging the ch
hain-link fen
nces
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Table 2:

Kick--off Workshop
p Summ
mary - A
Attachm
ment 1


April 11, 2011

A pool that look
ks nice attra
acts folks

Table 3:












Wate
er temp & hours
h
they are
a open
- Prefer 84-85
- Happy with pools that are op
pen at 10:30
0am for lap
p swimming
Swim
mming for health
h
espec
cially those
e with majorr health issues
Sens
se of comm
munity, know
wing other people
p
that go to the ssame pool,
enco
ouragementt from otherr members
Recrreation
Pools not clean enough (i.e. dirty tiles
s)
s that CA fo
ocuses on just
j
athletes
s instead o
of a sense o
of recreation
n and the n
need
Feels
for th
hose that ca
an only use
e swimming
g as a form of exercise
e and canno
ot run or liftt
weights
Socia
al outlet
Docttor recommended
Costt is reasona
able for just a Swim Ce
enter memb
bership butt not for a fu
ull membersship
Likes
s the Swim Center staff
Swim
m Center on
nly memberrship isn’t advertised
a
e
enough

Table 4:




Influe
ences not to use:
- Lack off lane availa
ability
- Lack off enforceme
ent of policies by lifegu
uards
- Lack off accessibility i.e. Talb
bott Springss Pool
- Disresp
pectful clien
ntele, childrren/adults n
not adhering
g to policies
- Proxim
mity
- Overcrowded Poo
ols
- Shade over waterr. Some po
ools have sh
hade during
g the day, o
others are a
all sun.
- Water temperatur
t
e
Influe
ences to us
se:
- Fun po
ools, splash pads
- Hot tub
bs, food con
ncessions, nice bathho
ouses, outd
door showe
ers (good fo
or
families
s)
re
- Water Temperatu
T
- Water Aerobics
A
- Proxim
mity
- Pools that
t
offer so
omething fo
or everyone
e
- Seeking pools where you WIILL NOT ru n into peop
ple you kno
ow.

Heatted pool – both
b
in and outdoor po
ools

Page
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Table 5:

Kick--off Workshop
p Summ
mary - A
Attachm
ment 1




April 11, 2011

Dem
mographic is
s a major re
eason for th
he usage off certain poo
ols
Features of a po
ool
e of day and
d day of the
e week
Time

Table 6:





Varia
ation in man
nagement between
b
po
ools – need
d better gua
arding and m
maintenancce
Facillities/Amenities – Kids, water parrk, mood, ve
enue
Differences in lighting – brighter is be
etter
Acce
ess to sched
duled activities – program pool iss underused
d

Questio
on 3 For Ou
utdoor Poo
ols that have low visitation, wh
hat change
es would yo
ou
recomm
mend?
Table 1:






Improve “curb appeal”
a
mak
ke more atttractive phyysically with
h newer furn
niture,
amen
nities
Adultt-only pool times via staggered
s
hours
Incre
ease after sunset
s
adultt-only events
Crea
ate events and
a program
ms and sch
hedule only at the poolls with lowe
er attendance
Get information
i
posted at the
t pools and
a out into the commu
unity aboutt the progra
ams











Acco
ording to the
e presentattion, nothing
g has chan
nged in 10 yyears i.e., lo
ow attendance
pools
s then are still
s low atte
endance po
ools
Therre must be some
s
incom
me factor th
hat, even w
with the avaiilability of ssubsidized
mem
mberships, causes
c
low attendance
e at some p
pools
Some residents
s face hard economic realities
r
uch as Faulk
kner Ridge and Bryan
nt Woods, a
are in older
Some pools, su
neigh
hborhoods, with more diverse po
opulations, a
and a lower income ba
ase
Some of the low
wer attenda
ance pools are
a in neigh
hborhoods with a high
her proportio
on of
abited by yo
ounger adu
ults who do not see the
e need for p
pool
aparttments inha
mem
mbership
Some of the low
wer attenda
ance pools may
m be in a
areas where
e the popullation may not
uent in Eng
glish and so
o may need special foccus to attract participa
ation
be flu
Acco
ording to the
e presentattion, CA alrready chang
ged the foccus of the original
Columbia vision
n of having an outdoorr pool in eve
ery neighbo
orhood. Why not then
n
close
e some of th
he underus
sed pools?
Why not advertise in the areas with underused p
pools in ord
der to attracct more peo
ople?
Why not turns pools
p
with lo
ower attend
dance to oth
her purpose
es such as classes; or
why not make them “theme
ed” pools?
Need
d to make pools
p
more responsive
e to neighbo
orhood dem
mographicss and chang
ges
in ne
eighborhood
d demograp
phics
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Table 2:

Kick--off Workshop
p Summ
mary - A
Attachm
ment 1




April 11, 2011

The Talbot Springs Pool is
s so close to
o the Steve
en’s Forest Pool – abo
out a mile.
Some time ago CA had pla
anned to pu
ut a cover o
over the forrmer pool, b
but this wass not
imple
emented.
For pools
p
with lo
ow attendance add cla
asses
For pools
p
in close proximitty define se
eparate use
es for each pool

Table 3 (Question 1 & 3):

















Not enough
e
info
ormation to make comments on ffuture
Need
d to know why
w these pools
p
are so
o under atte
ended- inco
ome, lack o
of advertisin
ng,
etc.
Very
y underutiliz
ze pools sho
ould be clos
sed and allocate the m
money for th
heir up kee
ep to
otherr pools and
d programs (only 1 perrson at the ttable sugge
ested this, e
everyone e
else
was against this
s)
Shifting program
ms/activities
s to underu
utilized poolls to increasse usage
Mostt underutiliz
zed pools are smaller and
a older
CA is
s here to prrovide services to the communityy so CA nee
eds to find o
out who are
e the
50 pe
eople using
g the underutilized poo
ols
Mayb
be they do not have th
he transporttation to go
o to other po
ools
Are underutilize
u
ed pools in lower incom
me areas?
- Is it a question
q
of cost/income that atten
ndance is lo
ow
Biggest change
e that needs
s to happen
n is NOT to close pools
Latin
no & Black communitie
c
es do not kn
now how to
o swim
- CA sho
ould find ou
ut if low atte
endance is d
due to this fact and prromote swim
m
lessons
s at those underutilize
u
ed pools
BAR
RC initiative-- CA needs
s to gather more
m
inform
mation abou
ut outside e
elements that
will affect
a
the CA
A community in the future
Bette
er indoor sw
wimming facilities
- Swim Center
C
cann
not house all
a the usag
ge now, faciility is falling
g apart
Cove
er underutilized pools and work with
w Ho Co public scho
ools to expa
and children
n
after-school acttivities/programs to help combat cchildhood o
obesity
nsor Swim Team
T
Spon
- Cover one
o of the underutilize
u
ed pools an
nd turn it ovver to the Sw
wim Team for them
to fund and use in
nstead of ta
aking over th
he Swim Center
Take
e a look at pool
p
hours
- Currently it’s a complicated schedule
s
Hold mini-conce
erts/BBQ/V
Village Partie
es with loca
al artists at the underu
utilized pools as
an ev
vent venue

Offerr reduced ra
ate swim le
essons (pilo
ot this summ
mer at Talbott Springs Pool)
Use for camps, rent out forr corporate swims, ren
nt out for pa
arties
Do number
n
of camp
c
swimm
mers factorr into pool u
usage
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Table 4:

Kick--off Workshop
p Summ
mary - A
Attachm
ment 1




April 11, 2011

Redu
uced rate per swim/se
eason for un
nderutilized
d pools
Com
me up with creative
c
way
ys to increa
ase usage
Have
e summer family
f
swim
m events at underutilize
ed pools.
- Swimm
ming and co
ookout
- Theme
e swim even
nts
- Scout troop
t
eventts
- School events

Table 5:





Closing of these
e pools
Make
e some of these
t
pools
s indoor facilities
Lowe
er the pool membership for that particular
p
po
ool
Deve
elop swimm
ming programs for thos
se pools – rreduce swim
mming lesssons

Table 6:






Adve
ertise, prom
mote, publicize
Lowe
er fees
Pricin
ng lower for non-CA re
esidents for underutilizzed pools
Prom
mote underu
utilized poo
ols for partie
es, and tran
nsfer progra
ams such a
as aquaaerobics, swim lessons to these pools
s
Ratio
on & close some
s
pools
s, further lim
mit outdoor pool sched
dules – inve
est savings in
impro
oving otherr facilities

Questio
on 4: Otherr Commentts?
Table 1:





Chem
micals in the pools nee
ed to move
e to more en
nvironmenttally friendlyy products
Who are non-re
esident users being ide
entified in d
demographiics (non CP
PRA? Renta
als?
sts?)
Gues
OP are
a not high
h on this gro
oup’s list off concerns –
–hope to be
e more invo
olved when
n
discu
ussion revo
olves around
d programm
ming(keepin
ng senior swim), pool temperaturre at
Swim
m Center
Cons
sider Additional Group
ps:
gers 14-18
- Teenag
- Young Adults 18-2
25 / 26-35
- Parents
s of young children 0-5
5 & 6-12
- Middle School / High School (not on Clippers)
- Minority populations,
capped Lap
p Swimmer
- Handic

Page
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Table 2: (N/A)

Kick--off Workshop
p Summ
mary - A
Attachm
ment 1

April 11, 2011

Table 3: (N/A)
Table 4:




For those
t
who pay
p per swiim….the prrice is the sa
ame regard
dless of which pool. S
So, if
you are
a paying you may go
o to the poo
ol that offerrs the most “bang for yyour buck”.
Mayb
be have a
Different rate fo
or the new pools
p
(Hope
ewell/Swan
nsfield, heatted pool/Ste
evens Fore
est,
and beach
b
entry
y pools and
d have a low
west rate fo
or underutiliized pools.
Everry pool shou
uld have a suggestion
s
box or othe
er means to
o communiicate with C
CA.
Phon
ne #’s of wh
ho to call ettc.

Table 5: (N/A)
Table 6: (N/A)
March 30th
3
2011 at
a Hawthorrn Center
Questio
on 1: Based
d on what you know and have learned to
onight abou
ut
demogrraphic and other tren
nds, how do you thin
nk our aqua
atics facilitties should
d
change in the nex
xt 10-20 yea
ars?
Table 1:







Trend data not surprising; Families ag
ge or move
e out, as the
e elders mo
ove new
nger families move bac
ck in; Cycliical over a g
generationa
al trend
youn
Hesittate on clos
sing pools, other neigh
hborhoods will increasse (in young
g families)
again
n, RH will age,
a
but willl always be
e only pool iin area;
The OP is a dra
aw for returning adult children
c
mo
oving back tto Columbia;
nge pool for needs as the neighb
borhood dem
mographicss change;
Chan
Enclo
ose one or more outdo
oor pools;
Close the SWC, raze and rebuild a more
m
robust,, state of th
he art multi--use aquaticc
cente
er (50 mete
er, multiple pools, etc.)) (there or ccentrally); d
during the ra
azed period
d
cove
er several OP
O



Build
d 50 meter pool. Woulld allow for:
- ‘Meets’’ that CA cu
urrently can
n’t host
- Approp
priate location for High
h School sw
wim teams
- Better location
l
forr deep wate
er fitness cla
asses, etc.
- George
e Mason’s 50
5 meter po
ool has ‘pla
atform’ that allows thatt pool to be divided
for diffe
erent uses
Mode
ernize older pools:
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Table 2:

Kick--off Workshop
p Summ
mary - A
Attachm
ment 1













April 11, 2011

Hot tubs
t
Bette
er/closer pa
arking & eas
sier access
s via walkwa
ays at Talb
bot Springs pool
More
e lanes for lap
l swimme
ers as popu
ulation agess (tension b
between kid
ds, lesson
atten
ndees & lap
p swimmers
s – need mo
ore space)
Too many outdo
oor pools and not enough indoor pool space
e
Need
d to conside
er possible benefits off some/morre specialize
ed pools, i.e.:
Kids only (paren
nts drive to other villag
ges to go to
o pools thatt have ame
enities for kids)
Lap swimming
s
only
o
Adultt only
Have
e a children
n’s pool in every
e
village
e and then look at how
w to develop the otherr
pools
s
Offic
ce of Human
n Rights sa
ays it’s illega
al to have ‘a
adult only’ pools - then
n how abou
ut
hours set aside for ‘adult only’
o
use? Iff ‘adult onlyy’ could be done, is it a
advisable? yes
Add grills and extended
e
ho
ours on Frid
day and Saturday nigh
hts – pool p
parties
Ques
stion about staffing – if the reason outdoor p
pools close early (end of summerr) is
beca
ause of all th
he lifeguard
ds returning
g to school,, explore idea of trainin
ng voluntee
ers
so th
hat the outd
door pools can
c stay op
pen farther iinto the fall

Table 3:













Prov
vide shuttle service for seniors to the pool
Outre
each to som
me groups to see if the
ere is a pop
pulation of yyounger pe
eople
surro
ounding tha
at location.
Cons
sider people
e over 60 plus
p
Move
e the Adult oriented po
ools to a diffferent loca
ation
The pools should stay ope
en late in the
e eveningss so that the
e work grou
up can atten
nd.
Peop
ple are conc
cerned abo
out the temp
perature of the pool esspecially the 60 plus a
age
group.
Open
n up the sw
wim center year
y
round..
A senior swim time or a se
eparate poo
ol for adultss.
A quieter locatio
on for adultts (no kids)
More
e indoor poo
ols to swim
m year aroun
nd
CA does
d
a lot of outreach to get every
yone involvved but it do
oesn’t inclu
ude statisticcs of
low income peo
ople coming
g in.
Do we
w actually need more outdoor po
ools? Indoo
or pools are
e a must!



Build
d a 50 yard//meter pooll
Make
e low use outdoor
o
poo
ols lap only or adult on
nly
Move
e away from
m “one size
e fits all” and
d make eacch pool uniq
que in some way. Add
d
diverrsity to draw
w people
Allow
w lien payin
ng residents
s to use low
w use poolss in some w
way without becoming a
Pack
kage Plan member
m
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Table 4:

Kick--off Workshop
p Summ
mary - A
Attachm
ment 1


April 11, 2011

Prefe
er no snack
k bars at the
e pools

Table 5:







More
e space for those who use athletic club (hot water)- cla
asses are ve
ery full
More
e challengin
ng arthritis and
a DWF
Larger locker ro
ooms (too small
s
at SW
WC)
Adultt area in loc
cker rooms
s
Non--residents restricted
r
to
o lower use pools
Tiere
ed pricing system for outdoor
o
poo
ols

Questio
on 2: In you
ur opinion,, what facttors or cha
aracteristic
cs influenc
ce you the
most to
o use certain pools (indoor and outdoor) rather than
n others? A
And
convers
sely, what influences
s you not to
o use certa
ain pools?
?
Table 1:







Open
n lanes – se
eeks out low
w attendan
nce;
Loca
ation = walk
king distanc
ce, convenie
ence
Warm
mer water, would like more
m
therapy pools, a
as classes, (Chesapea
ake Therapyy)
push
hes un-assis
sted therap
py patients out;
o
Hourrs of operattion; likes la
ater hours at
a SWC
Temperature
c
/ ad
dults with mobility
m
issu
ues beach e
entry is keyy
For children

Table 2:
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Suprreme Sports
s pool is too
o cold & ha
as too much
h chlorine
Put in better filte
er systems so you nee
ed less che
emicals
Chlorine smell occurs
o
whe
en chemicalls are out o
of balance
s
move to saline systems instead of ussing chlorine
CA should
e
Ho Co
C Health Dept.
D
could make recommendatio
ons
Lock
ker room up
pkeep and general
g
clea
anliness ne
eeds more a
attention:
- Childre
en in (dirty) diapers sho
ould not be
e allowed in
n main pools
- Columb
bia Gym loc
cker room very
v
clean
- Suprem
me Sports lo
ocker room
m is ok
- Swim Center
C
locker room is bad – hair o
on floor, etcc.
Prefe
er to use ou
utdoor pools in summe
er, if weathe
er is ok
Want to have lo
ots of green
n area to be
e able to spread out
- Not to be on top of
o each othe
er
One pool in eac
ch village sh
hould have a food ven
ndor
sider a surv
vey that would see how
w far people
get to the be
etter CA po
ools
Cons
e drive to g
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Table 3:













Temperature off the water
Transportation
s programs//activities fo
or the Senio
or Group
Less
Would apprecia
ate classes on ‘Senior Stroke Imp
provement’ or ‘Water B
Ballet’
Aero
obics
Do not
n like to us
se crowded
d pools
Priva
ate showers
s
Cleanliness
Prefe
er indoor po
ools
Extended swim time for ou
utdoor pools
s
Adve
ertising and
d activities geared
g
towa
ards the se
enior group
Frien
ndliness – the staff sho
ould be trained to take
e our namess

Table 4:











Don’t use high use
u outdoo
or pools. Kids are still young and can better watch them
m at
the lo
ower use pools
Dicke
enson pool - We like the beach entrance
e
an
nd it is easyy to watch tthe kids the
ere
Do not
n use crow
wded pools – it is unco
omfortable tto go to the
e high use p
pools
Swan
nsfield’s wa
ater park is a draw
I use
e some outd
door pools BECAUSE they are le
ess crowded
d.
Adultts are more
e likely to pick a pool with
w less kid
ds
Do not
n want to be in a crow
wded pool
In the
e past, used some poo
ols because
e the kids ffollowed the
eir swim co
oach or the kids
work
ked at certain pools
Loca
ation
Neve
er go to Collumbia Gym
m to swim la
aps becausse the wate
er is too warrm. Alwayss go
to Su
upreme bec
cause the water
w
tempe
erature is co
ooler.

Table 5:
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Wate
er temperatture
Classes
Instru
uctors
Time
e constraintts
Challenge of the
e class
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Questio
on 3: For Outdoor
O
Po
ools that ha
ave low vis
sitation, wh
hat change
es would y
you
recomm
mend?
Table 1:






Them
me some po
ools, using current low
w-attendancce location, including a
adult friendly
purposed
LP has low attendance butt area has high
h
youth population,, why not attracting
mmers? Co
ost? Knowle
edge (marke
eting & pro
omotion)
swim
Lowe
er price for visitation i.e. 5-pool plan revival;
Decrrease barrie
er to residents
Swim
m up bar! (W
While we’re
e at the wis
shing stage . . . )

Table 2:










Partn
ner with Ho
o Co to look
k at how to get
g schoolss to be able
e to use the
e pools morre
Upda
ate items:
- Some locker
l
room
ms/showers
s are tiny
- Some pools
p
are older,
o
worn out
o & not a
as clean
Non--residents should
s
not have
h
to pay
y 2 times re
egular rate
Some believe th
hat local Ta
albot Spring
gs residentss would nott mind ‘non-CA’ folks
g the Talbot Springs pool
p
at regular rates
using
Have
e different types of me
emberships for non-ressidents, poo
ol only mem
mbership
More
e swim clinics – some people driv
ve an hour a
away to go
o to certain clinics
Triathletes use pools in ea
arly am or in
n evening, rreach out to
o this group
p:
- Have outdoor
o
poo
ol(s) open early
e
5am to
o 9am & the
en close till normal sch
hedule
- Some outdoor
o
poo
ol(s) open 4pm
4
to 8pm
m for triathle
etes &/or la
ap swimmerrs only
- Could have
h
9am to
t 4pm for swim
s
instructions at th
hese pools
- Set up some swim
m instruction
n sessions,, or clinics, for adults o
only
- Use vid
deotaping as
a part of in
nstruction to
o help peop
ple learn pro
oper stokess
ate sense off communitty at these pools by ad
dding otherr activities e
early in season:
Crea
- Singles
s parties
- Balloon
ns, clowns, etc., to dra
aw in familie
es



Different hours
More
e activities
Temperature off the pool
We don’t
d
attend
d because of
o kids – ad
dult only poo
ols
Chan
nge the Sen
nior Swim timings
t
– ea
arlier or late
e in the dayy (11am and 4pm)
More
e pools werre built beca
ause the membership was low; cclose some of the pools
that are
a not crow
wded.
Adve
ertise and develop
d
more activities
s/ classes to
o attract pe
eople specia
ally the sen
nior
group.
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Table 3:

Kick--off Workshop
p Summ
mary - A
Attachm
ment 1

April 11, 2011

Table 4:









Close them dow
wn for more
e than one day
d a weekk
ere are 4 po
ools in one general are
ea, open on
nly two of th
hem each d
day, not all four
If the
Some pools were built whe
en the goal was to havve a pool in
n each neighborhood.
Could close som
me of the th
hose that arre not crow
wded
Use for camps
Keep
p high use pools
p
open all week - do not have
e a closed day; Close low use po
ools
more
e than one day
d
Won’t go to poo
ols if I know
w that Camp
ps are there
e. Could th
hey combine
e camp usa
age
at a few
f
pools?
n a pool latter into the night
Deve
elop specialty pools – laps only, adults,
a
open
Make
e pools multi-use—develop new ideas to dra
aw people in. Businesss model m
may
have
e changed; look at poo
ol usage in a different w
way; find crreative uses for the po
ools

Table 5:









Play structures (i.e. mushrrooms, play
y structuress) for familie
es
More
e variety (vo
olleyball, ho
orseshoes)
Shutt them down
n if they are
e not neede
ed
Beac
ch front entrances
Conv
vert to a rec
creation center – multiipurpose ve
enue
Use low visitatio
on pool for rentals only
y
Turn underutiliz
zed pool into
o therapy pool
p
Spen
nd the money to conve
ert low use pool for sw
wim team

Questio
on 4: Comm
ments?
Table 1:


Transportation for
f elders in
n residence
es with limitted txp optio
ons makess our changing
class
s or event time’s non-o
options. (ve
ery bad sen
ntence . . . )

Table 2: (N/A)
Table 3:
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The pages on th
he handoutts should be
e numbered
d.
The workshops
w
should be held during
g the day be
ecause the
e seniors ca
an’t drive at
nightt.
What percentag
ge of Aquattic’s budgett totals CA b
budget?
Seniors who are
e away at times still ha
ave to pay. Please havve options or provide a
soluttion to supp
port discoun
nted payme
ents.

Page




Kick--off Workshop
p Summ
mary - A
Attachm
ment 1


April 11, 2011

Aqua
atics Master Plan Focu
us Groups have no tee
enagers wh
ho are atten
ndees. We
shou
uld include teenagers
t
who
w come in
i but are n
not involved
d in activitie
es e.g.
teena
agers who are not Clip
ppers.

Table 4:



At the Swim Ce
enter, memb
bers who us
se the poolls for differe
ent purpose
es have
disag
greements about the temperature
e of the watter. The ae
erobics classses want tthe
wate
er warmer while
w
the lap
p swimmers
s and especcially the sw
wim teams need it coo
oler.
A sim
milar issue arises
a
at the AC Thera
apy Pool. S
Some peop
ple feel the temperaturre is
not warm
w
enoug
gh, some th
hat it is too warm. Wh
hat activitiess is it targetted for? Lo
ook
at programming
g and usage
e and base temperatures on thatt. Be consisstent.

Page
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Table 5: (N/A)

Kic
ck-off Worksho
W
op Sum
mmary - Attach
hment 2

A
April 11, 2011

AQUA
ATICS MAST
TER PL
LAN
Ma
arch 29 & 30, 2011 Kick--off Worrkshops
s
Postt Worksh
hop Surve
ey Resultts
Intro
oduction
Follo
owing the March
M
29 an
nd 30, 2011 Aquatics M
Master Plan
n kick-off w
workshops,
Columbia Assoc
ciation conttacted work
kshop particcipants and
d asked the
em to
comp
plete a surv
vey to gain insight into
o how the pa
articipants perceived a
and valued
the workshops.
w
Twenty-seven of the 59
5 participa
ants who prrovided em
mails
addresses responded to th
he survey. This repressents a verry good 46%
% response
e
rate. Overall, the views exp
pressed in the survey of worksho
op participa
ants were
very positive.
Com
mments on Questions
Q
6 and 10 tha
at requeste
ed written ccomments in
nclude
thoug
ghts on a wide
w
variety
y of topics. Three area
as with multtiple comments were:


Develop different us
ses or them
mes for diffe
erent pools



Older adults expres
ssed that they want to be conside
ered in any plans that
are made
e



Build a 50
5 meter po
ool

Actual survey re
esults receiived as of April
A
8, 2011 are recorrded below..
Ques
stion 1: Which
W
nightt did you attend
a
the A
Aquatics M
Master Plan
n meeting?
?
Tuesday
y March 29 at the Othe
er Barn in
Oakland Mills
Wednesa
ay March 30
3 at Hawth
horne
Commun
nity Center

56.0% (14)
44.0% (11)

Ques
stion 2: Did you find
d the works
shop to be
e of value o
overall?
Yes
No

1
100.0% (27
7)
0
0.0%

Page
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Ques
stion 3: Were
W
the go
oals of the Aquatics M
Master Pla
an clearly e
explained
at th
he worksho
op?

Kic
ck-off Worksho
W
op Sum
mmary - Attach
hment 2
Yes
No

A
April 11, 2011

9
92.6% (25))
7
7.4% (2)

stion 4: Did you find
d that the initial prese
entation in
ntroducing
g you to the
e
Ques
Aqua
atics Master Plan pro
ovided ade
equate bac
ckground o
on the projject and its
s
curre
ent status?
?
Yes
No

9
92.3% (24))
7
7.7% (3)

Ques
stion 5: Would
W
you be
b willing to
t attend a
another Aq
quatics Master Plan
work
kshop or fo
ocus group
p and prov
vide us witth additional informa
ation on
this project?
Yes
No

9
96.3% (26))
3
3.7% (1)

Ques
stion 6: If you did atttend anoth
her Aquatics Master Plan work
kshop or
focu
us group, what
w
thoug
ghts and information would you
u like to sh
hare with
us? What ques
stions wou
uld you like
e to discus
ss?





2



I think we re
eally need to
o deal with the fact the
e people ne
ew to Colum
mbia canno
ot
be expected
d to "get" the Columbia
a membership concep
pt unless CA
A interacts
in
n a better, and
a possibly new .My family has always found the who
ole process
complicated and expen
nsive. No on
ne has reallly made the
e case for b
benefits or
affordability, or fun. Wh
hat about th
he poor, the
e minority, tthe non-eng
glish
speaking me
embers of our
o community? What about people without cars, who
have no cho
oice about what
w
pool to
o use?
Itt occurred to me that pools
p
follow
w schools. S
So to answe
er the quesstion of
demographics, what is Howard Co
ounty's visio
on regardin
ng the build
ding, closing
g
or consolida
ation of elem
mentary sch
hools? And given wha
at we know now would
we
w have located the po
ools any diffferently? W
What were th
he demogra
aphic
projections in 1968 and
d how accurate were they?
I'm mainly co
oncerned with
w dedicatting pools to
o their apprropriate use
es (i.e., the
e
program poo
ol at the sw
wim center should
s
be m
mainly for trraining, the supreme
sports club pool
p
should
d be mainly for lap swimming, etcc.). If they a
are
dedicated to
o particular uses, they could be m
maintained a
at the appro
opriate
te
emps for that use. I wo
ould also lik
ke to see a 50m pool in Columbia
a sometime
e
in
n the future.
Some
S
of the
e presentation was too
o complicate
ed.Liked tha
at importan
nt CA
people were
e present. Feel
F
that mo
oney is goin
ng to be the
e overriding
g decisionmaker.
m
Need
d to interes
st the over 17
1 year old age groupss in using the pool
th
hrough activ
vities and advertising.
a
Seniors ne
eed to be given an equ
ual share o
of
time and acttivities espe
ecially at the Wilde lakke Pool whe
ere most se
eniors
attend and liive close to
o. Why can't CA give a monthly ra
ate to senio
ors who
have had a Package Plan membe
ership for ovver 30 yearrs and who are out-of-to
own most of
o the time, snowbirds, etc. Some people dominated the
e group
Page
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discussion.T
The room its
sellf didn't hold
h
sound well and m
made it difficcult to hearr
anyone in th
he small gro
oups.
Possibility
P
off having sin
ngle-sex tim
mes for one pool with ssecluded acccess and
secluded sw
wimming.
How
H
to deve
elop more choices
c
with
h CA Packa
age Plans. Cheaper pllans with
lim
mited access to facilitiies.
Let's supporrt the swim team, certa
ainly. But not at the exxpense of yyour other
member/swi
m
immers. Fo
or instance, lowering p ool water te
emperature
e for team
use is not co
ompatible with
w membe
er/swimmerr use. This is especiallly true for
older patrons -- and the
ey are a sig
gnificant pa rt of your lo
oyal custom
mer base.
Non-critical
N
factors
f
mig
ght be subje
ect to comp
promise, but this is nott one of
th
hem. Waterr temp is a critical facto
or for manyy, especiallyy older swim
mmers.
Let's find oth
her ways to
o accomoda
ate both gro
oups.
Better
B
explanation of th
he correlatio
on of incom
me demogra
aphics with pool usage
e
which
w
pools are used fo
or lessons
My
M husband
d and I are older
o
users
s of the facillities. I have
e a great fe
ear that due
e
to
o the compe
etitive nature of some of the youn
nger users (triathelete
es, swim
te
eams), our needs may
y be overloo
oked.
I did not ans
swer #4 abo
ove as I feltt that the in itial presen
ntation did n
not provide
adequate ba
ackground. What was lacking wass a MISSIO
ON STATEM
MENT such
h
as the one in
ncluded in the
t packet distributed at the mee
eting and written by the
e
Columbia
C
Aq
quatics Ass
sociation. My
M response
e to #4 abo
ove would b
be neither
YES
Y
nor NO
O but SOME
EWHAT. Th
he "Demogrraphic and Pool Attend
dance
Trends
T
desc
cribed a sta
atistical ana
alysis of the outdoor po
ools. Perha
aps this
re
eport comm
missioned by C.A. to provide a rattionale for cclosing som
me of the
le
esser used outdoor po
ools. I would
d appreciate
e seeing a similar report for the
in
ndoor pools
s as clearly they are off equal or e
even greate
er importancce to the
sw
wimming co
ommunity. Some of th
he statistica
al data on th
he indoor pools exists
as Mr. Goldm
man referen
nced it in his power po
oint address.
I would like to
t discuss issues
i
relatted to senio
ors and the use of watter as an
excellent wa
ay to exercise.We should discusss what timess seniors w
want to swim
m
and what ex
xercise clas
sses they would want tto join. Dayytime progra
ams are
best for seniiors to atten
nd. I live at Vantage H
House, a rettirement co
ommunity in
n
Columbia's
C
Town
T
Cente
er. It would
d be to CA'ss and to Vantage Housse's to hold
d
th
hat meeting
g at Vantage House. Anyone
A
wou
uld be welco
omed and I would be
happy to hellp arrange for
f that mee
eting. Anot her reasonto have the
e session
here is that people
p
who
o consider becoming
b
rresidents he
ere saytheyy want a
sw
wimming pool here. Now
N
Vantage House prrovides tran
nsportation for us to
sw
wim at Wild
de Lake Sw
wim Center.
I'd
d like to participate in a focus gro
oup for triatthletes/masster swimme
ers. I'm on
th
he board off directors fo
or Mid Mary
yland Triath
hlon Club. A
Also, it's ve
ery
im
mportant the the CA Aquatics
A
dep
pt. focus a bit more on
n reaching o
out to more
e
diverse com
mmunities in
n Columbia,, and develo
op program
ms more foccused to
th
heir experie
ences, need
ds, and abillities.
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re
efurbishing the older pools
p
expan
nding opporrtunities forr all children
n to learn to
o
sw
wim expanding hours//days of outdoor poolss particularlly at the beginning and
d
end of the se
eason main
ntaining a consistent
c
te
emperature
e at the indo
oor pools
Expanding
E
masters
m
swimming pro
ogram....posssibly addin
ng T/Th AM
M practice
space...

Ques
stion 7: Do you feel that the grround rule
es set for th
his meeting
(Partticipate, no
o judging, use appro
opriate lang
guage, no interruptin
ng, and
raise
e your hand) were ad
dequate?
Yes
No

9
96.2% (25))
3
3.8% (1)

Ques
stion 8: Did the facillitators pro
ovide adeq
quate struc
cture to the
e
discussions while
w
allowing particip
pants to fu
ully express their tho
oughts?
Yes
No

1
6)
100.0% (26
0
0.0%

stion 9: Do you belie
eve that yo
our group had adequ
uate time fo
or
Ques
discussion abo
out the thrree questio
ons and tha
at each pe
erson had a
an
oppo
ortunity to fully expre
ess their th
houghts an
nd ideas?
Yes
No

6
69.2% (18))
3
30.8% (8)

Ques
stion 10: What
W
further thoughtts do you h
have on th
he Aquatics
s Master
Plan
n?
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Focusing
F
on
n the ground
d rules was
s a little weiird - all werre adults in the room,
and intereste
ed in makin
ng progress
s on the top
pic.
lo
ooking forw
ward to flesh
hing out of ideas discu
ussed at the
e meeting e
especially
th
he "senior" activites
In
nvolving the
e communitty for ideas is a great sstep.....while many po
ools are
under-utilize
ed, I think it is importan
nt to keep the facilitiess open and find a way
to
o better utiliize the poo
ol as oppose
ed to closin
ng the facilitty to turn it into a
different type
e of recreattional area..
Just want to explain tha
at we had tw
wo extreme
ely dominan
nt personallities at our
ta
able and the
e facilitatorr was completely unab
ble to reign them in. ug
gh
Is
s the county
y involved in any way?
? Are state and countyy monies go
oing to
help?
None
N
as of this
t
time.
Pool
P
temperrature at Wildle Lake needs
n
to be
e 78 or high
her and room needs to
o
be ventilated
d not smoth
hering. Rela
axing musicc there inste
ead of the llifeguards
choice might be better for participa
ants. Senio
ors access tto the Wilde
e Lake Poo
ol
is
s imperative
e. The temp
perature should be low
wered or the
e time shorrtened when
seniors can swim there
e.
Page
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50m pool
Pools
P
should
d have diffe
erent theme
es. Also mo
ore organize
ed activitiess for adults
lik
ke at resortts. Hawaiian night, Beach Boys n
night, Parro
othead nightt. With
trropical drink
ks and mus
sic. That typ
pe of thing.
I liked separrate facilities for differe
ent activitiess.
I came in 10
0 minutes la
ate...Was th
he Master P
Plan discussed in full d
during those
e
10 minutes?
??? I did no
ot come awa
ay from the
e meeting having any cclue of the
master
m
plan. I learned alot
a about the
t demogrraphics of w
who attendss what
outdoor pool, and I found out the chronology
c
y of when ce
ertain poolss were
built....But, the Master Plan???? We
W all spen
nt a great de
eal of time answering
th
he 3 questio
ons, but to me that wa
as not the m
master plan... or was itt???
Iff a thorough
h analysis indicates that a pool sh
hould be sh
hut down -- including
th
he costs of shutdown -- then I wo
ould supporrt eliminatio
on of such a facility.
Situational
S
fa
actors can change quite alot ove
er time. Brin
nging aging facilities
back up to standards
s
can be unrealistically e
expensive. T
There are times when
it's better to level the lo
ot, and then
n rebuild afrresh (if appropriate) th
here, or at a
different loca
ation.
I love the wa
ater and fee
el I get grea
at benefit fro
rom it. I am a nurse at Howard
County
C
General and am
m a great proponent o
of water exe
ercise in all forms. I
preach to many of my patients,
p
alm
most anyon
ne, no mattter what the
eir degree o
of
fittness can find
f
a form of exercise
e they can d
do in the wa
ater. I would
d see the
plan expand
ding swim fa
acilities in Columbia,
C
a
and increassing their ou
utreach to
th
he commun
nity. I swim at the Swim
m Center th
hree times p
per week. A
After the
meeting
m
on Wed.
W
I decided that I needed
n
to ccheck out ssome of the
e outdoor
pools this su
ummer.
Äs
Ä a personal observattion, I have been swim
mming at the
e Columbia
a Swim
Center
C
for th
he past ten years and during thatt time I have
e noted an increase in
n
th
he number of lap swim
mmers as well
w as an in
ncrease in the number of non-lap
sw
wimmers who
w participate in vario
ous program
ms offered. A commen
nt made at
th
he round table discuss
sion expres
ssed the vie
ew that: "Th
he Swim Ce
enter is
bursting at th
he seams,"" and I conc
cur. .The tre
end on an increase in pool use
will
w continue
e in the future based on the Micha
ael Phelps phenomena, the
medical
m
com
mmunity's emphasis on
n swimming
g to promotte good hea
alth, and
control obes
sity, the safe
ety factor in
n being able
e to swim in
n a state with large
sw
wimming and boating areas bord
dering the b
bay and oce
ean Please consider
setting up a telephone conference
e for future meetings a
and focus groups for
th
hose who find it difficult to travel to
t meetingss, and who would be in
nterested in
n
being part off the discus
ssion. Than
nk you.
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Aquatics Commenting Tool (ACT) ‐ All Comments Received from Mid‐July to Mid September (196 Comments)

9/19/2011

The Aquatics Commenting Tool (ACT) ‐ please visit http://act.columbiaassociation.org/act/index.html ‐ was active from mid‐July to mid‐August 2011. This tool was employed by the Columbia
Association to provide another avenue for community contribution and engagement with the Aquatics Master Plan. ACT allowed users to comment on specific aquatic facilities, view others
comments and explore 2010 pool visitation data. The Columbia Association received 196 comments, which are organized by pool below.
Pool
Bryant Woods

Comment Type
Facility Changes

Bryant Woods

Facility Changes

Bryant Woods

Other

Bryant Woods

Other

Bryant Woods
Bryant Woods

Other
Other

Bryant Woods

Other

Comment
Shower curtains in women's room, more lounge chairs kept on shady side
LOVE LOVE LOVE adult swim on friday nights but wish that they lasted for the entire season rather than starting late
and ending early.
This pool with its amenities and courteous staff is always a highlight to our summer. Hot tub and showers are
wonderful, too. Perhaps another lap lane since more adults are coming. What can we do to help (skim the leaves)?
I love this pool! There is no other pool with its atmosphere. Adult night is great. I only wish the pool were open more!
(more each day and longer seasons)
The staff at this pool was wonderful again this summer as always. Not only a wonderful facility, we are so lucky to
have them. Thank you for all you do to help us have such a great summer!
Perfect just the way it is. The highlight of my Columbia life. Adult night is esp good too! Thanks!
This is the best pool around. I love the many shaded areas, no need for sunscreen if you come in the afternoon. This
pool is perfect as is.

Date Submitted
7/28/2011
9/13/2011

8/26/2011
8/5/2011
8/28/2011
7/30/2011
8/5/2011

Clarys Forest
Clarys Forest

Facility Changes
Facility Changes

Clarys Forest

Facility Changes

as i have some physical limitations, i rely on the pools in columbia to stay healthy, and they are one of the main
reasons why i stay in columbia, when i really cannot afford it here. but i digres. this pool is a crowd pleaser for me and
the kids.
I think wi‐fi services shoulg be added to all facilities, including outdoor pools
I was disappointed with the spa pool temperature. The amenity isn't really a "hot tub," imo; though there is a sunken
small pool with heated water. But "hot tub"? Desired change: hotter water.

Clarys Forest
Clarys Forest

Other
Other

Supervision: The hot tub is never monitored. Children are in there all the time. Concerned about liability.
I like the flowers planted next to the baby pool. They provide color and soften the fence line.

8/19/2011
7/28/2011

Clements Crossing

Facility Changes

The pool is looking old and tired and needs updating badly. Other pools have gotten updates, so it is this pool's turn.

9/15/2011

Clements Crossing

Facility Changes

8/21/2011

Clements Crossing

Facility Changes

A larger parking lot would be nice. It's been difficult finding a parking space in CC's small lot during 12 ‐ 3 pm!
Clemens Pool needs to be open longer at the end of summer. This year it closed on August 14, way too early. Other
pools were open up to 2 weeks longer. School didn’t start until August 29 and the pool should be open until Labor
Day.

Clements Crossing

Facility Changes

Clements Crossing

Other

The pool's baby blue tiles are looking old and ragged, even after the lifeguards scrub them to the best of their ability!
Consider replacing them with more stylish, scum‐hiding tiles such as at Running Brook and Bryant Woods.
Half the fun of the outdoor pools is walking or biking to them. Please keep Clemens Crossing Pool a general
neighborhood pool and not make it a specialized pool.

Dasher Green

Facility Changes

Could use updated bathroom / changing area. Wouldn't mind seeing a pool basketball net

9/13/2011
7/28/2011
7/29/2011

9/15/2011

8/21/2011
9/11/2011
8/4/2011

Pool

Comment Type

Comment

Date Submitted

Dasher Green

Facility Changes

This is our local pool, too, but we rarely attend. Perhaps adding some more "fun" features in the wading pool? Also,
the changing area needs some upgrades. A family changing area would be great at any/all of the pools.

Dasher Green

Facility Changes

Dasher Green

Facility Changes

The pool staff is great! They play with my children and are very friendly. The vollyball court is in need of new sand. I
would like to see a slide like at Hopewell or Swansfield. Also, some hammocks would be nice.
The quality of our local pool is poor compared to others. Bathroom stalls provide no privacy and shower curtains were
in tatters. More shade/tables are needed as well. Grounds outside the pool detract from the aesthetics in the wading
area.

Dasher Green

Facility Changes

This is our neighborhood pool and we never go there‐ my 5 & 7 yr old s say it is "boring". Nobody uses the sand
volleyball pit, could this are be used for something else? Even a paved pavilion area would be nice.

7/30/2011

Dasher Green

Other

We like this pool a lot. The overflow edge (not sure the technical term) is great and the kids love the volleyball court.
I think the restrooms could use a little more ventilation (they get very hot), but otherwise, this is a great facility!

7/28/2011

Dasher Green

Other

love the big stationary umbrellas they offer at Hopewell...would like to see more options for shade at Dasher Green.

7/28/2011

Dickinson
Dickinson

Facility Changes
Facility Changes

Please get the "mushroom" in the baby pool working again. The little ones love it.
Love this pool.

7/28/2011
9/9/2011

Dickinson
Dickinson
Dickinson

Facility Changes
Facility Changes
Other

Dickinson
Dickinson

Other
Other

We come to this pool as it is closest to our house for swim lessons. The swim lessons are FABULOUS!!!! My four year
old is taking lessons for the first time and is diving. However, the bathrooms are foul...please renovate them!
Diving Board
Great pool! The twin slides are great for kids. Restrooms are usually in good condition.
I had the oppertunity to enjoy the Dickinson Pool with my family using a VIP pass. Very nice pool! Perfect for young
children.
The shade around the main pool is wonderful for parents just hanging out while the kids swim.

Dorsey Hall

Facility Changes

Of all the bathrooms in Columbia, Dorsey Hall's are by far the most neglected in terms of renovations. If Swansfield
and Kendall Ridge, the other two most popular pools in CA, have nice facilities, why can't this one?

Dorsey Hall

Facility Changes

Dorsey Hall
Dorsey Hall

Facility Changes
Facility Changes

Dorsey Hall

Facility Changes

The lifeguards really need new umbrellas for the guard stands. They have holes in them so when it rains we still get
wet, and more importantly the sun still comes through and doesn't block any light from our eyes
The restrooms need a total overhaul. An amenity needs to be added such as a splash pad, slide or something for
children. Shade for the wading pool.
Restrooms should be renovated.
Restrooms need to be renovated...they are very bad condition. A splashpad or slide should be added to make the pool
areas more fun for the family/children. This pool is very boring for children compared to the many other pools in
Columbia.

Dorsey Hall

Facility Changes

General pool building is very old and dated. Restrooms are tired and worn with no privacy feature for dressing. Also,
too small to support swim events that occur at HD. At a minimum need restrooms expanded and updated.

8/1/2011

8/26/2011

7/31/2011

8/1/2011
8/2/2011
9/12/2011
7/28/2011
8/6/2011

8/18/2011

8/19/2011
8/11/2011
9/12/2011

8/11/2011

8/7/2011

Pool

Comment Type

Comment

Dorsey Hall

Facility Changes

I find this pool area to feel worn. I know it's a high‐use pool, but it feels trodden. I think sprucing up, a new layer of top
soil and sod and cleaning of the furniture would help it. Not gazillions of dollars, but yes to a REFRESH.

Dorsey Hall

Facility Changes

Dorsey Hall
Dorsey Hall

Facility Changes
Facility Changes

Dorsey Hall

Facility Changes

Dorsey Hall

Facility Changes

Dorsey Hall
Dorsey Hall

Facility Changes
Sustainability Features

Dorsey Hall

Sustainability Features

Dorsey Hall

Other

Lower the price for non‐residents...or let's get the county to build a pool‐‐‐pool prices are wayyy too high.
Consider replacing the trees in the facility with trees that don't shed leaves or drop seeds; these have often dropped
on me and other patrons when we're trying to relax under a tree's shade.
A Whirlpool should be built for Dorsey Hall Pool.
I would like to see new umbrellas for the pool. for the members and lifeguards. and bathrooms look like they were
built in the 60's. i love this pool and all of the lifeguards who work here. i am looking forward to visiting this pool next
year
DS pool has a great grove of trees that provides shade. This should be considered at other pools. Great pool!@
Dorsey Hall pool needs more parking! Cars are often parked along Columbia Road with families trying to cross the
street carrying lots of pool stuff. It is well used and always crowded. More parking is needed!
Solar panels on Meeting Room roof.
As CA second highest use pool it has few family oriented ammenties to enhance the water experience. Lacks items
such as a water slide, sprinklers umbrellas, and mushroom shade covers. Grass turns to mud when wet due to poor
coverage.
Dorsey is a great pool for all‐purpose use. Great location. We are so glad that this pool stays open throughout the
season.

Faulkner Ridge

Facility Changes

Faulkner Ridge
Faulkner Ridge
Faulkner Ridge
Faulkner Ridge

Facility Changes
Facility Changes
Facility Changes
Facility Changes

Faulkner Ridge

Other

Faulkner Ridge is a great pool. It is used, but not overcrowded the way larger pools are. There is room for kids, older
people, and at times handiapped kids and adults as well. The staff is kind, attentive, and keeps the pool safe and
clean.
this pool might draw more people with a beach entry & maybe a mushroom. These features make pools more
attractive & appealing especially for families. My daughter can barely stand in 3 feet & the beach entry pools were
great when she was even smaller.
The women's bathroom is so tiny & dark. Only 2 stalls ‐ not enough.
There is no longer a teeter totter.
The Wilde Lake Swim Team needs an 8‐lane pool. Consider adding lanes when this pool is renovated.
My family of 6 uses this pool during the summer. We love that it is quiet and not crowded. The staff is friendly and
attentive. Feels safer for the kids than the pools that are super crowded.

Hawthorn

Facility Changes

An additional shade structure and more tables would really help. Also, in the women's restroom, water from the
showers makes the entire floor very slippery. Floor should be improved.

Hawthorn

Facility Changes

Hawthorn
Hawthorn

Facility Changes
Facility Changes

Please take out the wooden pillar at the entrance. The guards keep their movable desk to one side, and passing by is
extremely squished and uncomfortable with more than one bag, let alone a group of people.
This pool needs more shade. There's one tree that a lot of people crowd their chairs under. I know it's long‐term, but
please plant a few trees for future shade.
Hawthorn should get a sand volleyball court

Date Submitted

7/29/2011
7/28/2011
9/10/2011
8/8/2011

8/22/2011
7/28/2011
8/1/2011
7/30/2011

8/7/2011
9/12/2011

8/12/2011

7/29/2011
7/29/2011
7/28/2011
7/28/2011
8/1/2011

9/12/2011

8/21/2011
8/9/2011
8/29/2011

Pool

Comment Type

Hawthorn
Hawthorn

Program Changes
Non Aquatic Features

Hawthorn

Non Aquatic Features

Hobbits Glen

Facility Changes

Hobbits Glen
Hobbits Glen
Hobbits Glen

Facility Changes
Facility Changes
Facility Changes

Hobbits Glen
Hobbits Glen

Facility Changes
Facility Changes

Hobbits Glen

Program Changes

Hobbits Glen

Program Changes

Hobbits Glen
Hobbits Glen
Hobbits Glen

Sustainability Features
Other
Other

Hobbits Glen
Hobbits Glen

Other
Other

Hopewell

Facility Changes

Hopewell

Facility Changes

Hopewell
Hopewell
Hopewell

Comment
Hawthorn is a great pool! However, adults tend to stay in the lap lanes past reasonable times, sometimes for over
two hours, pausing only to change accessory equipment. What about kids who want to swim?
Definitely needs some shade. The entrance to the pool also seems poorly laid out.
This pool suffers from lack of shade! The large umbrellas only do so much; the introduction of trees and trellises
similar to those at Dorsey Hall and Steven's Forest would easily fix this problem.
This is a really great pool to lounge at. Please keep it open til the end of August!
There use to be a small slide at the pool. (Very short time period) Would you be able to put that back in? My family
enjoys this pool because it isn't as crowded as the others.
This is a really great pool to lounge at. Please keep it open til the end of August!
This is the best pool in the system for adults. PLEASE keep it open past second week in August.
I love the pool at Hobbits Glen the people are friendly there is plenty of shadded area, as well as, area for those
wanting to sit in the sun.
This is my absolute favorite pool. It is a great location, shaded, and the staff is great!
Aqua fitness is a great program however the pool gets quite crowded. Is there a larger pool that can accomodate this
weekend morning class?
Best shade available for participating in outdoor aerobics classes. Keep open longer in season. Plenty of parking and
great pool.
I would like to see at least one Columbia pool set aside as an "Adults Only" pool. Hobbits Glen makes sense as it is
close to food and drink...I think the pool needs a fantastic Tiki Bar, Friday or Saturday night music (Jazz
This is a lovely pool and should be kept open later in the summer.
This is my favorite pool. It is never too crowded and has nice shade.
Love the pool. But please have a policy of not allowing people to sit on the steps into the pool to read, talk on the
phone or just sit there. It's a pain to climb over people to get in or out of the pool. thanks!
This pool has lots of shade. Would like to have extended season to Labor Day.

Date Submitted

9/12/2011
9/9/2011
8/22/2011
8/5/2011
8/16/2011
8/5/2011
8/3/2011
7/28/2011
8/13/2011
8/11/2011
9/15/2011

8/16/2011
7/29/2011
9/13/2011
7/28/2011
8/14/2011

Facility Changes
Facility Changes
Other

You have ruined our neighborhood pool. It is always so crowded with people coming from outside of the Hopewell
area. Add no parking signs near Curtis Drive.
Pool and surrouding area are too small for the changes already added. No room to sit and unless you have small
children, stay away.
Very fun swim park! Very clean and well managed and good ratio of lifeguards. Lifeguards professional and always
pleasant. Always. Very impressed! My grandkids love to come! Cecilia Titus
We love this pool!
Great pool and very busy. Love the water park.

8/20/2011
8/1/2011
8/6/2011

Huntington

Facility Changes

Please. PLEASE. Fix the giant mud pit that occurs at the foot of the hill whenever it rains. It makes swim meets so
tricky.

7/28/2011

Huntington

Facility Changes

Huntington

Facility Changes

Please add a field drain system (with soak‐aways under the top‐soil) to help deal with the drainage issue around the
pool (the field drains could perhaps drain to a rain garden area outside of the pool fence line?).
The drainage issues HAVE to be addressed. Every time it rains a giant mud pit forms. Not only is this a health hazard
due to mold, but it makes our swim meets messy and disgusting.

8/4/2011
8/4/2011

8/2/2011
8/3/2011

Pool

Comment Type

Comment

JeffersHill
JeffersHill

Facility Changes
Facility Changes

always closes early in the season. can it stay open until end of season?
the bathroom is yucky with no shower curtains, or one that is moldy and torn half down.

9/13/2011
9/13/2011

Kendall Ridge

Facility Changes

Since it is the only beach entry/hot tub pool in this part of Columbia CA should keep it open throughout the season
and not close it early.

8/11/2011

Kendall Ridge

Facility Changes

More tables and umbrellas would really help. Improved drainage is needed, especially by the diving well.

9/12/2011

Kendall Ridge
Kendall Ridge

Program Changes
Other

Too crowded. Hard to swim or exercise in pool because kids are leaping around and bump into adults often, must
often dodge kids, dodge balls being thrown in pool. Needs to be kept open longer in the season.
Awesome water spouts. Great pool for families.

9/15/2011
9/12/2011

Kendall Ridge

Other

I work & have 2 kids & often have a babysitter. Since you need to be>16 to bring a guest, my babysitter cannot take
kids to the pool, even with a note & guest pass. Consider adapting rule to include caretakers as guests of kids.

Locust Park
Locust Park

Facility Changes
Facility Changes

Shallow water Fitness is the greatest joy of the summer. Thanks!
Bathrooms need to be updated, other than that a very nice, clean pool with a friendly staff.

Locust Park

Facility Changes

Locust Park

Program Changes

Locust Park
Locust Park

Program Changes
Program Changes

Locust Park

Sustainability Features

Locust Park

Other

Locust Park

Other

Longfellow
Longfellow
Longfellow
Longfellow

Facility Changes
Facility Changes
Facility Changes
Facility Changes

Longfellow

Facility Changes

The water aerobics program is VERY popular in the summer ‐ especially. The pool has been very crowded this
summer. It would certainly help if they could do it in two pools each day ‐ to prevent the overcrowding.
Expand the morning lap swim program to include Tuesday and Thursday. Keep the program going all summer long,
especially when other facilities are closed.
Would like Saturday and Sunday outdoor water classes here‐‐outdoor classes are in West end pools only and are
usually packed. Would like a sign posted outside of pool listing daily events and times (ie classes, senior swim, swim
team times, etc.)
M‐W‐F morning lap swim is a great program. I hear that it has been extended another week. Thanks!
I take aerobics at this pool and love the classes because there is plenty of room to move around. The pool seems to
be more utilized this summer for swim teams and lots of people with young children. I like the location off of 175 ‐
easy to get to.
This pool is the best pool in CA, the water is clean, the trees are shady, the staff is courteous and the bathrooms are
always spotless.
Discovered this pool this year, and it has become one of my favorites. I like having earlier morning hours and the
aquafit program. Lap lanes usually available. Not overly crowded. Pleasant staff. Clean fresh water, good temperature.
Nice environment.
The baby pool needs some sort of shade structure at least near the part with the frog. The bathhouses really need
remodeling.
Consider removing large pine tree(s) that constantly drop needles into the pool.
remove tree by pool. relocate electricity box. renovate bathrooms
This pool has long be due for an update
If you added a slide on the large pool, more children would like it instead of Swansfield. However, keep non‐paying
non‐members out. Thanks

Date Submitted

9/7/2011
8/12/2011
8/15/2011

7/28/2011
9/12/2011

9/15/2011
8/12/2011

8/17/2011
8/1/2011

8/13/2011

8/3/2011
7/28/2011
8/23/2011
8/4/2011
8/6/2011

Pool

Comment Type

Comment

Date Submitted

Longfellow
Longfellow

Facility Changes
Program Changes

Part of the charm of this pool is its old Columbia feel; small, neighborly and quiet. Removing the pines which dirty the
water, adding new matching tables, chairs chaises and umbrellas would give the pool a fresh look.
Enforce the rules for using the pool. Consider moving Harpers Choice swim meets to a bigger pool.

MacGills Common
MacGills Common

Facility Changes
Facility Changes

The toilets need an upgrade for quicker refilling from tanks to prevent clogging.
Bathrooms are in great need of renovation.

Phelps Luck

Facility Changes

9/12/2011

Phelps Luck
Phelps Luck
Phelps Luck

Facility Changes
Facility Changes
Facility Changes

Phelps Luck
Phelps Luck

Other
Other

Restrooms should be enlarged and renovated.
PLEASE provide our pool new chairs and loungers! Most of ours are broken and do not match. All the other CA pools
have beautiful matching chairs and loungers. Why doesn't Phelps Luck? Also, the bathrooms are dark and need
updating.
could use updated bathrooms and more tables. concessions would be nice also
Please enlarge Restrooms. A hot tub would be nice too.
i love the Phelps Luck pool. the managers and lifeguards really love children. they know most of the regulars by name
and watchout for them.The pool is a real neighborhood treasure‐‐ a family and neighborhood gathering place.pools
get.
Parking is a major problem during swim meets.

River Hill

Facility Changes

7/28/2011

River Hill

Facility Changes

River Hill

Facility Changes

River Hill

Facility Changes

River Hill

Facility Changes

River Hill

Program Changes

River Hill

Sustainability Features

River Hill

Non Aquatic Features

River Hill
River Hill
River Hill

Other
Other
Other

River Hill

Other

River Hill

Other

The plantings closest the snack bar interfere with swim meet staging, can they be cut back?
The picnic tables in the wading area are very worn. The metal mesh on the seats is broken in many places. My kids'
suits actually got stuck in them.
Nice pool. Was sad to see the sand volleyball court close this year due to the bees. Would be good if the snack bar
could carry some healthy snack options next year. More shaded tables would be nice, too.
This year the pool chairs seem all worn out and should be replaced. I was surprised this area pool was in worse repair
than others. Why is that?
Glad the bees are gone now that the vollyball court has been removed. However, the grass won't grow there and
makes a mess. Perhaps add Pavilions as there is little shade there in the summer?
The number and length of adult swim periods is excessive. Kids are kept out of the pool 25% of the time. Adult swim
10%‐15% of the time would be far more reasonable.
When it's time to replace the water heaters, for any of the pools, solar hot water and/or geothermal heating should
be used. It's far more efficient, and pays for itself several times over in energy savings.
There isn't enough shade at this pool. Adding shade features would be nice, or open earlier in the am, so we can come
before the afternoon sun.
Great pool. Fun to swim here in the evenings by the pool lights. We like the extended hours, especially late in the
season.
Please fill the soap dispensers, can you clean the bath room! very unpleasant and dirty!
The staff at River Hill was great. The facilities are good, it's well run, and well maintained.
pool too crowded and insufficient to meet needs of the 2 largest CNSL teams. should have another pool in pheasant
ridge neighborhood
Love the pool ‐‐ but its always so crowded ‐‐ was wondering if opening earlier on weekends might ease the afternoon
crowd factor.

8/12/2011
9/12/2011
8/6/2011
8/1/2011

8/17/2011
7/29/2011
9/12/2011

8/5/2011
9/9/2011

8/1/2011
8/14/2011
8/20/2011
9/5/2011
9/1/2011
8/6/2011
9/13/2011
9/12/2011
9/1/2011
9/4/2011
8/2/2011
8/1/2011

Pool

Comment Type

Comment
Date Submitted
Running Brook could use some new furniture and umbrellas!!! Every other pool I have been to has new(er) furniture.
When I go to Running Brook it saddens me that it is in such disrepair.
8/9/2011
This pool is not handicap‐accessible. There is a step ledge in front of both bathrooms, and the large sloped hill at the
pool's entrance is not appropriate for those who aren't as able bodied. Handicap accessibility needs to be a priority
next year.
8/18/2011
Same deal with Running Brook; the pine trees drop needles that spear anyone laying beneath them, and the trees
over the baby pool shed so horribly that the pool is a mess even after the slightest breeze
9/10/2011

Running Brook

Facility Changes

Running Brook

Facility Changes

Running Brook

Facility Changes

Running Brook

Facility Changes

Running Brook

Non Aquatic Features

Running Brook

Other

Running Brook has a lot of unused space around the pool, behind the guard stands and baby pool that could easily
supplement a hot tub, water slide, anything that could increase the usability of this otherwise quiet, friendly pool.
Why are there so few tables here? I would love to bring dinner during the week but do not wish to sit on the grass all
the time.
Running Brook is wonderful for swimming laps and having a lane to myself (meditative). The campers and youngsters
are well supervised and a pleasure to watch in action. Thanks to the staff for creating a special and safe environment
for everyone.

Stevens Forest

Facility Changes

The grass volleyball court is unnecessary. It never gets used and just takes up space for sunning or open play. Would
love to see some more modern amenities at this pool ‐‐ it's pretty popular with folks of all ages. Beach entry would be
loved!

Stevens Forest

Facility Changes

Stevens Forest
Stevens Forest

Facility Changes
Facility Changes

Stevens Forest

Program Changes

Swansfield

Facility Changes

Swansfield

Facility Changes

Swansfield

Facility Changes

Swansfield

Program Changes

Swansfield

Program Changes

Swansfield

Non Aquatic Features

I like the idea of dedicating different pools for different activities. One for water aerobics. One for swimming. Water
temperatures differ for these activities. Maybe another just for lessons. Sometimes the activities don't mix well.
The pool staff needs to be taught that it's necessary to clean the bathrooms. The bathrooms smell like urine, and the
shower stalls are moldy.
I would like to see Steven's Forest Pool focus on lap swimming for adults.
I want everyone at the pool to have a good time, but often there is little to no intervention from the life guards in
reference to rough‐housing by older kids in the area where younger kids play
For a large & busy, it is well managed and user friendly. I really miss the clock. A clock large enough to see from the
pool and without glasses on will be greatly appreciated.
comment applies to all outdoor pools. Need more shade, especially on pools themselves. Lap lanes should have
shade so people can swim laps without worrying about sun exposure.
PLEASE expand the shallow end‐ it is small, crowded and too deep. My 5yr cannot touch in shallow end and my 7 yr
can't go in baby pool. It would be great to have an area of the pool that both my 5 and 7 year olds could enjoy.
This is a great pool for families. (Much cozier than Hopewell.) Please move the water aerobics classes for adults to
another pool. It's disappointing whenever most pools are closed so we go to Swansifeld only to discover a class in
session!
The Water Aerobics program ‐‐ outdoors Summer should be expanded to include all SUMMER weeks. Longer Season.
It would be nice to have a clock attached to the building so there is some reference of time ‐ not many wear a watch
or carry their phone into the pool.

8/21/2011
7/28/2011

7/28/2011

9/13/2011

7/28/2011
8/31/2011
8/8/2011
8/18/2011

7/28/2011
8/25/2011

7/30/2011

9/12/2011
8/16/2011
7/28/2011

Pool

Comment Type

Swansfield

Other

Swansfield

Other

Talbott Springs

Facility Changes

TalbottS prings

Comment
Need to post sign outside of pool with daily information about scheduling. Post pool temperature‐‐people ask and
lifeguards don't know. Keep open much longer in season‐‐heat it more as it gets colder. Great landscaping.
Thanks for everything, just keep those who dont belong out. Dont be fooled by the "I just want a drink" excuse. I have
witnessed entire families sneaking inside. Not fair for non‐members who do pay.

Date Submitted

9/15/2011
8/6/2011

Facility Changes

People always complain about how no one goes to this pool ‐ there's nothing outstanding about it to bring people in...
maybe a slide would fix that or a hot tub
Spread the word about the pool at the local elem, mid, and high schools, with a promotion (in English & Spanish) that
they can't resist? Adding a rain mushroom or something would make better use of the land that is there and would
entice families.

8/15/2011

Talbott Springs
Talbott Springs

Facility Changes
Facility Changes

To boost users I'd suggest a state of the art splash pad to repace the current basketball court AND adding a slide.
Love this pool. Though not highly used a soda/snack machine would be nice

8/11/2011
7/29/2011

Talbott Springs

Program Changes

CA needs to continue"Columbia Swims" program into 2012 This pool services a large Hispanic population, many of
which have no swimming skills. Providing low cost swim lessons to these residents is providing basic life saving skills.

8/11/2011

Talbott Springs

Program Changes

Talbott Springs

9/10/2011

Other

Consider making Talbott Springs a lap lane‐only pool so kids and adults can practice and get great exercise all summer
long. The 2 or 3 lap lanes at other pools stay full, especially late in the season when some pools close.
I really like this pool because it is a quieter environment and family friendly. The water is always a good temperature
and very clear. Support low cost swim lessons to encourage participation from the local community. Staff is always
friendly.

8/13/2011

Talbott Springs
Talbott Springs

Other
Other

Please don't let "them"(CA) take away our pool and tot‐lot. We love our pool: convenient, not overly crowded like the
big NOISY waterparks. We take our grandkids (toddlers) every weekend that we catch a visit.
Great Pool. Keep it the same. It is like the old swimming hole. Down the hill in the woods.

8/4/2011
7/29/2011

Thunder Hill

Facility Changes

The changing area here is very small. If there are more than a couple of people inside, it is difficult to move around.

Thunder Hill

Facility Changes

Thunder Hill

Program Changes

Thunder Hill

9/12/2011

8/1/2011

Other

The pool is NEVER crowded. There is lots of shade and a great pizza place right next door that offers an incredible
menu of all kinds of food. Bathrooms are small though. The life guards are all professional and seem well trained.
This pool has been open until Labor Day every year for the past five years, why isn't it closed early like other pools in
Columbia?
Great pool! Easy access, lots of shade, volleyball, and pizza next door! We are so glad it always stays open through
Labor Day.

9/12/2011

Thunder Hill

Other

We love our neighborhood pool. We have always wished it opend a bit earlier, but still love it just the same!

8/14/2011

Columbia Gym
Columbia Gym
Columbia Gym
Columbia Gym

Facility Changes
Facility Changes
Facility Changes
Facility Changes

Good staff, please keep free towels
The swimming pool water is getting worse and worse recently.
The water is dirty and unclear. Please consider to change water routinely.
The water does not look good recently. Please consider to make it clean so kids can play in it safely.

9/11/2011
8/10/2011
8/10/2011
8/10/2011

8/1/2011
7/28/2011

Pool

Comment Type

Comment

Columbia Gym

Facility Changes

Columbia Gym

Facility Changes

Please bring back the palm tree and plants on the island! They made the pool seem more family friendly.
Ventilation needs to be improved. The smell of Chlorine is overwhelming, necessitating opening the outside doors.
Also, kids should be able to use the kickboards if they are not being used.

Columbia Gym

Other

Columbia Gym

Other

Athletic Club
Athletic Club

Facility Changes
Facility Changes

Athletic Club
Athletic Club

Program Changes
Program Changes

Columbia Swim Center

Facility Changes

Columbia Swim Center

Facility Changes

Columbia Swim Center
Columbia Swim Center

Facility Changes
Facility Changes

Columbia Swim Center

Facility Changes

Columbia Swim Center

Facility Changes

Could us two more lanes, especially in the morning. Facility kept very clean, except for mold under soap dishes.
Air in PP causing swimmers to cough. Coaches are propping open doors to improve air quality, but more than 50% of
the swimmers are stopping to cough during practice.

Columbia Swim Center

Facility Changes

The family changing room needs to be enlarged to allow more families to use it. It also gets very cold in there.

Columbia Swim Center

Facility Changes

Columbia Swim Center

Facility Changes

Columbia Swim Center

Facility Changes

Columbia Swim Center

Facility Changes

Consider making a way to make comments on these pages using mobile devices. Could not access using iPad.
I was unhappied with the lifeguard. Several weeks ago, I went to gym 40 mins before close. A guard reminded me at
30 mins, 25, 20, 10, 5 mins personally. I knew pool was going to close, but I do not want to be remind so frequently
and personally.

like the later aerobics classes but could use more sections of water aerobics as sections are really crowded now
Super warm water pool and water classes. Need a therapy pool on east side of town!!
Love arthritis classes. Need 2 morning classes on weekdays. M & W have close to 30 attending plus therapy at same
time. Need arthritis++ or slowish arobics. New teachers on W & Th are great, a little faster like Kim & make routines
fun.
Either a class or therapy at one time, not both at same time. Cleanliness could be improved in showers.
Please increase the offering of DWF. During morning classes, the lanes are filled to capacity quite often and the
popularity is growing. Every day during the week would help.
I am on the Masters swim team, and we swim here all winter. The ventilation system in the program pool does not
filter out the chlorine vapor as well as it could. Because of this, I, the coach has to open the door to the outside at
times to help us.
I would love to see a hot tub at the swim center. A friend from another county comes here on occasion and would
come more if there was a hot tub. Also, a lazy river or indoor wave pool would be fun, but that would involve more
drastic changes.
The team loves the temperature of the Program Pool

Look to NBAC (North Baltimore Aquatic Club)/Meadowbrook Aquatic for an ideal setup. They have classes, a moveable
divider, changeable between 25 and 50 meters. Just one visit will help the vision for Columbia.
The schedules on your web site for the indoor pools are as of Jan. 1, 2011. The schedules say to visit the facilities for
updated info. as schedules can change monthly. Why not update web monthly?
Please replace the paper towel dispenser in the locker room. There are many uses for paper that the dryer can't
provide. Besides, if you are trying to go "green", electric hand dryers are probaly less green and more expensive than
paper.
I would really be disappointed if this pool wasn't available for DWF at 8.00am. this program has sucessfully healed me
from 2 knee surgeries. It was because of this availability at this pool,at this time that I joined CA. It benefits many
people.

Date Submitted
8/21/2011
8/14/2011
9/5/2011

8/10/2011

9/13/2011
9/15/2011

7/28/2011
8/14/2011

9/1/2011

7/28/2011

9/10/2011
7/28/2011
7/28/2011
9/12/2011
9/9/2011

8/30/2011
8/25/2011

9/1/2011

9/6/2011

Pool

Comment Type

Columbia Swim Center

Facility Changes

Comment
You could save a LOT of energy by turning off the main pool lights much earlier in the morning ‐ such as 8:AM. Since
the whole building is windows, there is enough natural light.

Columbia Swim Center

Facility Changes

Innovations in the men's locker room much worse conditions in it. Replace paper towels to air‐dried is wrong, since
towels used to wipe the mud from the benches and sinks. In the cranes are now no hot water to shave.

8/23/2011

Columbia Swim Center

Program Changes

This is the best pool for Deep Water Aerobics of the indoor pools. I would use the outdoor pools for this in the
summer if 8:00 am classes were available since I still have to go to work. Even 7:30 am might work.

7/28/2011

Columbia Swim Center

Program Changes

Columbia Swim Center

Program Changes

Please reconsider policy on cancelling DWF classes when Howard County schools are closed or delayed. Some reasons
are obviously legitimate; however, there are many instances when classes could be held as scheduled.
It would be great to have more times for lap swimming. My family of four does this as our only CA activity, so it is the
key thing that keeps us members. Thanks!

Columbia Swim Center

Non Aquatic Features

It'd be nice if there were places to sit in the snack bar area, and maybe coffee drinks (hot and cold) and tea for adults.

9/10/2011

Columbia Swim Center

Non Aquatic Features

Add more hooks inside the shower to hang up towels, etc., Fix the shower heads, which are always breaking. Add
more showers because water aerobics draws many women and we often have to wait to take a shower.

7/30/2011

Supreme Sports Club
Supreme Sports Club

Facility Changes
Facility Changes

Supreme Sports Club
Supreme Sports Club

Facility Changes
Facility Changes

Supreme Sports Club

Facility Changes

Supreme Sports Club

Program Changes

Supreme Sports Club

Program Changes

Supreme Sports Club

Program Changes

Would love to see more PM & weekend water aerobics classes at SSC; I work FT so can't attend weekday classes. I
attend my boys' soccer on Sat AM & church on Sun. AM so can't attend AM weekend classes. Due to knee arthritis, I'm
limited to water aerobics.
The Whirlpool jets are too weak.
Swimming at SSC causes skin/ sinus irritation. Affects me & a complaint frequently made by other swimmers. I know
there is something different and unhealthy at SSC because no skin / sinus reactions when I swim other CA pools and
same for other swimmers.
water is freakishly cold

Date Submitted
9/7/2011

8/31/2011
7/28/2011

9/12/2011
8/8/2011

8/10/2011
9/13/2011

Pool water is too cold to exercise in. Air is caustic to lungs and nasal passages. Need ventilation and air purification.
I have been participating in water aerobics classes for over 25 years and there are now only two evening clsses. What
is a working person to do? Heat the Supreme Court Pool and have 6:30pm classes.

9/15/2011

more water aerobics classes that start at 7pm or later, to accomodate people who work and get off after 5pm
Need more evening water aerobics classes at SSC. I submitted a comment a few minutes ago but had selected wrong
comment TYPE above. Am resubmitting so this does not get overlooked!

9/13/2011

9/8/2011

9/12/2011

9/1/2011

Aquatics Master Plan
Aqua Fitness Focus Group
Notes from August 22, 2011 Focus Group Meeting

Overview
The Columbia Association is developing an Aquatics Master Plan, a comprehensive
plan that documents existing conditions of Columbia’s aquatics facilities and programs;
assesses the future needs of residents and other users; and makes recommendations
for future investments in aquatics venues and associated programs. This 10- to 20-year
plan will set the frame for how CA invests in our aquatics facilities for years to come.
The process began earlier this year and is anticipated to be completed by year’s end.
How do Focus Groups Fit into the Master Planning Process
There are many opportunities to be involved in the planning process and many ways to
stay informed as the plan is developed. There will be community-wide workshops during
the plan’s development. The first set of these were held in March. Focus groups are
small group discussions that complement the larger community meetings and focus on
the needs and ideas of specific aquatics user groups. Each focus group is anticipated to
meet once.
This focus group brought together a small group of residents involved with the Aqua
Fitness program. The facilitated session lasted approximately 90 minutes. Participants
were asked a series of open ended questions. The discussion points are noted here.
Question 1: What do you like best about CA aquatics facilities/programs?
Answers 1:
Facilities
 They are close proximity to where I live!
 Convenient location
 One can participate in both shallow or deep water fitness at the
same facility
 Personal touch at the Swim Center ( Wild Lake) because it’s just a
pool and not a fitness club
 Look forward going to the Swim Center – social and friendly!
 Did not enjoy Supreme Sports Club because of the water
temperature
 Changing rooms at Supreme Sports Club are much cleaner than
the Swim Center
 Columbia offers us access to a variety of facilities that no other
place does
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Programs
 Classes are offered 7 days a week, variety of opportunities for
everyone.
 A friendly staff makes for an enjoyable experience
 Summer program is great, love the outdoor program!
 There is a good variety of classes
 Different teachers, different teaching style make classes exciting
and fun
 Different/ new teaching strategies, tips are beneficial and always
welcome
 More classes should be offered during evening/ night time- giving
people who work opportunity to attend
Question 2: What are your thoughts on improving facilities/programs for
aqua fitness swimmers?
Answers 2:
Facilities
 Swim Center should be cleaner
 The Swim Center is not as clean in the evening as it is in the
morning
 When the classes coincide with other swim teams, it gets
overcrowded and the kids leave the Swim Center dirty
 Glad that they got rid of the rusty scale
 Wall clocks are not in sync; why not go for an atomic clock.
 Supreme Sports Club – water temperature is cold
 Supreme Sports Club has cold temperature, something should be
done
Programs
 Classes are getting overcrowded, need more space
 It’s been busy this summer, more Seniors participating and taking
classes
 Create and enforce rules for members doing laps and deep water
fitness
 Too many rules complicate things
 Supreme Sports Club offer few evening classes and Swim Teams
get priority. Would like to see more evening and night classes.
 More classes are being offered in the evening and getting
cancelled. Some members prefer classes early in the morning.
 Not many seniors attending because of the untimely schedule of
classes.
 Proper advertising/ communication tends to get people in e.g. dropin, free introductory classes.
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Deep water fitness – one lane or pool section should be reserved
with signage so that people can enjoy at all times.

Question 3: Have you observed other aquatics programs that you think CA
should emulate to enhance the aquatics program for aqua fitness
swimmers?
Answers 3:
 Observed just one, aqua class for elders.
Question 4: As you know, our indoor facilities are in high demand for a
number of user groups. What solutions do you have for addressing the
demand for indoor pool/aquatics time?
Answers 4:
 Build another pool
 Swim Center – 8am class is popular and full. Offer another morning
class to accommodate everyone.
Question 5: One idea is to cover/enclose one of our outdoor pools to
expand our indoor capacity. What are your thoughts on this?
Answers 5:
 Build a big, deeper pool
 Pool sharing done in a civil manner is good
Question 6: There are a number of outdoor pools throughout the
community that are sparsely attended. What are your ideas to increase
community participation at these facilities?
Answers 6:
 Locust Park has done a wonderful job of having senior time
 Offer classes before 9:30am
 Offer pool parties, reduced membership fees to attract more people
 Population of Columbia is aging, get medical staff involved to
encourage patients to attend the pools – medical fitness
Question 7: Pools are community gathering places. If some of the sparsely
attended pools were to be repurposed over time to other types of
community facilities, what ideas do you have on what would garner
community interest and participation?
Answers 7:
 CA pools are attractive enough!
 Don’t take away outdoor pools because people love outdoor pools
 Huntington Pool closes early
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CA should have one designated pool for fitness classes and one for
lap swimmers only
Game room for kids
Group activities

Other comments
 Athletic Club- the equipment is old
 Columbia Gym is new and cleaner but a long commute
 Add another gym
 Allow members to use the pool facilities (when available) for small
gatherings, picnics, group meetings etc.
 Kim – the facility has visibly improved ever since she’s been there
 Connie - does a great job at the Swim Center
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Aquatics Master Plan
Clippers Focus Group
Notes from August 30, 2011 Focus Group Meeting

Overview
The Columbia Association is developing an Aquatics Master Plan, a comprehensive
plan that documents existing conditions of Columbia’s aquatics facilities and programs;
assesses the future needs of residents and other users; and makes recommendations
for future investments in aquatics venues and associated programs. This 10- to 20-year
plan will set the frame for how CA invests in our aquatics facilities for years to come.
The process began earlier this year and is anticipated to be completed by year’s end.
How do Focus Groups Fit into the Master Planning Process
There are many opportunities to be involved in the planning process and many ways to
stay informed as the plan is developed. There will be community-wide workshops during
the plan’s development. The first set of these were held in March. Focus groups are
small group discussions that will complement the larger community meetings and focus
on the needs and ideas of specific aquatics user groups. Each focus group is
anticipated to meet once.
This focus group brought together a small group of residents involved with parents
whose children are involved with Clippers. The facilitated session lasted approximately
60 minutes. Participants were asked a series of open ended questions. The discussion
points are noted here.
Question 1: What do you like best about CA aquatics facilities/programs?
Answers 1:
Facilities
 I like that the pools are everywhere in Columbia.
 If one pool is closed due to maintenance, we can still go to another
pool because there are many in the community.
 When Clippers are practicing, there is always space for me to swim
as well. This creates a family-friendly atmosphere.
 I like the geographic diversity for aquatics facilities and the varied
amenities at each pool.
 Supreme Sports Club and Columbia Gym is more of a fitness pool,
while Swim Center is more family-friendly.
 I like that the children are taught how to use the equipment at
Supreme Sports Club.
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Programs
 The programs are family oriented – all four of my children are on a
team and have different swimming abilities, but ALL are welcomed
on the team.
 If my child choses to do another sport in high school, most other
swim teams require swimming to be the only sport, but the Clippers
program is flexible and allows kids to be involved in other sports.
 The Clippers program accepts kids that have other things to do,
which creates the family oriented atmosphere. If they miss a meet
or practice that is okay. Not all teams (outside CA) have this
atmosphere.
 All of my kids can be on the same team.
 Kids love the coaches.
 Coaches build personal relationships.
 I like that the team is located here in Columbia, which is more
convenient than our previous team in Laurel.
 My child is ten years old and he’s not sure if he’s into competitive
swimming long term but I still feel like he has a spot here on the
Clippers team.
 I considered leaving because I didn’t like the way Clippers were
reorganized recently, but my children refused to leave because
they like the coaches.
 Clippers coaches don’t “push” the kids to swim, a lot of other teams
sign the kids up for meets and participation is required; CA respects
other obligations.
 Clippers recognize the whole child rather than just the swimmer.
 There is an elite group in the Clippers. My children’s group had a
swimmer that is now swimming at Yale University, so you can do it
in the Clippers program. The swimmer was well rounded with
academic and other extracurricular accolades, but he could only do
this with Clippers because they provide the flexibility to balance
other important activities in life.
 MBAC is too competitive for many kids.
Question 2: What are your thoughts on improving facilities/programs for
Clippers?
Answers 2:
Facilities
 The water at Supreme Sports Club is too cold for the kids
 I have complained about water temperature before.
 Air quality is horrid – kids are usually gasping for air in Supreme
Sports and also the program pool at the Swim Center.
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My kids have developed asthma. I am not sure if it is related to the
facility.
It’s very slippery in Supreme Sports Club and easily to slip. They
have improved this by putting mats down in the hallways, but it
hasn’t been done on the steps – my kid has slipped and been hurt.
It is way too slippery. This needs immediate attention.
Also slippery at Swim Center. Need better decking material. Need
better near term solution to ensure safety.
Build a 50 meter pool – maybe we can partner with another
government entity to be more cost effective.
Put a bubble over the outdoor pools.
Kids want to swim in high school but there is no swim facility for
high schools – this is my only main complaint about living in
Howard County.
It’s surprising that there is no 50 meter pool, despite being one of
the richest counties in the nation.
Lose CNSL kids at around 13 years old because they go to teams
that have a 50 meter pool and more advanced swimming.
Having all of Clippers activities in one location.
Older adults are upset about having a bunch of kids in the pools –
create an age appropriate facility.
In the locker rooms at Supreme Sports Club they asked youth and
adults to stay in separate areas. That’s helpful in keeping the peace
but in that “one space” for the youth it gets crowded.
Isn’t there potential for a Stephens Forest pool bubble? This could
be a dedicated facility.

Programs
 I like how they divide the kids who want to be competitive and
recreational.
 The older kids have the smaller groups, but the younger kids have
much larger swim teams and it’s very packed! I don’t think enough
individual time is spent on the kids in this environment. Kids say
they don’t get enough personal attention from the coaches.
 Why is it good to have the largest program in the state?
 Clippers services the community but it doesn’t help the kids
progress competitively
 We still have state champions, but we’re not the club where
competition is everything. This is both a positive and negative.
 If kids want more from the program they will move, but otherwise
they will stay with Clippers.
 I feel that we can’t attract good coaches because we don’t have the
budget to pay top dollar for coaches.
 It sounds like Clippers purposefully positioned itself in the middle
ground for recreational and competitive swimming.
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If someone leaves Clippers, there is always someone that will fill
the space.

Question 3: Have you observed other aquatics programs that you think CA
should emulate to enhance the aquatics program for Clippers?
Answers 3:
 Fairlands of course – it is bigger with a 50 meter pool and it can
accommodate both swim meets and family in one location.
 A pool in Virginia had a 50 meter pool, weight room, water park etc.
It was like a Lifetime Fitness on steroids.
 I like the pool decks in other places.
 Lifetime has two slides.
Question 4: As you know, our indoor facilities are in high demand for a
number of user groups. What solutions do you have for addressing the
demand for indoor pool/aquatics time?
Answers 4:
 The only 50 meter pool available in summer is Fairland. It would be
nice to have this in Columbia so we aren’t giving thousands of
dollars to Fairland to rent the space.
 Our kids don’t start until June because pool access is limited, while
the Eagles team meets for months before summer and are
therefore more prepared.
 Tri-athletes, masters would use a 50 meter pool.

Question 5: One idea is to cover/enclose one of our outdoor pools to
expand our indoor capacity. What are your thoughts on this?
Answers 5:
 Cover the outdoor pools.
 Seniors are complaining about not having enough space in the pool
and covering an outdoor pool would provide more space for indoor
swimming
 I don’t see benefit to covering the pool. It seems like a budget
decision. All the facilities at the pool would also have to be
upgraded, can’t just cover the pool.
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Question 6: There are a number of outdoor pools throughout the
community that are sparsely attended. What are your ideas to increase
community participation at these facilities?
Answers 6:
 Friday night at Bryant Woods attracts people and we need more
events like that. It builds community and you can’t put a price on
that.
 How about opening the wading pools at these pools in the morning
so parents and little kids can get in water time before mid-day
naptime. This would really be great. Now most pools open at noon.
Question 7: Pools are community gathering places. If some of the sparsely
attended pools were to be repurposed over time to other types of
community facilities, what ideas do you have on what would garner
community interest and participation?
Answers 7:
 I think there is a need for activities that attract teenagers such as a
basketball court.
 River Hill shut down their volleyball court because it attracted bees
and since it’s been closed; teenagers no longer hang out there.
This is too bad. It was a good place for them.
 Stuff for teens and pre-teens are needed.
 Fairland has somewhere around 50 acres for an ice skating rink,
pool etc.
 Combining multiple types of facilities would be good if in one place
for cross-training, for example.
 It costs a lot to rent Fairland for the weekend, and we could capture
that revenue if we built our own 50 meter pool instead.
 Could Hopewell pool be a place for a multi-use park?
 There will be a big backlash when considering closing a pool since
there is too much community investment and interest in ensuring
they stay open
 I personally bought my house because it’s near a pool.
Other Comments
 There is a new competitive team starting called HoCo Aquatics – going to
use HCC facility. Offering smaller teams and are going to offer a long
course season. During winter they will go to UMBC, and Clippers don’t go
there. Have hired an experienced coach.
 Lack of pool space makes Clippers pool time limited and therefore cannot
be competitive because of scheduling difficulties when they get out of
school and what’s actually open for swimming.
 Why can’t practice be at 4:30 instead of 4:15? Middle schoolers have
trouble getting to practices.
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CA Clippers management isn’t reacting to this HoCo Aquatics competition
of their use of UMBC. Shrugging off these comments.
CA turns kids away every year – we don’t have room for them.
There may be a business case for more competitive Clippers.
Is Fairland done in a tri-county partnership?
Maybe we could build a 50 meter pool in Western Howard County.
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Aquatics Master Plan
CNSL Focus Group
Notes from July 21, 2011 Focus Group Meeting
Overview
The Columbia Association is developing an Aquatics Master Plan, a comprehensive
plan that documents existing conditions of Columbia’s aquatics facilities and programs;
assesses the future needs of residents and other users; and makes recommendations
for future investments in aquatics venues and associated programs. This 10- to 20-year
plan will set the frame for how CA invests in our aquatics facilities for years to come.
The process began earlier this year and is anticipated to be completed by year’s end.
How do Focus Groups Fit into the Master Planning Process
There are many opportunities to be involved in the planning process and many ways to
stay informed as the plan is developed. There will be community-wide workshops during
the plan’s development. The first set of these were held in March. Focus groups are
small group discussions that will complement the larger community meetings and focus
on the needs and ideas of specific aquatics user groups. Each focus group is
anticipated to meet once.
CNSL Focus Group
This focus group brought together a small group of residents involved with the Columbia
Neighborhood Swim League (CNSL). The facilitated session lasted approximately 90
minutes. Participants were asked a series of open ended questions. The discussion
points are noted here.
Question 1: What do you like best about CA aquatics facilities/programs?
Answers1:
 All facilities have something different to offer
 All can share responsibility and occasionally host a meet and make
money
 The neighborhoods allow kids to walk to the pool; they are
neighborhood oriented
 Locations are good
 Pools are set up so they are meeting points for families.
 CNSL provides opportunities for kids in the neighborhood to come
together on the same team. Not all go to the same schools. They
can build relationships and camaraderie through the swim teams
and get to know kids from various schools. This is a tangible
example of the Columbia Experience.
 Teens and younger children are connected through swimming
 The leagues are inclusive. They don’t target just high level
swimmers. All can participate
 There is a feeling of team and participating in a team.
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Timing of the meets is good. They are short so the entire family
can go together.
Promotes swimming for all levels; coaches work with all kids to
improve; award “best time” ribbons
No pool is more than 15 minutes away. They are convenient to
each other. Can meet people and see them again and develop
close relationships.

Question 2: What are your thoughts on improving facilities/programs for
older swimmers?
Answers2:
 Bathrooms at all pools are small and provide limited facilities for
over 400 people who may be attending a swim meet.
 Bathrooms could use updating.
 There are no lockerrooms in most pools.
 The concessions need to have the electrical updated.
 Some teams don’t have concession stands. Sales from the
concession stands are how the teams make money.
 Some pools cannot accommodate meets with larger teams
 Storage facilities are not generally available. The teams have a lot
of gear to “drag around”. Some teams have purchased sheds for
their equipment and supplies. There are concerns that the pools
are not secure.
 Parking is not adequate for the “home” team, much less for another
team. Street parking is not available
 Practices are often in a 25 yard pool. Some teams have a 25 meter
pool. It is difficult for the kids who practice in a 25 yard pool when
they swim meets in a 25 meter pool because of the added distance.
 Cleanliness during events is a problem.
 Chairs and shade are not available. Those who attend the meets
bring their own chairs. The pools have opportunities to improve in
this area.
 Additional staff is needed for cleanliness. The staff should take
care of pool cleanliness (emptying trash, stocking bathrooms,
picking up debris) when they are not on duty in the chair.
 Communication about the CNSL is not available. The focus group
wanted to see more kids participate in a fun, unstressful activity.
The community often does not know about meets.
 Assistant Managers must be aware that people are coming to their
pools for a meet and have supplies available for a large crowd.
 Staff needs to be a mix of guys and girls so both bathrooms can
have attention.
 Registration for CNSL is not on-line. It is done on paper forms
which most families mail in. The paperwork and registration
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information is often not accurate when it is inputted so data
provided to the team coaches and managers is not up to date. This
affects who can swim at the meets and is particularly bad at the first
meet of the year. Paper registration to on line input is not bridging
well. No receipts are given out. This seems to be a systemic
problem.
If CNSL is trying to recruit new people, an on line registration
system would provide more accuracy and a better database.
One family did not know about CNSL for years after they moved to
Columbia. There is no or little information at some of the pools
about the leagues and the Clippers.
Some rezoning of program parameters may be needed. A new
look at boundaries may prevent having some large teams and
some small teams.

Question 3: Have you observed other aquatics programs that you think CA
should emulate to enhance the aquatics program for CNSL swimmers?
Answers 3:
 Use “Meet Manager”. It is an electronic league scoring system. It
can do a lot including printing ribbons. The league has problems
with scoring and this is a way to get meet data completed more
accurately.
 Except for the need for technical scoring methods, CNSL is better
than most leagues
 The Roger Carter Center has starting blocks at the deep end of the
pool. CNSL doesn’t have starting blocks. (There are two
removable starting blocks at the Supreme Sports Club pool). The
availability of starting blocks would improve the quality of the CNSL
program and be a good introduction to competitive swimming.
Most leagues do have starting blocks.
Question 4: As you know, our indoor facilities are in high demand for a
number of user groups. What solutions do you have for addressing the
demand for indoor pool/aquatics time?
This quesiton was not addressed separately.
Question 5: One idea is to cover/enclose one of our outdoor pools to
expand our indoor capacity. What are your thoughts on this?
Answers 5:
 This idea is irrelevant to CNSL.
 Bathrooms are not big enough for an enclosed all weather pool. If
a pool was enclosed, all of the pool’s facilities would have to be
upgraded.
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Clippers would love it. The enclosed pool could be dedicated to the
Clippers.
Want to do it only to a pool that is not highly used in the summer
A place to get information out earlier for CNSL; could use an
enclosed pool to get the CNSL kids in the water earlier in the year.
It would alleviate problems with usage.

Question 6: There are a number of outdoor pools throughout the
community that are sparsely attended. What are your ideas to increase
community participation at these facilities?
Answers 6:
 Jeffers Hill and some of the other sparsely attended pools have no
amenities; nothing to drive people to them.
 Talbott Springs has only the pool and a ½ basketball court
 Could add another swim team at one of the sparsely used pools
 Lap only pool during the day
 Adult only pool
 Pool just for camps
 Add more hot tubs, snack options, freezer with ice cream, have
Coho Grill bring in food to sell.
Question 7: Pools are community gathering places. If some of the sparsely
attended pools were to be repurposed over time to other types of
community facilities, what ideas do you have on what would garner
community interest and participation?
Answers 7:
 Keep the pools
 Make one of them a 50 meter pool
 Repurpose for swimming in some way
 Neighborhood environment: not embraced as much as it should
be. Outparcels don’t feel as much a part of this neighborhood
environment. Some neighborhoods don’t feel connected to their
villages.
 Need to improve camaraderie. The Aquatics program doesn’t
necessarily help it.

Other comments
 Teams are growing. They have lots of small children. Lifeguards don’t
stay through the full pre-season practices
 Have had to fish some kids out of the water after lifeguards leave. Some
older kids will stay to help younger ones.
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Closed some pools during the day in the early season for practices. Now
the swim teams practice when the pool is closed. Other kids cannot see
what is going on so don’t know how much fun the leagues are and don’t
join.
Get more out of having practices after pools close. Before, there was too
much competition for lanes.
Columbia will get new people coming in to the area with BRAC. CA needs
to see programs to military families at a price they can afford. Military
families will want the sense of community that Columbia provides.
Getting coaches assigned to teams in a timely manner is a problem. They
get assigned close to the time they are needed, often at the last minute.
The teams don’t get the coaches they deserve. There should be more
attention paid to selection and placement of coaches.
Sometimes swimmers are lost to other teams.
Scheduling a small team (113 swimmers) against a large team (200+
swimmers) psychologically impacts the smaller team so they don’t think
they can win before the meet even starts.
A lot of swimmers are from outside of Columbia. People don’t want to
come to teams at Bryant Woods and Faulkner Ridge. Non-residents pay
$400 for their kids to swim on the CNSL teams. The kids cannot use the
pools for recreation, just for the team. The fee should be lower to attract
more swimmers.
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Aquatics Master Plan
Lap Swimmers Focus Group
Notes from August 24, 2011 Focus Group Meeting

Overview
The Columbia Association is developing an Aquatics Master Plan, a comprehensive
plan that documents existing conditions of Columbia’s aquatics facilities and programs;
assesses the future needs of residents and other users; and makes recommendations
for future investments in aquatics venues and associated programs. This 10- to 20-year
plan will set the frame for how CA invests in our aquatics facilities for years to come.
The process began earlier this year and is anticipated to be completed by year’s end.
How do Focus Groups Fit into the Master Planning Process
There are many opportunities to be involved in the planning process and many ways to
stay informed as the plan is developed. There will be community-wide workshops during
the plan’s development. The first set of these were held in March. Focus groups are
small group discussions that will complement the larger community meetings and focus
on the needs and ideas of specific aquatics user groups. Each focus group is
anticipated to meet once.
This focus group brought together a small group of residents involved with Therapeutic
swimmers. The facilitated session lasted approximately 90 minutes. Participants were
asked a series of open ended questions. The discussion points are noted here.
Question 1: What do you like best about CA aquatics facilities/programs?
Answers 1:
Facilities
 Temperature at the Swim Center since this spring
 The number of choices. Love the main pool at the Swim Center.
 Talbott Springs is the best outdoor pool.
 Dedicated guards at the Swim Center at 5:30am.
 Short walk from the lockerroom to the pool at the Swim Center.
 Hard to match what we have here (lockers, cleanliness,
temperatures).
 Swim Center is the best indoor facility.
 Hobbit’s Glen outdoor pool has shade, good water temperature and
natural light.
 Clarity and quality of water is high.
 Having shower facilities at the outdoor pools is a plus.
 Pool system is great and convenient. Three pools in walking
distance in some neighborhoods.
 Love Talbott Springs because it is not used much.
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Programs
 Availability of times to swim at Supreme Sports Club – there are lap
lanes all the time.
 Early bird outdoor swim at the outdoor pools in the summer.
 Lifeguards have more training and drills.
 Water aerobics classes are good.
 Senior swim is a great idea.
 Some people like quieter pools and CA provides a mix of what is
available for all.
 Friday night adult night/hot tub.
 Adult Swims.
 Swim Teams practice in pools that are closed for the day.
 Staff is nice. Guards are better trained today than they were in
earlier years.
Question 2: What are your thoughts on improving facilities/programs for
lap swimmers?
Answers 2:
Facilities
 Supreme Sports Club is closed the same week that they close
outdoor pools. Close at different times.
 Used to be 4 lap lanes at Steven’s Forest. Now there are only 3.
Would like another lane added back in.
 Need a bathroom downstairs at the Swim Center main pool.
 Program pool at Swim Center– when is it used? From 11:30am2:30pm it is not used much.
 Program pool is not a deep water pool and therefore gets really
dirty.
 There are complaints about the cleanliness of some of the pools:
Supreme Sports Club and program pool in particular. Not all the
time. Need to vacuum them more often.
 Upgrade furniture at the outdoor pools. Add more trees and hot
tubs.
 At Supreme Sports Club, there are sometimes no lanes at prime
times because of the Clippers and other programs.
 It is confusing to know which pools are closed on which days.
 Clean the Main Pool at the Swim Center after Splashdown is open.
Clean all pools on Sunday nights.
 Showers: Hobbits Glen has no indoor showers. It would be nice to
have some.
 Need shade at some some pools, such as Talbott Springs.
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Locker rooms at some pools need upgrades. Some need small
things, like clothes hooks at Locust Park and benches or raising the
height of the mirrors so adults can easily use them.
In the men’s locker room at Phelps Luck pool, there is a sharp
edged ledge as you step into the showers. Swimmers have cut
their feet on this edge.
Swim Center: The floor gets slippery. They used to have mats but
these are gone.
Some outdoor pools do not have any snack or drink machines.
Bathrooms at the outdoor pools are not always cleaned well. If the
guards clean the bathrooms, they need to do a better job or CA
should have someone else do it.
Outdoor pools have lots of bugs. They should do more skimming.
At Supreme Sports Club, the actual entrance to the pool from the
locker rooms is inconvenient. Swimmers must walk down a long
hallway and go down steps. The hallway is sometimes VERY cold.
Extend the outdoor pool season.

Programs
 20% of guards don’t check IDs at Talbott Springs
 Extend hours at the outdoor pools; open earlier (before noon).
 Senior swim hours at Swim Center are too short. Add more.
Question 3: Have you observed other aquatics programs that you think CA
should emulate to enhance the aquatics program for lap swimmers?
Answers 3:
 Howard Community College has a pool but it is not as nice as the
CA pools.
 50 meter pool.
 May need a partnership (e.g., with the County) to get a 50 meter
pool built.
 The University of South Carolina has a beautiful facility with a 50
meter pool and a 10 meter diving pool.
Question 4: As you know, our indoor facilities are in high demand for a
number of user groups. What solutions do you have for addressing the
demand for indoor pool/aquatics time?
Answers 4:
 During prime lap swimming times, have more programs outside
when possible.
 Open the indoor pools at 5am.
 Have another indoor pool.
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Some programs have six kids in a lane. It is good that they are
swimming and that CA is trying to accommodate their needs.

Question 5: One idea is to cover/enclose one of our outdoor pools to
expand our indoor capacity. What are your thoughts on this?
Answers 5:
 This has been talked about at Steven’s Forest.
 Make one a 50 meter pool.
 If this is done, open it 12 months a year. Don’t just cover it,
upgrade the whole thing.
 This would be a great idea.
 Bubble one of the pools in Long Reach (Kendall Ridge or Locust
Park).
 Definitely need to add indoor space.
Question 6: There are a number of outdoor pools throughout the
community that are sparsely attended. What are your ideas to increase
community participation at these facilities?
Answers 6:
 Declare Talbott Springs a lap swimmers pool.
 Advertise more.
 Have rotating theme pools. Make one a lap pool everyday.
 Too expensive for some people to join the pools or CA. Make it
cheaper.
 Party nights sponsored by the Village Centers draw people so the
demand is there.
 Address aging demographics and try to get seniors into the pools.
Work through Senior Centers to give price breaks. Pools can
provide a needed social outlet for seniors.
 Some of the pools are in high crime area that scares some people
away.
 Direct kids to the pools and away from street corners.
 Partner with the schools.
 Tie in with school PTAs. Need partnerships.
 Work with apartment managers; pilot studies for usage.
 Join the least used pools for a lower fee.
 Have a teen pool, keep pools open later, initiate programs for teens
who might like to come and just hang out if they don’t want to swim.
 Schools could help to get kids to the pools.
 Get people to learn how to swim. This would promote swimming in
the community.
 Publicize lesson programs more.
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Take out a 2 page ad in the Flier. Feature “pearls of Columbia”
(under utilized pools) on one page and “hot pools of Columbia”
(highly utilized pools) on the other. The two classifications would
attract different groups.
Increase awareness of what is available. Use TV spots instead of
print media.
Run a contest to have kids make ads.
Use “AdSense” on Google to advertise.

Question 7: Pools are community gathering places. If some of the sparsely
attended pools were to be repurposed over time to other types of
community facilities, what ideas do you have on what would garner
community interest and participation?
Answers 7:
 Additions like volleyball, 4 Square. Could have Volleyball
tournaments and other athletic activities.
 Young people in their 20s don’t have places to go.
 Basketball courts, tennis courts, etc. Light at night. Have
tournaments.
 Use pools more during the year through partnerships with schools.
Would need to heat the outdoor pools to do this.
 Heat popular pools so they could open earlier in the season and
close later.
 Cover pools so you could use them as different purpose the rest of
the year. E.g. make splash pads.
 Need creative thinking to bring lesser used pools “back to life”. Use
business models to do smart things and get a dividend from your
capital investment. May have to take a loss on some to obtain a
gain overall. The gain may not be in the form of profit but in the
form of good will and building a stronger community.
Other comments
 Use the ACT tool as advertising. It allows people to comment and see
comments immediately.
 Swimmers want a consistent water temperature.
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Aquatics Master Plan
Masters Focus Group
Notes from June 22, 2011 Focus Group Meeting
Overview
The Columbia Association is developing an Aquatics Master Plan, a comprehensive
plan that documents existing conditions of Columbia’s aquatics facilities and programs;
assesses the future needs of residents and other users; and makes recommendations
for future investments in aquatics venues and associated programs. This 10- to 20-year
plan will set the frame for how CA invests in our aquatics facilities for years to come.
The process began earlier this year and is anticipated to be completed by year’s end.
How do Focus Groups Fit into the Master Planning Process
There are many opportunities to be involved in the planning process and many ways to
stay informed as the plan is developed. There will be community-wide workshops during
the plan’s development. The first set of these were held in March. Focus groups are
small group discussions that will complement the larger community meetings and focus
on the needs and ideas of specific aquatics user groups. Each focus group is
anticipated to meet once.
Masters Focus Group
This focus group brought together a small group of Masters swimmers. The facilitated
session lasted approximately 90 minutes. Participants were asked a series of open
ended questions. The discussion points are noted here.
Question 1: What do you like best about CA aquatics facilities/programs?
Answers 1: Facilities
 Outdoor pools
Amount of different pools; lots of options/choices
Answers 1: Programs
 The Swim Center is convenient and well maintained
 The Masters Program has outstanding coaching
 CA provides a wide variety of programs that meet the needs of all
age groups and levels of swimmers. Even have Aqua Zumba.
 Appeal to diverse groups.
 Program scheduling is flexible, allow all to participate, scheduled
times work for a wide range of lifestyles
 The flexibility is present in Masters scheduling as well as Aqua
Fitness classes
 The staff at the Swim Center is good. They are are helpful, “bend
over backwards” for swimmers of all kinds and swimmers have
developed a close relationship with the CA Team.
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Programs reflect a sense of community. People who work at the
outdoor pools live in the community and grow up with the pools.
At the Swim Center, sometimes classes are held in some of the
lanes while other lanes are open for laps.

Question 2: What are your thoughts on improving facilities/programs for
Masters swimmers?
:
Answers 2: Facilities
 Build a 50 meter pool
 Indoor pool time is at a premium because so many groups use the
pools, plus they need to maintain time for lap swimming.
 The pools have various temperatures. Balancing everyone’s needs
is difficult – faster swimmers need it cooler; others need it warmer
 For a training environment, Masters need more lanes and cooler
pools with more consistency. The 5:30am Masters program has 25
people using 5 lanes so it is a very full program. There is no room
to expand the program to more people.
 Pool temperatures are difficult to balance to provide a correct
temperature for all of the diverse people and activities.
 Some pool temperatures are too warm for lap
swimmers/masters/triathletes
 The Columbia Gym pool is too warm for lap swimmers and the way
it is designed, kids can pee in the pool making it undesirable for me
as a masters swimmer
 Balance is needed: would be great to dedicate one pool to
Masters/lap swimmers/triathletes
 The location of the pools determines where people go to swim.
They like to go to a location convenient to them. This results in all
kinds of swimmers with different needs using each pool.
 The Swim Center Program Pool needs to be open more hours. If
people could always swim laps there, the pool could be kept at a
certain temperature needed for lap swimming.
 Keep outdoor pools open longer in the season if guards are
available
Answers 2: Programs
 Add another time slot for Masters on weekends.
 Have a Masters program at 7am. At this time, a 7am Masters
program would interfere with lap swimmers.
 More options for Masters swimmers would be better and would
allow the program to expand.
 In the winter, the Masters program has 11 practices each week.
 Add swim lessons for adults
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Add stroke clinics for adults. This would apply to people who were
not at the Masters level but want to learn to swim better. A
program like this could be a tune up for joining the Masters program
and could be held two days each week.
Provide an additional lane or two at the Masters swim times for
those who are not up to speed of the Masters. This would be a way
to grow the program. People may not be ready in their minds to
move into the Masters program. This would be a way for them to
try it.
Triathletes need a swimming program like “Stroke Mechanics for
Adults” to build their confidence. This could be an intermediate
step for potential Masters swimmers and for Triathletes.

Question 3: Have you observed other aquatics programs that you think CA
should emulate to enhance the aquatics program for Masters?
Answers 3:
 Olympic pool in Barcelona
 Masters group outside of Rehobeth Beach has a good pool but more
time availability issues than CA.
 50 meter pool that is 9 feet deep all across it; this could also at times
be divided into two 25 meter pools and have a kids section and a
diving pool. A pool like this would answer some of the questions about
lap time because more lanes could be made available by dividing the
pool.
 Fairland Aquatic Center, Montgomery Aquatic Center
 Outdoor pools would need backstroke flags and time clocks to use for
Masters program
Question 4: As you know, our indoor facilities are in high demand for a
number of user groups. What solutions do you have for addressing the
demand for indoor pool/aquatics time?
Answers 4:
 A 50 meter pool that can be divided into two 25 meter pools as
described above would make more lanes available
 A 50 meter pool could be a revenue producer for Columbia. CA could
use it to host meets for which they don’t have a facility to do so now.
National meets, meets for Masters could take place here and the
swimmers would not need to go to other locations. The meets would
bring people to Columbia. The teams that came would pay to enter the
meet and use the pool. It would help to grow the program which would
increase revenue. Revenue increases would be offset by increased
costs to operate the pool and the investment in the construction of the
pool.
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Pool dedication: dedicate a pool for lap swimming, Masters and
Clippers. This would please some people and make enemies of
others.
Not much coordination and communication between CA programs and
swim facilities. For example, the Columbia Gym does not know what
the Swim Center does. They are not thinking about each other. We
have islands within the CA Aquatics system.

Question 5: One idea is to cover/enclose one of our outdoor pools to
expand our indoor capacity. What are your thoughts on this?
Answers 5:
 Would support this. Converted to new indoor facility that would be
usable twelve months of the year.
 Adding another indoor pool would increase lanes and time availability
 50 meter pool is the first choice. Enclosing an outdoor pool would be
an OK second choice.
 This option could get the Clippers out of the Supreme Sports Club. It
would allow more Masters swimmers and the pre-Masters program
discussed earlier.
 Swansfield is a suggested option for enclosing an outdoor pool.
 Could also modify a pool to make it 50 meters and enclose it.
 Use a pool that is currently underutlilized
 Cost is a big issue
Question 6: There are a number of outdoor pools throughout the
community that are sparsely attended. What are your ideas to increase
community participation at these facilities?
Answers 6:
 Have a dedicated outdoor lap pool in each village. Now the outdoor
pools allow lap swimming for 15 minutes each hour (adult swim)
 Theme pools for pools which are underutilized. Adults only? Teens
only?
 Grid the city. Determine one pool in each area that would be
dedicated to residents 55 and older. Work with Howard County Transit
to get people there. Special pricing for 55 and older. Howard County
Transit would stop at the pool. Could do this two to three days each
week if not all week. Open the pool to the entire community on
weekends
 Stroke Clinic for adults at an underutilized outdoor pool
 Outside groups want to rent pools and are not able to do so. Let
outside groups rent underutlized pools. Rent for functions on
weekends, e.g. business employee outings. Would need to adapt
bathhouses and lighting at most pools for rentals.
 Currently rent to camps when pools are not used.
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Have earlier hours at outdoor pools. Only Locust Park is open early.
Could do a Masters program on Tuesday and Thursday at 8am at an
outdoor pool.
Triathlons are a huge program in Columbia/Howard County. Could
use the pools for Kid’s Triathlon programs focused on swimming.

Question 7: Pools are community gathering places. If some of the sparsely
attended pools were to be repurposed over time to other types of
community facilities, what ideas do you have on what would garner
community interest and participation?
Answers 7:
 Don’t do anything to it. Keep neighborhool pools intact. Kids walk to
the their neighborhool pools
 Make underutilized pools “Resident Card” pools
 If pool is not important to a neighborhood based on low utilization,
could it be used for other purposes?
 Need to determine why the pools are underutilized. Neighborhoods
have changed
 Maybe mini golf
 Expectation in the community that there would be neighborhood pools
 Some neighborhoods have not turned over yet and have not yet added
new families. Older adults – aging in place - live in them.
 There are not enough lanes to meet current demands of pool users.
Determine how to get underutilized pools to be more utilized rather
than convert to another use.
 Have other activities to make more outdoor pools more attractive:
grills, picnics, babysitting (Kidspace is not available at outdoor pools),
beach volleyball which could be open to the public, larger concession
stands with more options.
 Tallbot Springs has terrible bathrooms, no snackbar, is not
handicapped accessible, no other activities. It needs an upgrade.
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Aquatics Master Plan
Older Adults Focus Group
Notes from June 28, 2011 Focus Group Meeting

Overview
The Columbia Association is developing an Aquatics Master Plan, a comprehensive
plan that documents existing conditions of Columbia’s aquatics facilities and programs;
assesses the future needs of residents and other users; and makes recommendations
for future investments in aquatics venues and associated programs. This 10- to 20-year
plan will set the frame for how CA invests in our aquatics facilities for years to come.
The process began earlier this year and is anticipated to be completed by year’s end.
How do Focus Groups Fit into the Master Planning Process
There are many opportunities to be involved in the planning process and many ways to
stay informed as the plan is developed. There will be community-wide workshops during
the plan’s development. The first set of these were held in March. Focus groups are
small group discussions that will complement the larger community meetings and focus
on the needs and ideas of specific aquatics user groups. Each focus group is
anticipated to meet once.
Older Adult Swimmers Focus Group
This focus group brought together a small group of older adult swimmers. The facilitated
session lasted approximately 90 minutes. Participants were asked a series of open
ended questions. The discussion points are noted here.
Question 1: What do you like best about CA aquatics facilities/programs?
Answers 1:
 Convenience. Walk to outdoor pool.
 Pools are well maintained
 Pool maintenance is good.
 Pools are clean.
 Staff is “just fantastic”. Staff at Swim Center is wonderful. They
straighten out problems and are considerate to all swimmers.
 Pools provide a sense of community.
 There is a great choice of pools.
 The times available to swim laps are good. Schedule used to be a
problem but it is not now.
 Morning hours for lap swimming at Locust Park outdoor pool. (7am
on Monday, Wednesday and Friday)
 Pools are becoming more important for older folks as a form of
exercise.
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Question 2: What are your thoughts on improving facilities/programs for
older swimmers?
Answers 2:
 Refurbish some of the outdoor pools. Running Brook needs new
showers. Other pools have bath house issues as well.
 Swim Center installed indoor/outdoor carpeting in the locker room
recently but still needs to do more.
 At Supreme Sports Club, the long hallway from the locker rooms to
the pool is slippery. Stairs going down to the pool can be
dangerous.
 Never enough lap lanes; need more lap lanes because “you can’t
really swim if more than 2 people are in a lane”.
 Adults only lap lanes are needed as well as signs designating the
lanes as “Adults”; kids will get into the lap lanes with adults, which
they shouldn’t do.
 Need to enforce lap swim etiquette at the outdoor pools.
 Lifeguards need to be more assertive on lap etiquette.
 Temperature: Can’t change temperature of a pool very fast so you
need to dedicate pools to a certain temperature. Need a balance in
facility temperatures.
 Improve communication with swimmers and the community:
Aquatics management doesn’t show pool users that they are aware
of various needs, that they recognize different views or provide
information on what is happening. Staff doesn’t seem to react to
complaints and suggestions. Focus group participants would
appreciate HONEST communication. Don’t feel that staff is honest
about temperature issues. Staff tries to appease to keep members
happy but swimmers want honest information. Guards don’t lie to
swimmers, they just not trained well or aware of pool temperature
and other issues.
 Program Pool is closed most of the day so is not used as much as
it could be to provide another option for temperature and laps.
 Temperature is variable. Keep it consistent by pool so swimmers
know what to expect. At one time there was a plan for
temperatures at each pool. This information was given to the CAC
but not the swimming community. Need to communicate better.
 At the Swim Center, there is a lot of work done in the furnace room.
See if happening a lot. Does the equipment need to be replaced or
fixed? Do we have the right mechanics?
 The Program Pool used to be salt water purified. That is healthier
than other methods of purification.
 Change time for one senior swim to 3pm-6pm.
 The outdoor senior swim stops too soon.
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Question 3: Have you observed other aquatics programs that you think CA
should emulate to enhance the aquatics program for Masters?
Answers 3:
 In Montgomery County in the White Flint area there is a beautiful 50
meter pool. It is newer than the CA pools.
 Anne Arundel County has an Aquatics Center. It is multi-use with
exercise options adjacent to the pool desk as well as swimming. CA
does not provide land exercise at the pools. CA pools don’t have deck
space. The Supreme Sports Club pool has no gutters. We need to
think strategically.
 The Supreme Sports Club pool is the same temperature as what
Olympic swimmers use.
 Need more activities available.
 Laurel pools have good diving boards
 In Fairfax County, there is an indoor pool complex with a family
recreation area, a pool for swim teams, a lap pool, a recreation pool
and an outdoor pool. Should Howard County be approached for
something like this?
 Shouldn’t compare CA to county or municipal facilities.
Questions 4/5 (Combined): As you know, our indoor facilities are in high
demand for a number of user groups. What solutions do you have for
addressing the demand for indoor pool/aquatics time? One idea is to
cover/enclose one of our outdoor pools to expand our indoor capacity.
What are your thoughts on this?
Answers 4/5:
 Program Pool: open it from 10am-12pm for older adults.
 Converting outdoor pool to indoor facility has been tried. A bubble was
put on Tallbot Springs about 18 years ago. In theory this sounds great
but must make pools attractive and multi-use
 Determining which pool to close would be difficult particularly if it were
pared with closing an adjacent pool. Someone would object to any
closure decision.
 Can’t just cover a pool and not upgrade it. Need to do the conversion
right – make sure bathrooms and lockers/changing areas are all
upgraded.
 Don’t do a patch job.
 Would need to consider parking if convert an outdoor pool since it
would be more popular.
Question 6: There are a number of outdoor pools throughout the
community that are sparsely attended. What are your ideas to increase
community participation at these facilities?
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Answers 6:
 Sparsely attended pools may be because the pools are not open for
many days each summer.
 There are not customers for some of the pools.
 People flock to newer facilities like Hopewell and Swansfield.
 Important to know who goes to the pools. Who walks to the pools?
CA runs everything on a business model. This was not the original
vision. It is not just about the pool. Need to improve older Village
Centers and revitalize the whole community to bring people to the
neighborhoods.
 Communicate which pools have lower attendance and advertise these
to the community. Quieter pools may be attractive to families who
want to have a quiet time.
 Perhaps a cheaper rate if you use the four or five underutilized pools.
Question 7: Pools are community gathering places. If some of the sparsely
attended pools were to be repurposed over time to other types of
community facilities, what ideas do you have on what would garner
community interest and participation?
Answers 7:
 Keeping underutilized pools operating is expensive. Can money be
put to better use elsewhere?
 Longfellow has a great deal of interaction with the community.
Suggest a partnership with the schools to get kids on swim teams and
have pool memberships.
 Any changes should include the Village Boards in discussion. People
need to feel that they are being heard.
 Repurpose one and do it right.
 If you close pools and thus save money, keep the money saved and
reinvest it in aquatics, not to other CA facilities or programs.
 Partner with the County and schools. Seems like a good time to
partner. We may have an open window/opportunity.
 Some kids don’t have a way to get to the pools so they can’t use them.
Create or provide transportation.
 Outdoor pools are “held hostage by the Howard County school
schedule”. They are not open when school is in session. The summer
lasts from Memorial Day to Labor Day but most of the outdoor pools
are not open from Memorial Day to Labor Day.
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Aquatics Master Plan
Older Adults Focus Group
Notes from June 28, 2011 Focus Group Meeting

Overview
The Columbia Association is developing an Aquatics Master Plan, a comprehensive
plan that documents existing conditions of Columbia’s aquatics facilities and programs;
assesses the future needs of residents and other users; and makes recommendations
for future investments in aquatics venues and associated programs. This 10- to 20-year
plan will set the frame for how CA invests in our aquatics facilities for years to come.
The process began earlier this year and is anticipated to be completed by year’s end.
How do Focus Groups Fit into the Master Planning Process
There are many opportunities to be involved in the planning process and many ways to
stay informed as the plan is developed. There will be community-wide workshops during
the plan’s development. The first set of these were held in March. Focus groups are
small group discussions that will complement the larger community meetings and focus
on the needs and ideas of specific aquatics user groups. Each focus group is
anticipated to meet once.
Older Adult Swimmers Focus Group
This focus group brought together a small group of older adult swimmers. The facilitated
session lasted approximately 90 minutes. Participants were asked a series of open
ended questions. The discussion points are noted here.
Question 1: What do you like best about CA aquatics facilities/programs?
Answers 1:
 Convenience. Walk to outdoor pool.
 Pools are well maintained
 Pool maintenance is good.
 Pools are clean.
 Staff is “just fantastic”. Staff at Swim Center is wonderful. They
straighten out problems and are considerate to all swimmers.
 Pools provide a sense of community.
 There is a great choice of pools.
 The times available to swim laps are good. Schedule used to be a
problem but it is not now.
 Morning hours for lap swimming at Locust Park outdoor pool. (7am
on Monday, Wednesday and Friday)
 Pools are becoming more important for older folks as a form of
exercise.
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Question 2: What are your thoughts on improving facilities/programs for
older swimmers?
Answers 2:
 Refurbish some of the outdoor pools. Running Brook needs new
showers. Other pools have bath house issues as well.
 Swim Center installed indoor/outdoor carpeting in the locker room
recently but still needs to do more.
 At Supreme Sports Club, the long hallway from the locker rooms to
the pool is slippery. Stairs going down to the pool can be
dangerous.
 Never enough lap lanes; need more lap lanes because “you can’t
really swim if more than 2 people are in a lane”.
 Adults only lap lanes are needed as well as signs designating the
lanes as “Adults”; kids will get into the lap lanes with adults, which
they shouldn’t do.
 Need to enforce lap swim etiquette at the outdoor pools.
 Lifeguards need to be more assertive on lap etiquette.
 Temperature: Can’t change temperature of a pool very fast so you
need to dedicate pools to a certain temperature. Need a balance in
facility temperatures.
 Improve communication with swimmers and the community:
Aquatics management doesn’t show pool users that they are aware
of various needs, that they recognize different views or provide
information on what is happening. Staff doesn’t seem to react to
complaints and suggestions. Focus group participants would
appreciate HONEST communication. Don’t feel that staff is honest
about temperature issues. Staff tries to appease to keep members
happy but swimmers want honest information. Guards don’t lie to
swimmers, they just not trained well or aware of pool temperature
and other issues.
 Program Pool is closed most of the day so is not used as much as
it could be to provide another option for temperature and laps.
 Temperature is variable. Keep it consistent by pool so swimmers
know what to expect. At one time there was a plan for
temperatures at each pool. This information was given to the CAC
but not the swimming community. Need to communicate better.
 At the Swim Center, there is a lot of work done in the furnace room.
See if happening a lot. Does the equipment need to be replaced or
fixed? Do we have the right mechanics?
 The Program Pool used to be salt water purified. That is healthier
than other methods of purification.
 Change time for one senior swim to 3pm-6pm.
 The outdoor senior swim stops too soon.
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Question 3: Have you observed other aquatics programs that you think CA
should emulate to enhance the aquatics program for Masters?
Answers 3:
 In Montgomery County in the White Flint area there is a beautiful 50
meter pool. It is newer than the CA pools.
 Anne Arundel County has an Aquatics Center. It is multi-use with
exercise options adjacent to the pool desk as well as swimming. CA
does not provide land exercise at the pools. CA pools don’t have deck
space. The Supreme Sports Club pool has no gutters. We need to
think strategically.
 The Supreme Sports Club pool is the same temperature as what
Olympic swimmers use.
 Need more activities available.
 Laurel pools have good diving boards
 In Fairfax County, there is an indoor pool complex with a family
recreation area, a pool for swim teams, a lap pool, a recreation pool
and an outdoor pool. Should Howard County be approached for
something like this?
 Shouldn’t compare CA to county or municipal facilities.
Questions 4/5 (Combined): As you know, our indoor facilities are in high
demand for a number of user groups. What solutions do you have for
addressing the demand for indoor pool/aquatics time? One idea is to
cover/enclose one of our outdoor pools to expand our indoor capacity.
What are your thoughts on this?
Answers 4/5:
 Program Pool: open it from 10am-12pm for older adults.
 Converting outdoor pool to indoor facility has been tried. A bubble was
put on Tallbot Springs about 18 years ago. In theory this sounds great
but must make pools attractive and multi-use
 Determining which pool to close would be difficult particularly if it were
pared with closing an adjacent pool. Someone would object to any
closure decision.
 Can’t just cover a pool and not upgrade it. Need to do the conversion
right – make sure bathrooms and lockers/changing areas are all
upgraded.
 Don’t do a patch job.
 Would need to consider parking if convert an outdoor pool since it
would be more popular.
Question 6: There are a number of outdoor pools throughout the
community that are sparsely attended. What are your ideas to increase
community participation at these facilities?
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Answers 6:
 Sparsely attended pools may be because the pools are not open for
many days each summer.
 There are not customers for some of the pools.
 People flock to newer facilities like Hopewell and Swansfield.
 Important to know who goes to the pools. Who walks to the pools?
CA runs everything on a business model. This was not the original
vision. It is not just about the pool. Need to improve older Village
Centers and revitalize the whole community to bring people to the
neighborhoods.
 Communicate which pools have lower attendance and advertise these
to the community. Quieter pools may be attractive to families who
want to have a quiet time.
 Perhaps a cheaper rate if you use the four or five underutilized pools.
Question 7: Pools are community gathering places. If some of the sparsely
attended pools were to be repurposed over time to other types of
community facilities, what ideas do you have on what would garner
community interest and participation?
Answers 7:
 Keeping underutilized pools operating is expensive. Can money be
put to better use elsewhere?
 Longfellow has a great deal of interaction with the community.
Suggest a partnership with the schools to get kids on swim teams and
have pool memberships.
 Any changes should include the Village Boards in discussion. People
need to feel that they are being heard.
 Repurpose one and do it right.
 If you close pools and thus save money, keep the money saved and
reinvest it in aquatics, not to other CA facilities or programs.
 Partner with the County and schools. Seems like a good time to
partner. We may have an open window/opportunity.
 Some kids don’t have a way to get to the pools so they can’t use them.
Create or provide transportation.
 Outdoor pools are “held hostage by the Howard County school
schedule”. They are not open when school is in session. The summer
lasts from Memorial Day to Labor Day but most of the outdoor pools
are not open from Memorial Day to Labor Day.
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Aquatics Master Plan
Therapeutic Swimmers Focus Group
Notes from July 25, 2011 Focus Group Meeting
Overview
The Columbia Association is developing an Aquatics Master Plan, a comprehensive
plan that documents existing conditions of Columbia’s aquatics facilities and programs;
assesses the future needs of residents and other users; and makes recommendations
for future investments in aquatics venues and associated programs. This 10- to 20-year
plan will set the frame for how CA invests in our aquatics facilities for years to come.
The process began earlier this year and is anticipated to be completed by year’s end.
How do Focus Groups Fit into the Master Planning Process
There are many opportunities to be involved in the planning process and many ways to
stay informed as the plan is developed. There will be community-wide workshops during
the plan’s development. The first set of these were held in March. Focus groups are
small group discussions that will complement the larger community meetings and focus
on the needs and ideas of specific aquatics user groups. Each focus group is
anticipated to meet once.
Therapeutic Swimmers Focus Group
This focus group brought together a small group of residents involved with Therapeutic
swimmers. The facilitated session lasted approximately 90 minutes. Participants were
asked a series of open ended questions. The discussion points are noted here.
Question 1: What do you like best about CA aquatics facilities/programs?
Answers 1:
 The variety of facilities (types of pools and geographical locations)
 The therapy pool is helpful
 Hot water pool—Love it!
 Salt water instead of chlorine is a plus
 Guards make it fun; they listen well
 Good relationship with Chesapeake Physical Therapy
 The outdoor pools are accessible and spread out
 Lessons are wonderful; classes are enjoyable and beneficial
 The classes have super instructors
 Classes are held everyday except Sunday for all people. The one
Sunday class is for only certain members
 There is a good variety of classes
 Deepwater fitness is good for variety and sets a different pace than
the warm water classes
 The aquatics options cover a spectrum for all kinds of exercise and
temperature.
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Question 2: What are your thoughts on improving facilities/programs for
older swimmers?
Answers 2:
 Salt water in therapy pool “eats” bathing suits (but so does chlorine)
 The therapy pool needs to be larger
 Elevator has been a big problem at the therapy pool. Some people
have gotten stuck in the elevator more than once. When this
happened on one occasion, the staff didn’t know the procedures for
getting people out of the elevator or how to help them.
 The handicapped parking specifically and therapy pool parking in
general is inadequate. Non-handicapped people have been seen
using the handicapped spaces and non-therapy pool users park in
the therapy pool spaces. The designated spots need to be saved
for the seniors and handicapped. Perhaps the police could come
by occasionally and check.
 The class schedule at the therapy pool has only a few classes
outside of working hours. Some people have a hard time getting to
the classes at 6:30pm because of their jobs. Would like to see
more evening and weekend classes and classes later in the
evening.
 The locker rooms have tight space. There are too many classes
scheduled at one time. Perhaps the long lockers could be replaced
with shorter lockers to increase the number of lockers.
 Many pools were closed on the day that school got out.
 Some pools don’t have amenities; others have “bells and whistles”.
 Aqua yoga was cancelled in the therapy pool
 Confusing when it is necessary or not to sign in and register for
particular classes.
 Schedules are hard to decipher; hard to keep track of changing
schedules.
 Schedule changes not well communicated. Should be able to go
on the website to find changes.
 Would be nice to have more variety of classes and to add a class
focusing on balance.
 Classes are so popular that they are crowded. Short people cannot
move around to some spots in the pool because of the depth of the
pool. On the other side of the issue, taller people cannot use all
parts of the pool because they need DEEPER water.
 The physical therapy clients are sometimes a distraction. When
they are in the pool at the same time as the classes, the class
members cannot always hear the instructor. It would be much
better if the physical therapists were scheduled at non-class times.
 Keep the pools open past 5pm on weekends
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Question 3: Have you observed other aquatics programs that you think CA
should emulate to enhance the aquatics program for therapeutic
swimmers?
Answers 3:
 August and September: Keep one or two outdoor pools open
during the day; keep some outdoor classes going, either in the
afternoon/evening or in the morning.
 Other places have evening classes later than 6:30pm
Question 4: As you know, our indoor facilities are in high demand for a
number of user groups. What solutions do you have for addressing the
demand for indoor pool/aquatics time?
Answers 4:
 Make the therapy pool bigger
 Classes are so popular that they are crowded. Have more classes
and limit the number of people who can attend each class.
Question 5: One idea is to cover/enclose one of our outdoor pools to
expand our indoor capacity. What are your thoughts on this?
Answers 5:
 Enclosing a pool sounds great! CA already has “a hole in the
ground” so building on this makes sense.
 Maybe enclose one without the “bells and whistles”
 Make another therapy pool out of one of them
 Need locker rooms and parking if you enclose one.
Question 6: There are a number of outdoor pools throughout the
community that are sparsely attended. What are your ideas to increase
community participation at these facilities?
Answers 6:
 Need more amenities at some of the pools
 Enclose one to make it an indoor facility
 Market the pools through the schools; the neighborhood of Talbott
Springs has lots of kids but low pool usage.
 Target marketing to the Hispanic population.
 Adults only lap pool
Question 7: Pools are community gathering places. If some of the sparsely
attended pools were to be repurposed over time to other types of
community facilities, what ideas do you have on what would garner
community interest and participation?
3
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Answers 7:
 Make another therapy pool
 Put a therapy pool on the east side of Columbia for geographic
balance.
 If a second therapy pool is created, stagger the hours with the one
at the Athletic Club.
 Roller skating
 Playground/picnic area with the pool for group activities like at
some of the parks
Other comments
 Alternate class times with free swim time in the therapy pool
 Any new pools (or renovated pools) should have more than ladder access;
they should have a beach entrance or stairs.
 Members don’t know if they need to register for classes.
 Supreme Sports Club has “freezing” temperature.
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Aquatics Master Plan Public Meetings
Summary
October 11/12, 2011

Introduction
The Columbia Association sponsored two Aquatics Master Plan Public Meetings that were held at Slayton House on
October 11 and Owen Brown Community Center October 12 from 7:00-9:00pm. Both public meetings had the same
content and provided an opportunity for participants to attend the meeting most convenient for them. The meetings
were well attended with 62 participants at Slayton House and 36 participants at the Owen Brown Community Center.
These meeting were the second round of public meeting held for the Aquatics Master Plan – the first were kick-off
meetings held in March 2011 to introduce the planning process and get input from participants about these ideas and
desires for the future of Columbia’s pool. The October 2011Public Meetings updated residents on data analysis,
national aquatics trends, what Columbia Association learned from community outreach activities, and to introduce
alternatives for the future of CA Aquatics. Jane Dembner, CA’s director of Community Planning gave the presentation
in three parts. After each topic in the presentation, there was an opportunity for participants to engage in a facilitated
questions and answers session. A note taker recorded all questions and comments on a flip chart, which can be found
in Attachment A to this summary.
Following the presentation, the meeting including an open house where participants were invited to visit information
stations to discuss some of the presentation topics in more detail. The station topics were civic engagement, data
analysis and trends, and aquatics alternatives. Participants were also asked to complete a comment sheet to ascertain
the participants’ preferences for future aquatic investments. The participant-generated written responses to these eight
statements plus “other” comments they wrote are included in Attachment B to this summary. The tabulation to the
work sheets is provided in Attachment C.
A few days after the public meetings, participants were sent an email with a link to a meeting evaluation survey to gain
participant feedback on the effectiveness, management and organization of the meetings. Results from the survey are
included in Attachment D.
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Appendix A: Flip Chart Notes
Slayton House
10/11/11
Data Analysis and Trends
• After a brief overview of the data analysis and trends of aquatics were presented by Jane Dembner, the
following comments and questions were addressed from the community members:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Vary pool membership fees in line with the average income of an area
Pools as part of identity in the community; adds to housing values
Serenity pool: Meditation / read / sleep
Pool usage data calculation needs to be accurate
Steer programming to low-use pools
Lifeguard sensitivity training for different ethnicities
Consider population & pool member-influx coming from BRAC
Expanded night/evening hours
More hot tubs

Community Engagement
•

After brief overview of the civic engagement presented by Jane Dembner, the following comments and
questions were addressed from the community members:
o
o
o
o
o
o

People choose pools for different reasons on different days
Listen to non-swimmers to understand what they like / don’t like / need
More resources to indoor facilities
More classes; build community
Make more infrastructure investments
Community needs info and updates to be able to learn more about what is going on with pool
infrastructure issues

Alternative Futures
•

After brief overview of the Aquatics Alternative presented by Jane Dembner, the following comments and
questions were addressed from the community members:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Encourage 50 M advocates to use UMBC’s pool
Ground indoor pools to allow their use during lightning storms
Partner with the County re: 50M pools; Learn pros/cons/how-to from regional 50M pool operators
Increase programs
Invest wisely in infrastructure, e.g. Splashdown cost is high, use is low
Think BIG – Meet All Needs
People drive to pools; neighborhood pools less attractive; theme pools are destinations; more theme
pools
Focus on ALL age-ranges

Owen Brown Community Center
10/12/11
Data Analysis and Trends
After brief overview of the data analysis and trends of aquatics were presented by Jane Dembner, the following
comments and questions were addressed from the community members:
o Statistics for pools with children and non-swimmers
o Suggestion to change naming convention for “Hot Therapy” pools
o Competitors’ pricings versus Columbia Association pricings
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o
o
o
o

Statistics of Household incomes; Working families; CA Residents/Members/Non-Member Pool
attendees within ½ mile radiuses of pools
Suggestion to invest in a no-cost ‘Learn to Swim’ program for families
Adjust summer swim rates, i.e. $100 (former flat rate)
Adjust month-to-month membership rates

Community Engagement
•

After brief overview of the civic engagement presented by Jane Dembner, the following comments and
questions were addressed from the community members:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Facebook/Columbia Association page
Online tool troubleshoot issues
Columbia Flier
Suggestion for Year-Round online commenting options
Meeting suggestions: Senior Centers, Teen Center and weekend options
Oakland Mills (Sandy’s) Newsletter – suggestion to work closely with village centers

Alternative Futures
•

After brief overview of the Aquatics Alternative presented by Jane Dembner, the following comments and
questions were addressed from the community members:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

What was the total FY11 expenses for Aquatics (pools) (specifically, not general)?
Age-range for splash pads/splash down upgrades
Partner with local contractors to service venues
Suggestion to have an umbrella CA policy created or new objective to have every Columbia Association
(or Howard County) child “Learn to Swim”
Two suggestions to offer extended (earlier and later) hours for swimmers
Suggestion to add Tiki Bars, Restaurant partnerships, etc.
Consider a “Sense of Community” when creating new membership rates and cost-benefits for
low/moderate income families
Consider creating separate amenity rates for amenities (slides, food, etc) at different venues instead of
a lump sum rate
Find a way to preserve the natural value of the sounds and experiences at the local pools
Eliminate staff disengagement via training and development programs
Comment that indoor staffers are “wonderful”
Train Senior Citizen swimmers to be alternative life guards (to support extended/earlier/later swim hour
offerings)
Retain ‘Deep-Water Fitness’ warm temperatures at Columbia Swim Center, especially supported by
Senior swimmers
50 meter pool community investigation suggestions: Montgomery Aquatics Center and Chesapeake
Beach Water Park
Hot Therapy Pool (Many Temperature Benefits)
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Attachment B: October 11, 12 Participant Generated Comments to Eight Statements Plus “Other” Comments
Based upon what you heard tonight and what you know about CA Aquatics, please comment on the
following statements and provide any additional comments that you wish in the space provided.

Public Meeting Attendance
Attendees Submitting Comment
Card

Oct 11
62
Oct 11
39

Oct 12
36
Oct 12
23

Combined
98
Combined
62

Where comments duplicate in consecutive questions, the responder indicated “same as above”

*

“ ” indicates numerous identical comments
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As Columbia demographics change, expanding programs (such as expanded Learn-to-Swim programs,
evening and poolside programming), to attract new pool users and member should be a priority.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Agree
Later pool hours would be nice. I like the idea of “movies at the
pool” night
Also maintain current customers; Exit interview for swimmers
leaving Clippers
But no eliminating existing programs; focus on changing
demographic of Columbia – age, ethnic, etc.
Stay open later for adults (7p-11p); No need for lifeguards
Love the idea of movie nights at 1 or 2 (?) pools; Also want to see
extended hours, grilling & BBQ grills for families, people will swim
in the evening hours after work; the learn to swim programs are
great & need to be continued
Programming to include Adult night parties, movie nights,
introduce a (?) open evening for working families
Lower costs more members
But not to the detriment of current member needs
Makes sense if it encourages long-term memberships
I would like more opportunities to take my children to swim
lessons but lesson availability is not convenient
Can you partner w/ entrepreneurs who might run a (….?) bar? Tie
in w/ water safety public health; vary hours so some evenings are
available
This should be done at the least used pools not the most heavily
used pools
Older, younger, we have it all
Water aerobics-summer & Winter are very popular. Summer
needs more pools, classes are too crowded
Evening hours – adults only, open full 3 months
As long as the Aquatics Dept can handle the needs of additional
programming
I’ve been concerned that there seems to be few parents with
preschoolers at the swim center over the last few years; consider
publicizing facility in local parenting magazines & preschool
venues
Affordable learn-to-swim programs within walking or bus distance
for all Columbia youth – top priority
Providing affordable programming that meets area demographics
is crucial
Very grateful for Columbia Swims program; how can we include
lower income families in the aquatics experience
Consider partnership with HoCo Schools with a goal – every child
will have the opportunity to swim
More than 1 warm water pool! Huge Need!; More water aerobics
classes, Deep Water classes, but not in cold water pools;
Energetic instructors at outdoor pool classes in the summer are
the very best!
More morning and evening hours; more adult-only events
The goal should be to ensure that all children in HoCo are able to
swim- if necessary in a cooperative venture with HoCo Park &
Recs
“Quiet” pod !!! Does not need to be “adult”. Just peaceful, quiet,
civil!
More programs, amenities for older residents at lower attendance
pools (Therapy pool, hot tub, serenity pool, etc.) shuffleboard,
fixed chess tables, ping pong, Wi-Fi more shade structures

•
•
•
•
•

•

Disagree
(Attract new pool users) By pricing, longer hours, & advertising
We don’t need more pool users just better use of existing
facilities for all the current users
Most bought here in part because the pools were here for our
kids. That should not be lost
We are an aging community, We need warm pools, hot tubs,
pools open until midnight
Always remember outdoor pools are family oriented and
supported. Themes will never get the numbers up like making
the family experience better.
Neither
Additional programs good; Keep community pool costs isolating
to a “group”
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Allocating resources to build additional indoor pool space versus maintaining current indoor pool capacity
2 should be a priority.
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agree
This will solve major capacity problem during most of the year
when outdoor pools are closed
I would like to see at least 1 & maybe 2 of the lesser used pools
be converted to indoor. One should be dedicated to swimmers
classes and the other to team swimmers & aerobics. The swim
center should be completely overhauled to be an Indoor Water
Park
If we are taking away SplashDown to Bubble SF or some other
pool – obviously we could use some teen night activities which are
lacking – love Dive-In Movie Night
Indoor facility conditions are poor and are being pieced together.
A new indoor facility is needed to help alleviate the demand for
pool space. 50m pool could house Clippers, providing a practice
pool instead of being shuffled to different pools.
More indoor pool space makes sense if utilization of additional
space will be high
Indoor pool time is a premium. I would like to be able to swim laps
anytime at a cold temp pool
Strongly Agree – though not involved in the Clippers or Masters
programs I strongly support them and what their needs are
Another therapy pool
Would like to see additional indoor pool space but not at the
expense of maintaining the current pool
Indoor 50m facility please
Can bubble over low attendance pool for winter use
I think the indoor 50m pool for many programs, including
supporting high school swimming, is the way of the future, and CA
should be on board
Our current facilities need attention; A meter pool is long overdue.
HoCo/Columbia has a lot of talent and money being sent other
places because we don’t have a meter pool.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Disagree
The most important priority is to protect existing investments; a
well prepared preventative maintenance program is key w/
replacement schedule for equipment and (?)
Plenty of indoor facilities; Nice to have sun deck attached to
indoor pool
Current indoor pools should be updated & fixed up as much as
possible
(Disagree) but would support enclosing a lower use outdoor pool
Both if possible*
Most bought here in part because the pools were here for our
kids. That should not be lost
While additional indoor space is important, the existing facilities
need to be improved first
It is detrimental to the community to close a pool – lessens the
value of homes & business in the area and takes away a
community gathering place
Maintain and add additional indoor pool space. The demand is
there, do not make it a choice
NO 50m pool
You need to maintain what we have (Poor Stint!)
Neither
Need additional indoor aquatic “activities” or play facilities during
the winter
Additional Spa facilities: sauna, hot tubs, waterfall, Jacuzzi
Both maintaining &/with? adding indoor space is a priority; indoor
space is at a premium
Aquatic Center needs to be completely modernized, taking into
account what you’ve learned.
Open minded about this
I like the idea of enclosing an existing outdoor pool but do worry
about the impact on that community’s users; If a pool is
enclosed can community members use it or only swim team?
Who will pay for additional pool space?
These aren’t mutually exclusive; Both should be funded
This reads like cannibalism! These should not be mutually
exclusive objectives!
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Maintaining all 23 outdoor pools – even ones that are sparsely used – is the correct policy to pursue.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Agree
It is s a part of the community. It would lessen the felling of
community be removing the pool and the value of the homes
Neighborhood pools are a key component of Columbia; use by
community w/ special usage for special populations at set times
Use by adults for quiet pleasure and relaxation, another by swim
team and camps
We could change the sparsely used part : )
It is detrimental to the community to close a pool – lessens the
value of homes & business in the area and takes away a
community gathering place
Pools are different temps, depths, populations etc., pick what you
like
Upgrade the lesser used pools to bring more traffic to them/repair
leaky baby pools so babies can use them
Turns one into an adults only pool
Should not close pools at any cost, pools cornerstone of
Columbia; closing pools will cause decrease in property values in
that community ; should offer options in low attending pools for
groups such as seniors, etc.
Talbott Springs w/ community help, changed hours, and proper
pricing will grow and grow. (??) family recently gone
Upgrade and foster community
Columbia does not have good public transportation; kids whose
parents’ work need options
I’m just being selfish since I use Talbott Springs and want to keep
it open

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Disagree
Find opportunities to reuse some of them in a different capacity
Close a couple (or repurpose) low usage pools where there are
multiple pools in a community*
Convert one or two into year around swimming
There is no need to keep all 23 as they are now. Go for quality
over quantity, making the best use of the pools
If a pool is not used to its full potential may be more closed days
due to the fact of the monetary issue associated w/ operation
Doesn’t make any sense; cannot make any sense; cannot make
decisions based on emotions
Financially this would be irresponsible if we kept failing pools and
only contributes to increased costs of memberships
Close bottom 4-5 or change them to a theme –e.g. teen only,
adult only, therapy serenity pool, etc.; Spraypark water
playgrounds ages 1-8
I’m not sure; the river rides and sprayparks look great, but I’m
not sure that the pools should be closed; these would need to be
REALLY good spray & river parks. I don’t want to see the pools
eliminated if there are other programming options
Close some of the outdoor pools, using funding for indoor pool
facilities – w/ goal of partnership for 50m indoor pool
Doesn’t make sense to keep all pools open if not feasible
It’s throwing money down the drain
Love to see one enclosed for aerobics
Make one year around; Do splashpads parks river
(Disagree) we continue to lose $1mil/year based on a 1960’s
ideal
Keep some sparsely (used) ones for a quiet pool for those
people that want that
Neither
I think a more focused attempt at “generations” usage at these
pools is needed – increase programming
Keep Talbott Springs and develop for adults in the evening; food;
cheaper cost!
Again, Open minded
Only if CA is committed to making all of them a success; how to
promote neighborhood use?
Dependent upon the use/attendance of pools; If the maintenance
outweighs the lack of use; closing may be best
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Repurposing a few sparsely used outdoor pools for other community uses, such as interactive
spraypads/waterparks or other community gathering places, is the correct policy to pursue.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agree
I would like to see an ADULTS ONLY pool w/ a “Secrets” or
Margaritaville or Tiki Bar Theme; W/ food, like Hobbit’s Glen; wine
tasting weekly;
As long as it doesn’t leave a village without a traditional pool
Swansfield & Hopewell show that the community will use a
repurposed facility
No for spraypads solely as I do not believe that would attract and
hold the attention of children, as community gathering places
would be good w/ grills, courts,
Kids & Parents, especially parents w/ kids that cannot swim,
prefer spray pads
Do something to attract folks
So long as it serves the neighborhood; would they really have
money? How much?
(Disagree) though adding spraypads, etc., to existing pools & esp.
where usage is low, would be good.
Be creative but (Always remember outdoor pools are family
oriented and supported. Themes will never get the numbers up
like making the family experience better.)
(Agree) but not spray pads; garden hoses can fill that need;
maybe basketball or volleyball courts would attract teens and
preteens
As long as it isn’t “my” outdoor pool that closes
Enclose one, make one adults only
More programs, amenities for older residents at lower attendance
pools (Therapy pool, hot tub, serenity pool, ect.) shuffleboard,
fixed chess tables, ping pong, wi-fi more shade structures
Talbott you can build Splash for (D?) & kiddy pool. But here quiet
adult hours too; Earlier on Sat & Sun I ask on weekdays
Be creative, make different pools unique
Keeps an aquatics facility in the neighborhood
Perhaps, as long as expectations are managed

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Disagree
Enhance Older Pools!
It is s a part of the community. It would lessen the felling of
community be removing the pool and the value of the homes
I’m not sure; the river rides and sprayparks look great, but I’m
not sure that the pools should be closed; these would need to be
REALLY good spray & river parks. I don’t want to see the pools
eliminated if there are other programming options
Moms don’t really like SplashPads, they are accidents waiting to
happen. Would love lazy river, lily pad walks, etc. more water
park-like.
Add spray pads etc., to existing pools – do not repurpose pools
altogether, CA is already doing this successfully,
What does a spray pad have to do w/ swimming? Does an obese
child standing on a spray pad lose weight or gain muscle?
Neither
What is sparsely? Consider repurposing the Bryant Woods (pool)
– AM-Kids, Afternoon-family, Evening-Adults
? Need to have parking and room for families to move about
The question should be: Is there a demand for such programs
Talk to local people, what do they want?
Enhance sparsely used pools! Upgrade & make them attractive
to residents
I would agree w/ indoor pool or waterpark. I’m concerned a
splash-park only facility would have narrow appeal
How will you price different sorts of pools/play experiences; not
everyone can buy a plan
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SplashDown should be maintained as a family-friendly attraction even if maintenance, operational and
repair costs are high.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agree
Used by many for recreation; other CA facilities are high cost and
operate at a loss
My kids enjoyed this! ADVERTISE more as birthday party venue
Costs are just too high and I don’t see other alternatives that will
not interfere w/ the programming purpose of the pool
Keeps w/ national trend
This is a positive amenity for families & should be repaired and
maintained properly
At some point a decision probably needs to be made on its future.
If repair costs continue to be high and attendance low then
perhaps investing more money with little return is not the best plan
Possibly add more features/programs

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disagree
Too expensive for just a few,
Very strongly so. It is time to terminate this expensive programs
that interferes w/ the programming use of the indoor pool
namely: swimming, water aerobics, deep water fitness,
Don’t know why we need it!
Since people don’t want SplashDown will you have more
Therapy pools; that community says kill it; summer pool
membership need to collect more info;
Focus toward the 50m indoor
Usage of this facility has declined over years and now condition
of facility has not (?) modernized i.e. tubes & pumps to slides
Not being used as much, makes pool too cold for days afterward
Make it a county project
If use continues to decline then it may not be worth maintaining it
(Disagree) There are many other facilities in the region that
have similar
½ people using SplashDown are not Columbia residents – that is
surprising to me
SplashDown is outdated; expensive to maintain
There is a point of diminishing returns; isn’t SplashDown an
aging fad?
I would like to see the swim center taken down completely to
create an indoor water park. A separate indoor pool should be
rd
used for lap swimmers and a 3 indoor facility should be used for
team swimming such as the Clippers.
If attendance is down & much of the usage is not by CA lienpaying citizens then this is an expense not in the best interest of
the people paying for it.
New, more “current” activities (lazy river, (tubing), lily pad walk)
W/ attendance a& rentals down maybe time to stop putting
money into SplashDown & look into new source of entertainment
Kids enjoy it but they would also enjoy newer facilities that are
also fun
There is no point in pumping money into something thing that
loses money
Originally I wanted to say yes but not given the cost and the low
usage
Disagree strongly; Lower pool temperature for 2 or 3 days a
week
It is past its time
Little use, too much (cost)$$
As long as something just as awesome replaces it
Too expensive to repair. Replace w/ OUTDOOR spray facilities
at underused pool
Neither
Columbia needs some form of indoor aquatic activity for
youths
Needs to be phased w/ the addition of other attractions that are
appropriate for kids over 7 and under 13
(Unsure) what is support for it? How many residents care?
Aquatic Center needs to be completely modernized, taking into
account what you’ve learned.
I really don’t know; I have friends who really care about this; I
think there may be other really fun things out there
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If SplashDown’s costs become too high, replacement w/ another water-based family-friendly attraction at
the Swim Center is a concept I could support.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agree
Kids need some place to play (aquatics) when outdoor pools are
closed. Indoor pools are not very “friendly” for non-lap swimmers
Absolutely. Do it now. The reason the attendance has gone
down at Splashdown is because the place looks bad and is very
old.
Small splash pad / water play ground
st
Get input 1 then build something that everyone will use
If it doesn’t interfere w/ lazy/easy (?) pool use
Something that best serves the community, whether familyfriendly or not
As long as it involved actual swimming!
Aquatic Center needs to be completely modernized, taking into
account what you’ve learned.
As long as the water-based attraction is s till something of interest
to older kids/teens
It would depend on what it was replaced w/ just an indoor spray
facility would be a waste of money. Still new actual pools in the
facility.
As long as it does not interfere with the ongoing lap & fitness
programs in the Swim Center Main Pool
Only if there are teen-oriented attractions
Support conditional on not reducing exercise use
Depends on cost vs benefits

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Disagree
Costs good ? too high and I don’t see other alternatives that will
not interfere with the primary purpose of this pool.
Swim Center is a major warm water lap venue; put it somewhere
else
Not a priority
I have mixed feelings; that is a low income area; will prices
reflect that; where would the best place for that?
Spend any money on good maintenance of what you have now
Lanes could be used more appropriately
What would be the cost to remove SplashDown and what space
would it be in or what is the cost to build it
Be sure to address safety issues
Keep the water park type “stuff” outside. Keep waterpark pools
(River Hill, Swansfield) open until 10pm
Neither
Aquatic Center needs to be completely modernized, taking into
account what you’ve learned.
Depends – what kind of attraction? Wilde Lake needs to have
facilities that draws all people
It would depend on what else is being considered
Not within household income range; replace as needed Adult
therapy indoor pool; (? Volume to supplement workforce?)
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Pool “themeing” – enhancing individual pools to be more attractive to one type of pool user-group or
demographic (adults, teens) – is an appropriate approach as long as the pools do not exclude anyone.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agree
I’m concerned that “theming” will segregate pool users and make
people less likely to use the pools
Yes!!
YES! Teen Theme; Adults 24-35, 36-85; “SPA THEME” Baden
Baden Germany, AARP Pool, Therapy pool; Serenity ZEN pool;
I believe Hobbit’s Glen would be a great Serenity Pool. Where
adults only can go to relax, swim, enjoy wine and massages and
or a spa treatment. Other pools can be dedicated to aerobics,
swim teams, etc. Also movie night at some pools would be great
I honestly don’t have a problem if a pool is themed for adult only &
children not allowed. The adults can swim in peace & I’ll take my
child elsewhere
As long as they are done in time slots, not all the time
Although exceptions regarding exclusions should be based on age
& gender
Target to community demographics around pool
Do this in a balanced manner so that no one pool is totally
exclusive at all times or hosts the swim team practices too many
hours
Advertise better; a swim team pool & teen pool; therapy pools,
But I object to excluding people based on gender (or race, etc.)
Perfect! Adult themes, Tiki Bars
As long a there are nearby pools that are less “focused”
Outdoor pools –ok.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disagree
Not important, save your money for a new indoor pool
Having an adult or child theme could really help. Many adults
don’t want to deal w/ the riff-raff of teen-agers when they want to
be at the pool and same w/ parents w/ children
All pools should be for all; you may not “exclude” but others may
feel excluded
Distracts from neighborhood pool concept?
I like swimming in local pool
I disagree because I don’t see that option as one that will not
exclude people
Neither
Try one pool w/ different theme or different days of the week all
summer long
This could work – not sure *
Adult Pool, Teen Pool is a great idea, specialized staff , etc
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8

Themeing a few pools for exclusive use of particular user groups, such as swim teams or adults, is
appropriate.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agree
Columbia needs some form of indoor aquatic activity for youths
Possible*
If neighborhood pools still function for the community
Yes – ADULT POOL – Tiki Bar (Music) Pizza Pool –
Margaritaville Pool
I believe Hobbit’s Glen would be a great Serenity Pool. Where
adults only can go to relax, swim, enjoy wine and massages and
or a spa treatment. Other pools can be dedicated to aerobics,
swim teams, etc. Also movie night at some pools would be great
Swim teams need to be isolated from other pool users
For certain days and times
Do this in a balanced manner so that no one pool is totally
exclusive at all times or hosts the swim team practices too many
hours
Local village rejected this when tried in the past. Much better PR
needed if this is going to happen
Adult only
Laps only pools please, in the summer mid-day I would like to be
able to swim laps without running into kids who are NOT
swimming laps. (Kids swimming laps are fine)
Seniors, adults , Quiet (all ages)
L:azy River, serenity Pool, Hot tubs, Chess tables, ping pong, wifi;
And swim team in summer can swim at closed pools;
There are enough pools to use some for specific purposes
An adult themed evening at pools could help bring in more
(revenue) & a different clientele
Could take the pressure off all facilities where all groups are
competing
As long as it is financially responsible and can be used for
multiple things at different times

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disagree
If the pool closest to me became dedicated to a group I didn’t
belong to (e.g. seniors) I would be upset
I disagree w/ uses that prevent local community user from
swimming e.g. an adult only pool, what about local families
You are forcing those community members to travel to another
pool if they don’t ‘fit’ the special user groups
Not fair to residents that bought years ago
NO! Don’t turn users away!
Neither
Theming w/ timing – we don’t want to pull people away from the
community
It depends on which pools. I could not support theming the
current indoor pools. Outdoor pools ok.
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*

OTHER COMMENTS:
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

OCTOBER 11
I think a river tubing park would be a lot of fun for families
1 of my major gripes is that Hopewell’s slide rarely seems to be
open (particularly in the evening). Instead the diving board is
open (but mostly unused).
50m pool has so many potentials and revenues. Keep it a priority
I would like to see us give free swimming lessons to everyone
CA needs to examine the entire CA budget and determine what
needs to be spent to maintain exist(ing) pool facilities; beef up
operational activities for hot water in shows & maintain “promised”
water temperature in the pools; consider a public private
development partnership for (?) 50m pool
Change $12 fee to visit pool to $5 a day/per person; I’d like to see
wine tasting every Friday night from a different MD winery; Look at
success of Wine in the Woods; I like Movies @ pool – we did that
@ Clemens Crossing
Want Swim Safety for Community
I believe all 23 outdoor pools should be maintained (community
meeting place) this past summer too hot, humidity high, difficult air
for asthma people other seasons (opportunity to use facility much
more in other years)
Maintain and upgrade (hot tubs!!) our existing facilities, that should
be a priority
Have you looked at the competition. Glen Burnie & Pasadena
complete w/ the Swim Center, LA fitness. 20 minute to River Hill,
20 minutes to these. I don’t want to (?) for a (?) monthly cost of
Supreme and other crazy in! Keep Talbott Springs; Do signage
better; Talk to local village and let them get what community wants
I am happy to hear that 50m pool is a goal!! & that Partnerships
to get funding for a 50m pool is also being encouraged & sought
out. That is as good as getting one : ) (not really).
BGE should pay for one water heater for Swim Center.
50m pool would benefit everyone as it would free up other pools
for other aquatics programs
When comparing attendance at pools what do the numbers look
like when compared using hours open. That is attendance/#
hours for each pool
LOVE the aquatics programs. Keep up the good work & Thank
You!
(Themeing OUTDOOR pool okay)
MDP&R Survey done at the behest of CA in Jan 09 said that
residents want Open Space and Neighborhood pools to have the
highest priorities, therefore, I support keeping ALL pools open and
using money to enhance them and more effort to draw residents
in.
Consider opening lesser used pools to non-Columbia resident at
same fees as Columbia residents but work out an agreement w/
the HoCo Gov to pay the difference (Subsidies) county residents.
The county (?) only one public pool so this would benefit
everyone. Publicize throughout the county. Also, work w/ HHC to
contribute pool amenities. Pools serve a more diverse and
greater population than other facilities such

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

as the golf courses and should receive financial support from CA
I still see people turned away from the Talbott Springs pools
because they can’t just pay without the proper CA card. Could
apt complexes help people get the needed cards
Water aerobics is a hugely successful program that should be
expanded to more pools in summer & in winter months; There
are too few classes, love the Dive-In (Movie night) idea
It was noted that a 50m pool is too costly. Were local 50m
facilities interviewed or were only national trends looked at –
Arundel Olympic Center – Meadowbrook Swim Club – West
Laurel Swim Club – Fairland Aquatic Facility
Spend funds now on needed repairs – women’s locker room at
Swim Center needs more showers. Water temp at Swim center
program pool is too cold in winter, why not move swim team and
master swimmers to pools w/ cooler water – e.g. Supreme.
If a pool maintenance cost becomes not cost effective close it!
Plan to build replacement in an area great enough to have
numerous waterpark items, slides, lily pads, pre-teen type items,
adult challenge items.
Info – Columbia Patch – CA Website much better; Don’t overlook
swimming lessons/safety, when adding Splashpads. Both!
More pools should be added for Aqua Fitness in the summer

OCTOBER 12
$3 pricing for local pools; cards from Village Center; or Summer
Pool Membership
Please make sure you include families w/ young children (not
just CNSL) Focus groups seemed pretty focus(ed) on current
heavy users but not necessarily occasional users that might be
drawn to pools w/ the right enticements
Many of the options above would involve people driving further;
we should be encouraging people to walk and bike more and
drive less; both for health & environmental reasons; Please keep
Deep Water Fitness classes at Wilde Lake Swim Center
If pools are themed, users that don’t fit these individual pools will
most likely exclude themselves
50m pool! Increase hours to later! Adult Tiki bar/catered events;
adult wine dinners with swimmers late night
I am really torn about these issues; I do think you are trying to be
fair; think creatively
My reasoning for attending this presentation is to acquire info for
my residents (Vantage House) so that I can continue to
encourage/promote swimming as an exercise; It’s great to know
that they can have a place to go to swim and take aquatics
programs/classes
If you don’t live in Columbia, this entire process has NOT been
adequately advertised to frequent pool users who are now
paying more to use CA pools
Update what have such as showers in Wilde Lake
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Appendix C: October Public Meeting Comment Sheet Tabulation

Based upon what you heard tonight and what you know about CA Aquatics, please comment on the following
statements and provide any additional comments that you wish in the space provided.
Public Meeting Attendance

Oct 11
62

Oct 12
36

Total
98

Attendees Submitting
Comment Card

Oct 11
39

Oct 12
23

Total
62 (63%)

A=Agree
D=Disagree

Note: Not all
%
questions
Response
were
A–
answered by
Agree
all responders
DDisagree

Agree Disagree



%
Response
A–
Agree
DDisagree

Agree Disagree



%
Response
A – Agree
DDisagree

Agree Disagree



1

As Columbia demographics
change, expanding programs (such
as expanded Learn-to-Swim
programs, evening and poolside
programming), to attract new pool
users and member should be a
priority.

A 86%
D 14%

30

5

A 90%
D 10%

18

2

A 87%
D 13%

48

7

2

Allocating resources to build
additional indoor pool space
versus maintaining current indoor
pool capacity should be a priority.

A 61%
D 39%

17

11

A 31%
D 69%

5

11

A 50%
D 50%

22

22

A 45%
D 55%

15

18

A 42%
D 58%

8

11

A 44%
D 56%

23

29

4

Repurposing a few sparsely used
outdoor pools for other
community uses, such as
interactive spraypads/waterparks
or other community gathering
places, is the correct policy to
pursue.

A 71%
D 29%

22

9

A 76%
D 24%

13

4

A 73%
D 27%

35

13

5

SplashDown should be maintained
as a family-friendly attraction even
if maintenance, operational and
repair costs are high.

A 19%
D 81%

6

25

A 35%
D 65%

6

11

A 25%
D 75%

12

36

6

If SplashDown’s costs become too
high, replacement with another
water-based family-friendly
attraction at the Swim Center is a
concept I could support.

A 77%
D 23%

24

7

A 84%
D 16%

16

3

A 80%
D 20%

40

10

7

Pool “theming” – enhancing
individual pools to be more
attractive to one type of pool usergroup or demographic (adults,
teens) – is an appropriate
approach as long as the pools do
not exclude anyone.

A 74%
D 26%

20

7

A 68%
D 32%

13

6

A 72%
D 28%

33

13

8

Theming a few pools for exclusive
use of particular user groups, such
as swim teams or adults, is
appropriate.

A 68%
D 32%

21

10

A 67%
D 33%

18

9

A 67%
D 33%

39

19

Maintaining all 23 outdoor pools –

3 even ones that are sparsely used –
is the correct policy to pursue.
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Appendix D: October Meeting Evaluation Survey Summary
This summary includes data gathered following the Aquatics Master Plan Meetings held on October 11 and October
12. Detailed response statistics from each meeting follow.
Twenty two respondents began the survey; twenty completed the survey. 53% of the respondents attended the
October 11 meeting; 47% attended the meeting on October 12. Five people skipped this question.
Please rate each of the following:
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

42.1% (8)

47.4%
(9)

10.5%
(2)

0.0% (0)

The meeting was well organized.

52.4% (11)

42.9%
(9)

4.8% (1)

0.0% (0)

The format of the meeting was effective.

50.0% (10)

35.0%
(7)

10.0%
(2)

5.0% (1)

I rate the presenter as effective in delivering the
program.

63.2% (12)

36.8%
(7)

0.0% (0)

0.0% (0)

42.9% (9)

38.1%
(8)

14.3%
(3)

4.8% (1)

The meeting met my expectations.

The facilitator added value to the meeting.

Do you feel that the ground rules set for this meeting were adequate?
Yes

90.0% (18)

No

10.0% (2)

Did the meeting facilitator provide adequate structure to the discussion?
Yes

89.5% (17)

No

10.5% (2)

What did you like best about this meeting?
•

The presenters were great. They took the time to answer questions.

•

All had a chance to speak.

•

That the public was given the opportunity to voice their opinions on aquatics matters, even though time was limited and
some did not get too speak
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•

This meeting was informative, and well organized. I learned a lot of important information. I think this information should
be presented to the public at large, mainly thru the website, the Columbia Flier etc. I don't think people are really aware of
how little Splashdown is being used, and how costly it is to maintain. I also think people are not aware of the
underutilization of some pools.

•

It was well planned and everyone got a chance to be heard - but not dominate the comments.

•

Well structured, with helpful substantive information relevant to the issues.

•

Not sure. Was very dissatisfied with it because I expected more clarity about the way ahead (see below).

•

It was clear that CA has really done its homework in researching different kinds of possibilities for the future of aquatics in
our area.

•

Good audience participation

•

Hearing people's comments and concerns

•

Appreciated the presentation of objective data, benchmarking, and high level analysis that resulted in several clear-cut
choices. The facilitator was quite useful in keeping the meeting moving.

•

Structured, organized, clear format and agenda

•

There was adequate opportunity for attendees to speak.

•

Suggestions voiced by participants

•

The presentations were concise and complete. I liked the options offered for the different choices and that some costs
were presented. I was shocked to see the cost of SplashDown versus the usage. The cost of a 50 meter pool was also an
eye opener.

•

I thought the idea of the meeting was a good one. It is important to value the community's concerns and ideas.
Unfortunately I think the meeting missed the mark by not letting the voices in the community be heard.

How could we improve this meeting?
•

More room in seating area.

•

The focus of the evening was too broad. There were so many topics that were brought up for discussion ....some of which
were very valid (how do you draw more people to the pool?), but it did not allow for focus on plan A vs. plan B - do you
keep the 3 pools open or do you close them?

•

No suggestions.

•

I thought it was well done - but i think it may be useful to hear from others to have info from it sent to people who were not
there to comment on their use of the pools and why they like - or not like certain aspects and where they think changes
should be made. It is a shame only those that were present could comment when others may also want to give input. I've
not idea how to reach them...but it would be nice if we could hear from others as well.

•

It was a good summary of what all had happened up till now, but totally unclear about what happens next. Would CA
choose one alternative or the best of both? Also, it seems new issues and attractive options were surfaced for the first
time (competitive pool). I did not think the facilitator was necessary or useful.

•

You just can't make people who want to talk too much desist, can you?

•

I'm not sure how viable it would be, but a County representative in attendance would be helpful to state their position. I
pay state tax, county tax, and CA fee. Can we get a little help outside of Columbia?

•

start on time

•

There was a significant number of individuals who were inclined to tell their "personal" stories- while important, this tended
to consume a great deal of time at the expense of a higher level discussion. I'm not certain how best to curtail this, unless
the facilitator modified ground rules in some fashion.

•

I did not like the format. I think that everyone who wanted to speak should have been given the opportunity to do so.
People who take the time to come to a public meeting want their voice heard. I felt having the comment sheets while a
nice addition were not a substitute for speaking. The time left at the end of the meeting to visit the tables would have been
better served by allowing more people to speak. I felt the facilitator actually offended some people by not calling on them
and ignoring their hands up,

•

Provide for more input from the people. Many wanted to have a say and were not called upon. The facilitator was more
concerned with his own agenda than with the people attending.

•

I thought the meeting was well run and ran smoothly. no suggestions for improvement
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•

It was great!

•

Send out comparative budget data ahead of time so we can help evaluated choices while being aware of cost. Some
suggestions need cost benefit analysis to really see what is being considered. (Sorry - retired accountant, my perspective
is always to look at the numbers.)
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Aquatics Master Plan Drop-In Open House for Young Families
Saturday, November 19, 2011 at Columbia Swim Center
Summary
On Saturday morning, November 19th, CA held an aquatics master plan open house for
young families. CA staff talked with dozens of parents at the Swim Center on how CA
aquatics served the needs of families with young children as part of the outreach efforts
during the development of the aquatics master plan. CA also provided comment cards to
allow for written responses and ideas. Overall, the people who participated in the open
house were complimentary about CA aquatic facilities and particularly about the lesson
programs and the instructors. There were many accolades for the Swim Center staff and
the instructors. One person said there is “some much to do in Columbia for the kids – we
don’t have to go out of the community for anything.”
Suggestions and Ideas mentioned:
 A number of people mentioned that there is a need for more family changing
rooms at the Swim Center. One person suggested as an easy fix that we should
put up a few privacy/Japanese screens around the main pool so that parents can
change their kids out of their suits and into warm clothes right there. Then there
would be no need to stand in line upstairs in the cold hallway waiting for the
family changing room to be available.
 Parents are anxious to have on-line registration – the current in person system is
not convenient.
 Parents who have kids enrolled in lessons wish that there was something for
their other kids to do at the pool at that time (those too old for the wading pool).
They also spoke about a similar issue at the outdoor pools during swim practice.
That there is a need for the wading pools to be open and guarded during the
times the older kids were involved in swim team practice at the outdoor pools so
that the parents with little kids have something for them to do during this practice
time.
 Several asked for more lessons in the early evening, late afternoon at the swim
center.
 On lessons: one parent asked for a brief check-list-type progress report to be
completed for each child that completes a series of lessons so that the next
instructor knows where the child is in terms of mastery of various basic skill
components of swimming. She stated that her child takes gymnastics at a nonCA facility and that that organization does do this type of progress reporting.
 A few complained about lack of cleanliness at the Swim Center and other pools
particularly the bathrooms. Others said the level of cleanliness was fine.
 When asked, many liked the idea of a water play feature in the Swim Center
wading pool area and others would still like to have that and the wading pool.
 Some mentioned conflicts among swimmers of different age groups and abilities
both in the pool and in the locker rooms.
 Add a lazy river type of pool and water park facility in Columbia.
 If pools are repurposed pools, then make sure to have family friendly facilities
such as splashpads;
 Add more zero-entry baby pools
 More indoor facilities for older kinds (past baby pool age_
 Safety is an issue at the older pools – slippery floors, drains don’t work
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One parent stated that they did not think that a splashpad at an outdoor pool
should replace the pool.
It would be great to have a 60 meter pool
If repurposing a pool, add a fitness room.
Sometimes there are conflicts between older swimmers and youngsters in lanes
and in locker rooms at the swim center sometimes. Competition for the same
space by different types of users.
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Columbia Association Aquatics Facilities
INDOOR AQUATICS VENUES AND FACILITIES
Listed below are the special features of the Columbia Association’s indoor aquatics facilities.
Athletic Club
5435 Beaverkill Road, Columbia, 21044

Columbia Gym
6151 Daylong Lane, Clarksville, 21029

Athletic Club Therapy Pool (Built in 2006)
 30’ X 50’ warm water pool
 Temperature range 90‐92 degrees
 Recreational and therapeutic use
 Handicapped accessible
 3.5’ to 6’ deep

Columbia Gym Main Pool (Built in 1999)
 4 lane 25 yard pool with attached beach
entry and wading area
 Laps, recreation, lessons, Shallow Water
Fitness,
 Temperature range 84‐85 degrees
 Zero entry to 4.5’ deep

Athletic Club Whirlpool (built in 1989)
 Temperature range 100‐104 degrees
 Not handicapped accessible
 Max capacity 8
Columbia Swim Center
10400 Cross Fox Lane, Columbia 21044
Columbia Swim Center Main Pool (built in 1968
with many upgrades. Last one in 2008)
 6 lanes 25 yards long
 3.5’ to 12’ deep
 Temperature Range 84 degrees
 Diving board
 Handicapped lift
 Laps, recreational, lessons, SCUBA,
Deep Water Fitness
 Home of Splashdown, twin waterslides
360’ long 4 stories tall.
Columbia Swim Center Program Pool (built in
1977 with upgrades)
 5 lane 25 yard long
 3.5’ to 4.5’ deep
 Temperature range 81‐83 degrees
 Stairs into pool
 Laps, recreational, Shallow Water
Fitness, lessons

Columbia Gym Whirlpool (built in 1999)
 Temperature Range 100‐104 degrees
 Steps for entrance
 Max capacity 9
Supreme Sports Club
7080 Deepage Drive, Columbia, 21045
Supreme Sports Club Main Pool (built in 1991)
 8 lane 25 yard pool
 Temperature range 79‐81 degrees
 Laps, recreational, water fitness
 3.5’ to 8.5’ deep
Supreme Sports Club Wading Pool (built in
1991)
 1’ to 2’ deep
 15’ X 25’
 Temperature range 84‐86 degrees
Supreme Sports Club Whirlpool (built in 1991)
 Temperature Range 100‐ 104 degrees
 Max capacity 12
 Deck level entrance

Columbia Swim Center also includes men’s,
women’s, and family changing rooms, snack
bar, sauna, nursery, and lobby area.
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OUTDOOR AQUATICS VENUES AND FACILITIES
Listed below are the special features of Columbia Association’s outdoor aquatics venues and facilities.
All of the outdoor pools have a main pool and a children’s wading pool. All of the pools are furnished
with lounges, regular chairs, tables and umbrellas, as well as bathrooms, and changing areas.
Bryant Woods (Built in 1967)
10451 Green Mountain Circle, Columbia 21044
• 5‐lane main pool
• Adjacent tot lot and basketball courts
• Hot tub
• Many shaded areas
Clary’s Forest (Built in 1990)
11615 Little Patuxent Pkwy, Columbia, 21044
• 6‐lane main pool
• Beach entry
• Hot tub
• Sand volleyball
• Mushroom fountain in beach entry
• Snack bar
• Handicap accessible
• Shade structures
Clemens Crossing (Built in 1976)
8500 Martin Road, Columbia, 21044
• 8‐lane main pool
• Snack bar
• Adjacent softball and soccer field
• Large slide in main pool
• Shade structures
Dasher Green (Built in 1974)
6805 Cradlerock Way, Columbia, 21045
• 8‐lane main pool
• Sand volleyball
• Hot tub
• Shade structures
Dickinson (Built in 1988)
7425 Weatherworn Way, Columbia, 21046
• 6‐lane main pool
• Beach entry
• Sand volleyball
• Snack bar
• Mushroom feature in beach entry
• Bubble fountain in baby pool
• Handicap accessible
• Twin slides in main pool
• Shade structures

Dorsey Hall (Built in 1984)
4649 Columbia Road, Ellicott City, 21042
• 8‐lane main pool
• Sand volleyball
• Snack bar
• Adjacent tot lot and basketball courts
• Many shaded areas and shade structures
Faulkner Ridge (Built in 1968)
15018 Marble Fawn Court, Columbia, 21044
• 6‐lane main pool (meters)
• Teeter totter in baby pool
• Many shaded areas
Hawthorn (Built in 1987)
6175 Sunny Spring, Columbia, 21044
• 6‐lane main pool
• Beach entry
• Hot tub
• Snack bar
• Mushroom fountain in beach entry
• Adjacent tot lot and basketball courts
• Shade structures
Hobbit’s Glen (Built in 1980)
11130 Willowbottom Drive, Columbia, 21044
• 6‐lane main pool
• Adjacent to golf course
• Adjacent basketball and tennis courts
• Maximum depth 5 feet
• Shade structures
Hopewell Mini WaterPark (Built in 1978 with
upgrades –most recent in 2005)
9200 Rustling Leaf, Columbia, 21045
• 8‐lane main pool
• Large slide and spray ground
• Adjacent field and tot lot
• Shade structures
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Huntington (Built in 1984)
7625 Murray Hill Road, Columbia, 21046
• 8‐lane main pool
• Hot tub
• Large deck area
• Frog slide in baby pool
• Shade structures
Jeffers Hill (Built in 1976)
6030 Tamar Drive, Columbia, 21045
• 8‐lane main pool
• Sand volleyball
• Shade structures
• Adjacent tot lot
Kendall Ridge (Built in 1995)
8245 Tamar Drive, Columbia, 21045
• 8‐lane main pool
• Beach entry
• Snack bar
• Hot tub
• Sand volleyball
• Play structure in beach entry
• Mushroom in baby pool
• Shade structures
Locust Park (Built in 1972)
8995 Lambskin Lane, Columbia, 21045
• 8‐lane main pool
• Adjacent basketball and tennis courts
• Adjacent tot lot
• Shade trees
Longfellow (Built in 1968)
5257 Eliot’s Oak Road, Columbia, 21044
• 6‐lane main pool (meters)
• Small frog slide in baby pool
• Shade trees
• Adjacent basketball courts
Macgill’s Common (Built in 1979)
10025 Shaker Drive, Columbia, 21046
• 6‐lane main pool
• Adjacent tot lot
• Nearby basketball courts
• Volleyball (grass)
• Shade structures

Phelps Luck (Built in 1973)
5355 Phelps Luck Drive, Columbia, 21045
• 8‐lane main pool
• Volleyball (grass)
• Shade structures
River Hill (Built in 1995)
6330 Trotter Road, Clarksville, 21043
• 8‐lane main pool
• Beach entry
• Snack bar
• Hot tub
• Sand volleyball
• Play structure in beach entry
• Mushroom in baby pool
• Picnic tables
• Shade structures
Running Brook (Built in 1969)
5720 Columbia Road, Columbia, 21044
• 6‐lane main pool (meters)
• Shade structures
Steven’s Forest (Built in 1970)
6061 Steven’s Forest Road, Columbia, 21045
• 8‐lane main pool
• Heated
• Grass volleyball
• Shade structures
Swansfield Mini WaterPark (Built in 1969 with
upgrades, most recent in 2008)
5659 Cedar Lane, Columbia, 21044
• 6‐lane main pool (meters)
• Large slide and spray ground
• Adjacent basketball courts and tot lot
• Landscaped plaza
• Heated main pool
• Many shaded areas
• New bath house and family changing room
Talbott Springs (Built in 1970)
9660 Basket Ring, Columbia, 21045
• 8‐lane main pool
• Basketball court
Thunder Hill (Built in 1969)
5134 Thunder Hill Road, Columbia, 21045
• 6‐lane main pool (meters)
• Volleyball
• Adjacent to tot lot
• Many shaded areas
3

Six-Year Outdoor Pool Attendance Trends 2006-20111
Outdoor Pools Reg Att2
2006
Highest Lowest Total
Attendance
6-Yr Trend

Total3
2006

Reg Att2
2007

Total3
2007

Reg Att2
2008

Total3
2008

Reg Att2
2009

Total3
2009

Reg Att2
2010

Total3
2010

Reg Att
2011

Total
2011

6-Yr Avr
6-Yr Avr
Reg2
Total3
Attendance Attendance

6-Yr Avr
6-Yr Avr
Daily Total
Daily Reg
Attendance Attendance
(Assume 100 (Assume
100 Pool
Pool Days) 4
Days) 4

River Hill

51,508

56,130

41,436

49,911

40,673

54,019

50,293

64,795

46,812

59,919

36,352

53,764

56,423

44,512

564

445

Dorsey Hall

29,297

38,791

29,414

34,076

31,460

40,962

32,983

40,875

37,619

43,706

32,526

38,907

39,553

32,217

396

322
289

8,631

16,291

18,653

21,825

39,193

46,683

37,490

44,674

35,361

40,365

34,184

40,536

35,062

28,919

351

Hopewell

Swansfield

30,531

36,238

33,301

37,029

31,042

38,264

26,496

30,518

32,320

35,011

23,587

28,434

34,249

29,546

342

295

Hawthorn

23,029

27,181

46,248

49,467

25,657

31,854

22,675

28,168

22,610

28,727

20,136

27,381

32,130

26,726

321

267

Kendell Ridge

25,805

37,715

18,392

25,299

22,437

33,085

20,264

29,883

27,256

32,979

24,353

33,357

32,053

23,085

321

231

Dickinson

26,437

36,235

23,825

27,747

19,346

29,856

20,370

28,734

18,738

25,457

18,227

27,974

29,334

21,157

293

212

Clemens Crossing

22,268

37,065

17,513

25,989

11,387

24,372

15,278

28,114

12,904

24,115

11,042

24,234

27,315

15,065

273

151

9,141

31,406

11,246

20,576

9,893

29,337

10,961

23,957

10,491

19,878

11,062

23,140

24,716

10,466

247

105

Phelps Luck
Thunder Hill

16,074

30,996

14,436

21,441

13,445

24,931

15,257

23,956

11,995

20,918

10,475

21,912

24,026

13,614

240

136

Clarys Forest

22,111

26,057

23,015

26,317

16,838

21,738

16,953

21,229

16,488

18,587

15,974

18,082

22,002

18,563

220

186

Huntington

15,268

28,365

14,037

21,014

10,180

20,232

14,534

23,156

10,902

19,116

7,422

14,324

21,035

12,057

210

121

Longfellow

11,449

26,060

10,525

20,757

8,655

18,956

7,335

21,103

7,010

18,167

7,132

18,679

20,620

8,684

206

87

Dasher Green

11,767

19,919

12,006

16,230

15,683

22,922

12,856

17,420

11,884

18,802

9,808

16,641

18,656

12,334

187

123
122

Stevens Forest

12,951

20,018

10,520

14,606

10,056

16,372

14,096

21,395

13,415

16,898

12,009

19,071

18,060

12,175

181

Macgills Common

12,085

24,762

7,559

13,853

8,518

11,676

12,899

20,576

8,085

17,295

7,076

16,293

17,409

9,370

174

94

9,553

22,366

7,573

12,821

6,108

15,238

6,764

14,303

6,206

14,292

6,253

14,147

15,528

7,076

155

71

Hobbits Glen
Running Brook

7,704

13,019

6,594

12,620

4,327

11,403

5,932

14,042

5,516

12,865

3,952

11,708

12,610

5,671

126

57

Jeffers Hill

7,028

15,406

6,820

14,879

5,128

12,007

3,657

9,588

4,762

11,644

3,085

7,674

11,866

5,080

119

51

Bryant Woods

6,423

11,495

6,023

11,404

5,885

13,069

4,652

9,694

6,657

11,575

5,382

8,521

10,960

5,837

110

58

Locust Park

7,526

14,540

7,629

10,857

5,077

9,052

6,293

9,116

5,964

9,451

6,166

10,198

10,536

6,443

105

64

Faulkner Ridge

6,315

11,180

3,381

8,307

4,730

10,601

3,472

10,361

4,311

11,456

3,221

10,461

10,394

4,238

104

42

Talbott Springs

3,126

5,156

3,383

5,022

2,544

7,945

2,537

5,396

2,900

5,568

2,714

5,502

5,765

2,867

58

29

Total
376,027
586,391
373,529
502,047
348,262
544,574
364,047
541,053
360,206
516,791
312,138
490,940
530,299
355,702
5,303
3,557
Notes:
Source: Columbia Association
1
Attendance figures for indoor aquatics facilities are not available
2
Reg Att: Regular Attendance excludes rentals, lessons, classes, & swim team attendance
3
Total Att: Total Attendance includes regular attendance plus visitors who attend for special reasons including rentals, lessons, classes, swim teams, etc.
4
Number of pool days varies from year to year and pool to pool - 100 days per season is used here as an approximation of a pool season
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Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) Analysis
Columbia Aquatics Master Plan Study
OVERVIEW
The Columbia Association is developing an Aquatics Master Plan. The plan will be a comprehensive plan
that documents existing conditions of Columbia’s aquatics facilities and programs; assesses the future
needs of CA‐residents and other users; and makes recommendations for future investments in aquatics
venues and associated programs. The following goals have been established for the plan and planning
process:
1. Engage the Columbia community in an inclusive process to plan for the future of Columbia’s
aquatics programs;
2. Provide a framework for Columbia aquatic facilities that balances current and future community
needs given changing demographics and resource constraints; and
3. Establish implementation priorities for the future of Columbia aquatics.
The master plan is being developed with extensive public engagement and the guidance of a Task Force.
The planning process includes three phases:




Data collection and analysis
Develop and analysis of alternatives
Master plan development

COLUMBIA AQUATICS – SWOT
Introduction
A SWOT is a planning tool used to understand the Strengths (S), Weaknesses (W), Opportunities (O), and
Threats (T) involved in a project/program or an organization. The information documented in the
Columbia Aquatics SWOT Analysis will enable CA to focus on strengths, minimize weaknesses, address
threats, and take the greatest possible advantage of opportunities available. It is an important piece of
the up‐front investigation of the master planning process.
The diagram on the next page shows how the tool works and includes internal and external
characteristics as well as positive and negative ones.
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Positive

Negative

Internal

Strengths

Weaknesses

External

Opportunities

Threats

Internal Strengths
This portion of the SWOT seeks to answer questions such as: What do we do exceptionally well? What
advantages do we have? What valuable assets and resources do we have? What do members/customers
identify as our strengths?
These items are positive characteristics and attributes and are internal to CA and within CA’s control.
These are the things that should be maintained, built upon or leveraged

















Facilities are in the community
Pools are safe and perceived as safe
The variety of programming and facilities
The large number of pools and venues
Aquatics is embedded in the Columbia culture, swimming is a tradition
There is a high level of community participation in aquatics
Staff expertise
The pools are operated well
Staff expertise, e.g. mechanics that have done pool filter rooms for 30 years; many life
guards at the highest level of safety training; as highly trained as any in the country
CA has kept up with trends and its facilities and programs have evolved over time – a
learning culture
Physical structure of the community support the use of the pools
History of openness ‐ CA has a number of programs to encourage use across all income
levels;
CA and villages offer free summer pool parties and events at the outdoor pools
CA pools are clean
CA has and engages a summer workforce that is local and knows the pools – the young
people who swim and live here;
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Great applicant pool for selecting aquatics work force; people grew up in the pools,
joined swim teams
Pool jobs provide the first job for many, which results in a positive, emotional
connection
Pools are part of the community and feel of Columbia
Good value for the money
Pools are well capitalized
Venues for birthday parties; rentals, events
CA has co‐located fitness facilities with indoor pools at the same space proving greatest
convenience for users.
Summer swim league is fun for kids and families
Staff and coaches are superior
CA has an advantage wince not many people outside of CA Aquatics are trained to work
with people experiencing arthritis
The Therapy Pool is a unique resource is the area
Addition of the learn to swim program called “Columbia Swims” is important and
popular
large number of amenities for kids including slides
heated outdoor pools – Swansfield and Steven’s Forest
Splash Down lifeguards are excellent and other lifeguards should learn from them by rotating
new lifeguards in and out of the facility.

Internal Weaknesses
This portion of the SWOT seeks to answer questions such as: What could we do better? What are we
criticized for or receive complaints about? Where are we vulnerable? What feels broken or what do
others say needs to be fixed?

These items are factors or attributes that are internal to CA and within is control that detract from its
ability to attain the desired goal. They are also the things the organization would like to improve and
that need to be remedied, changed or stopped. Weaknesses may include things our customers and
members highlight as problems or areas they identify for improvement.


Capital funding – pools are just one priority ‐ pools compete for funding with other CA programs
and facilities





Aging facilities; have to spend more money to keep them up





Sheer number of facilities can also be a weakness

“Never enough lap lanes” in prime times (late afternoon / early evening) is a challenge
– especially at the indoor pools
Internal coordination and communication with such a huge multifaceted program and team
including many temporary and part‐time employees
Not having a 50 meter pool

Shorter season at some pools


















Lack of lap lanes at peak times
Sparse attendance at some pools
The pools don’t sell food
No evening/night hours for evening pool party /socializing

Cleanliness issues at times at some facilities
Program pool at the Swim Center not being open more hours
Unequal distribution of outdoor pools
When the summer season ends, the survey that is distributed only asks questions
regarding instructors – should include questions regarding administration of
registration, quality of programming and facilities
There is a lack of communication regarding pool closures and schedule changes – CA
should not rely only on posting information on website. Also, the front desk should be
informed/updated with closures and programming changes
Supporting infrastructure at pool facilities – the quality and size is uneven among the
pools (bath houses, benches, parking spaces, and shade structures)
o Hot water therapy pool and most aqua fitness classes are all located in West
Columbia
Need an interactive website with real time information
Pools do not open early enough
Lack of indoor capacity for swim programs
Our pool users do not reflect the racial and ethnic makeup of our community – for
instance, African Americans and Hispanics use the pools but not in proportion to their
numbers in the community. This needs to be addressed.
Lack of land for 50 meter pool and enhancements

External Opportunities
This portion of the SWOT seeks to answer questions such as: What opportunities do we know about, but
have not been able to address? What trends could we take advantage of? These are opportunities that
exist in the social, physical and business environments, which can propel the organization in a positive
direction. Eventually these opportunities need to be prioritized, built on and optimized.






Prime time swim lessons (5:00pm – 6:30pm)
o The competition (Lifetime Fitness and Swim School) offer this
Increase pool rentals
Provide more water spray pads and playgrounds at the pools
BRAC growth at Ft. Meade bringing approximately 40,000 jobs with the potential increase in
Columbia area residents and thus new pool users/customers – need to market to this group as
well as other large workforces that will be relocating to this region.
Ethnic/immigrant groups – demographics shifts show the largest percent increases in Hispanics
and Asians in Howard County. Need to reach out to and market to these groups to become
members. Also offer programs that speak to meet demands from these segments of the
population such as Ai Chi in the outdoor pools, for example.
4











Update indoor facility (Swim Center)
Respond to parental anxiety over kid safety by “branding” facilities and programs as “safe”
Responding to demographic and cultural changes resulting from aging population
Future increase in residents and thus potential pool users due to redevelopment in and around
Downtown Columbia including the planned @250 residences at Wilde Lake Village Center and
the 5,500 units in Downtown.
Build a 50‐meter pool complex
Expand targeted marketing to non‐residents
Repurpose/add to outdoor pool locations to better meet the year‐round community needs with
new community gathering / community facilities.
Market aquatic facilities with multilingual communications to attract additional pool users
generate more pool membership
o Outreach to schools and principals is one avenue
Publicize pool locations better with enhanced wayfinding signs

External Threats
This portion of the SWOT seeks to answer questions such as: Are any of our weaknesses likely to make
us critically vulnerable? What trends pose potential harm? What external roadblocks exist that block
our progress? Are our competitors or quasi‐competitors doing anything different? Is there significant
change coming in our members' sector? Is technology dramatically changing the sector and services to
it? Are economic conditions affecting our financial viability?
These items are external factors, beyond CA’s control, which could place the aquatics program or its
sustained operation at risk. These are things that need to be countered or minimized and managed. CA
may benefit by having contingency plans to address them if they should occur.







ADA – new 2011 regulations will need to be studied with appropriate compliance investments
made
Changing demographics in Columbia – potential to lose market share as we try to serve such a
wide range of users
Rising energy costs
Competition from other pool and recreational venues/organizations (see list on next page)
Declining revenues from flat or declining housing values
Rising costs of bulk materials

Next Steps
The SWOT will be used as a guide and not a prescription. Together with other analysis being
undertaken, the results of the SWOT analysis will provide an overall picture of important factors that do
and will influence the success of CA Aquatics ‐‐ our venues, facilities and programs. It will help reveal
CA’s competitive advantages; identify our weaknesses; analyze our prospects for attracting additional
pool users; and prepare us to combat threats and take advantage of opportunities.
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Potential Competition to CA Aquatics Facilities and Programming
Pools / Fitness Clubs
o LifeTimeFitness
o Fairland Aquatic Club
o Howard County YMCA
o Arundel Mills Aquatics Park – planned
o Howard County Recreation and Parks – future new Roger Carter Recreation Center/Pool
with others planned but not yet funded
o Pools at local condos and home owners associations
o Emerson Pool
o Howard County Community College
o Hammond Park Pool
o UMBC
o Kids First Swim School
o Swim clubs
Kids Birthday Party/Event Rental Venues
o Jump Zone (parties)
o Pump it up (parties)
o Other CA party venues/packages
o My Gym (parties)
Swim Teams / Lessons
o Eagles Swim Team
o Retrievers
o Greater Baltimore Swim Association (GBSA)
o Kids First Swim School (potential lessons/instruction competitor)
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Scan of Aquatic Industry Trends
Prepared by Columbia Association as part of the background analysis and data
gathering for the Columbia Aquatics Master Plan
INTRODUCTION
To learn about recent trends around the country related to pool construction, enhancement
features, and programming, CA contacted a number of industry experts and conducted
interviews. The people consulted included aquatics management experts; consultants; aquatics
design professionals; and recreation and aquatics association staff members. In addition,
interviews were conducted with two other planned communities (Reston and The Woodlands)
and one jurisdiction – Portland, Oregon.
The experts and community officials were asked a series of questions, which have been used to
structure this summary. In addition to these interviews, a limited literature search on pool
management and trends was conducted with a particular focus on the archives of Recreation
Management, a publication for recreation, sports, and fitness facility managers. The summary
of the results of the interviews and other information gathered is presented below. The list of
experts interviewed is presented first followed by a summary of the information gathered
through the interviews and literature search. The summary is organized around the questions
posed. Please note that not all respondents answered all the questions. This summary is
followed by the results of the community‐specific interviews with officials from Reston, The
Woodlands, and Portland, Oregon. Appendix A includes the interview questions.
INTERVIEWEES
More than a dozen experts and officials were interviewed. The first interview conducted was
with Bill Beckner, the Research Manager for the National Recreation and Park Association, a
national non‐profit organization based in Northern Virginia. He referred CA staff members to a
number of the experts contacted for this scan and CA also reached out to experts at various
other organizations and identified additional relevant experts. Reston and The Woodlands were
selected as examples of planned communities – one close‐by and one in Texas – both generally
similar in age to Columbia. Portland Oregon was selected as a forward‐thinking city that is
known for innovation. A few other experts and organizations were contacted but did not make
themselves available for interviews. The experts interviewed are listed below:


Dwayne Brinkley of Brinkley Sargent Architects, a major aquatics design firm based in Dallas,
Texas
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Jeff Nordorf and Kevin Post at Counsilman/Hunsaker, an aquatics consultant firm ‐‐
designers, engineers and operational specialists. They have a number of offices with
headquarters in St Louis.



Rick Colemen, Senior Vice President at Project Management & Development at American
Resort Management ‐‐ a development, consulting, operation and management firm for
indoor and outdoor water parks, family entertainment centers and destination resort
properties. This firm is headquartered in Erie, PA



Kendra Kozen, Senior Editor, Aquatics International Magazine, a publication of Aquatics
International. The publication is exclusively focused on the commercial and public
swimming pool industries.



Ken Ballard, President, Ballard*King & Associates, Ltd., a recreation facility planning and
operations consulting firm with a national practice, headquartered in Highlands Ranch, CO
(Denver metro area).



Jeff Lococo, the president of Lococo Consulting that serves water parks, theme parks, and
other recreational venues. The firm is located in Sandusky, Ohio.



Mick Nelson, Facilities Development Director at USA Swimming, a 300,000‐member service
organization.



Melinda Kempfer, Water Technology Inc., an aquatic planning, design and engineering
company with a national practice. Water Technology is headquartered in Beaver Dam,
Wisconsin with offices in other regions.



Bill Beckner, Research Manager, National Recreation and Park Association. NRPA is the
leading non‐profit and advocacy organization dedicated to the advancement of public parks
and recreation opportunities. Bill is a former county park and recreation director and also a
former consultant.



Chris Nunes, Director of Parks and Recreation for The Woodlands in Houston, Texas



Laura Kowalski, Aquatics Director, Reston Association, Reston, Virginia



Nancy Roth, Aquatics Program Supervisor, Portland Parks and Recreation, Portland, Oregon.

SUMMARY OF INTERVIEWS WITH AQUATICS AND RECREATION EXPERTS
The following summarized the interviews conducted in July 2011 with industry experts as part
of the industry trends scan conducted by staff of the Columbia Association as part of the
development of the Columbia Aquatics Master Plan. The summary is organized by the questions
posed. Additional information is also included based on CA’s literature search.
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What are some of the recent trends?
Ken Ballard, President of Ballard*King & Associates, a recreation and aquatics consulting firm
mentioned a number of trends he has noted including:


The leisure pool concept that will service the recreation swimmer of all ages.



A focus on developing splash pads. These are either stand alone facilities in neighborhoods
or part of larger aquatic centers and have no or little standing water.



Themed aquatic centers.



Using more energy‐efficient motors, regenerative filters and other equipment that save on
energy use.



Developing therapy pools for indoor aquatic centers is certainly a trend especially if there is
a strong medically‐based partner.



Partnering with other agencies for the development and operation of new multi‐faceted
aquatic centers.



For indoor pools, it is increasingly unusual to build just a pool. They are usually built in
conjunction with other indoor recreation amenities such as gyms, weight/cardio areas and
walk/jog tracks to provide other revenue producing elements and increase the level of
traffic through the facility.

Dwayne Brinkley of Brinkley Sargent Architects mentioned the evolution of outdoor pools from
a solely recreational focus to be more robust destinations by adding leisure pool amenities both
in and out of the water. Viable in‐water amenities include zero depth entries, slides, climbing
walls, current channels, bubble benches and vortex areas (defined pool areas with variable
currents). Amenities around the pool include areas for out of water exercise, pavilions, grills,
Wi‐Fi, and wet decks (ankle deep water on the deck of the pool).
Brinkley also stated that at a number of destination pools, up to 50 percent of the patrons do
not get in the water, so that pools managers should also focus on amenities, features, programs
and services outside of the water. He termed this a “holistic response to community needs.”
Brinkley also talked about creating pools that have a “sense of place” and an upscale feel. This
includes phasing out chain‐link fences in favor of more upscale barriers, providing shaded areas,
and enhanced landscaping. The concept is to provide an appealing place for socializing.
Brinkley also said he sees a trend to more therapy facilities and programs. These include
therapy pools as well as water exercise classes and cardiovascular equipment that can be used
in the pools such as bikes and treadmills. He has seen a number of partnerships between
aquatic facilities and hospitals and other health care organizations.
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Several other experts also mentioned that program trends include such items as kayak clinics
(teaching rolling techniques) in pools and scuba lessons as well as a growth in strong lesson
programs and an increasing emphasis on water safety.
Bill Beckner of NRPA mentioned spraygrounds as a popular trend as well as more innovative
combinations of aquatics and non‐aquatic activities such as a skate park with water feature.
Nordorf and Post from Counsilman/Hunsaker stated that increasing government regulation is a
prevalent trend. Another expert stated that a prevalent trend is splashpads. The ones being
added have numerous interactive features.
Kendra Kozen, a senior editor at Aquatics International, stated that theming pools is a popular
trend and can be successful in attracting visitors. The caveat is that themes can grow tired or go
out of fashion so these pool amenities need to be able to be easily changed to stay current.
Another trend mentioned was adding decking around pools to expand programming at pools to
include land programming (such as areas for other activities).
Melinda Kempfer with Water Technology Inc. stated that she sees multi‐generational
programming, sustainability in regenerative media filters, high efficiency boilers, and solar lights
as some of the trends.
Jeff Lococo answered this question as it related to water parks. The biggest trend in the water
park industry over the last ten years is the introduction of the indoor water park resort concept
such as Great Wolf Lodge resorts. He also stated that the biggest trend in major outdoor water
parks is the uphill water coasters and the tornado and bowl family slides. On the other end of
the spectrum are splash pads in smaller parks and in use by many municipalities.
Rick Nelson was quoted in a recent article in Recreation Management magazine (“Taking the
Plunge”, February 2011) that “‘Total Aquatic Programming’ has become a tag line for where all
pools need to be going (unless it’s a really unique situation)." The article goes on to state that:
“What Nelson advocates in his own business, and that of others who attend his conferences
around the country each year, is a concept of predictable programming based on four pillars:
learning to swim; adult aquatic exercise; aquatic rehabilitation; and competitive swimming. ‘It's
a natural progression,’ Nelson explained. Today, pools need to be designed around a much
broader scope of programming that requires multiple pools, multiple depths and multiple
temperatures.”
Experts from another national aquatics consulting firm stated that communities are focusing on
“fewer pools” and “streamlining for performance” (or downsizing and/or closing pools) as
major trends in the aquatics industry. A recent article in the New York Times (“Looking for a
Pool and Coming Up Dry as Cities Shave Budgets,” July 6, 2011) also highlighted the very real
and recent trend of municipalities closing pools because of budget cuts and fiscal belt‐
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tightening. Communities mentioned included Phoenix, Atlanta, Cincinnati, Houston,
Sacramento, New York and Philadelphia among others. The article also mentioned that
aquatics programs are being asked to do more on the programming side even as resources are
constrained including a variety of instructional and specially targeted programs.
Another article in Recreation Management entitled “Get More People in the Pool with Fresh
Aquatic Programming for Adults” by June Chewning (an educator and innovator in health and
wellness education and programming) focused not on the need for new pool amenities but on a
renewed need to focus on programs, particularly for adults. Also the article highlights the
increasing trend of adapting any activity done on land for the water and pool environment.
What changes are on the horizon?
Rick Colemen, Senior Vice President with American Resort Management stated that changes he
sees on the horizon include changes to filtration methods to decrease the use of pool chemicals
and revisions to pool suction systems as needed to address the provisions of the Virginia
Graeme Baker Act. The Virginia Graeme Baker Pool & Spa Safety Act (P&SS Act) is named for
Virginia Graeme Baker, a young girl who drowned after she was trapped under water by the
suction from a hot tub drain. The resulting new federal legislation (signed into law in 2007 and
effective in 2008 under guidelines and rules established by the Consumer Product Safety
Commission) establishes safety requirements for public pools and spas including provisions for
anti‐entrapment drain covers and other safety devices.
Kozen (editor at Aquatics International) stated that green initiatives are on the rise including
energy efficient lighting, pumps, and heaters. Another change she sees is the cross‐training of
lifeguards to combine safety and program instruction responsibilities.
What’s the most surprising thing you’ve been seeing?
Nordorf and Post from Counsilman/Hunsaker stated that they have been surprised by the
increase in aquatic facility usage despite the recession and they speculate it means that people
are staying home more and using local recreation versus taking vacations. Another expert,
Coleman, also mentioned this same trend: that the number of pool users has intensified.
Kozen stated that she was most surprised by the extent of the aquatics cutbacks and closings of
pools around the country in spite of the popularity of swimming as a form of recreation in the
United States. Kozen also mentioned a need to increase membership through advertising.
Ballard (the aquatics management firm president) stated that the large commercial water park
that is in the Edmonton, Canada mall was a surprise as it is huge with very large and long slides
and has high capacity wave pools and other amenities. He also mentioned being surprised at
European practices. He stated that In European community pools, many are not guarded. This
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reduces the cost of operation tremendously and they have a surprisingly low rate of
drowning. He also noted that many of these non‐guarded facilities have a very strong focus on
spas, steam rooms, saunas and other like things that are not truly aquatic‐based.
What types of pools are being constructed?
Kozen (editor at Aquatics International) stated that pools focus on non‐recreational uses with
separate programming areas, for instance an area with deep water for deep water fitness
programming; a current channel for rehabilitation uses; and another area for aqua exercise.
Ballard (the aquatics management firm president) mentioned that the trend is certainly leisure
pools but there is also a strong move to achieve a balance in facilities with leisure pools along
with traditional lap, recreation, or competition pools included in the mix.
Coleman stated that pools with therapeutic areas and no deep wells are commonly being
constructed.
What aquatics or other recreational features are being included? Not included?
Brinkley also stated that current channels are being well‐received by older adults as preferred
venues for water exercise. He mentioned that teens love the new drop slides (steep slides that
drop users into the water from a distance of a few feet from the water surface) and wave
making boogie board machines (which sell for a “mere” $750,000). Only two kids can boogie
board at a time, but it attracts huge crowds of spectators.
Kozen (editor at Aquatics International) stated that water slides are most frequently chosen as
highest priority, but are becoming viewed as standard, not as a special amenity. Other features
she is seeing include aquatic climbing walls and lazy rivers. Lazy rivers can be used for 20 years
if themes and programming are changed over time. She stated that features that should not be
included include non‐durable splash pads and other play areas that don’t allow for
configuration changes over time.
Mick Nelson, the Facilities Development Director at USA Swimming stated that the trend is to
become enamored with the sales pitch that water features are the savior for the aquatic
industry. The practical side of this however is that water features are a good draw for daily
passes and membership – at first. Then when the novelty wears off, community programming
such as learn to swim, adult health and wellness, rehab, swim team use by Masters and USA
teams, are the income pillars that make a facility sustainable.
In response to hearing about CA’s indoor and outdoor aquatic facilities and CA staff’s question
about what, in the expert’s opinion was missing in the mix, Nordorf and Post responded that
the mix sounded good but that Columbia has too many outdoor pools for its service area and
population base.
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How do you keep facility features “fresh”? What features are faddish vs. lasting in your opinion?
Ballard mentioned that “this is always a little tough if you are trying to do something that is a
little more cutting edge. However, if the amenity has been popular in other similar facilities
over the last 3‐5 years then chances are it is not a fad. There are a lot of basic amenities that
have been well‐received (interactive play features as an example) that keep getting updated
and improved over time but these changes do not constitute a fad.”
Some ways to address this is to update finishes at the facility such as updated paints/colors,
tiles, and landscaping to stay in fashion.
Melinda Kempfer of Water Technology stated that surf machines were first viewed as a fad, but
now are used for multi‐generation competitions as well as for younger kid’s fun. Lazy rivers can
be adjusted to accommodate therapy, water walking, down time, and rapids (rescue training)
so these seem more lasting.
Jeff Lococo stated you should make sure that the planning and design phase of a project takes
into consideration the overall brand or thematic storyline of the facility, which separates it from
other facilities. There must be some unique component or attraction that has staying power
with the visitor population. Some of Disney’s most popular attractions are 30 + years old.
Related to fads, Lococo stated that many of the splash pad components offered are not
sustainable so adequate research before taking the plunge is necessary.
Bill Beckner of NRPA stated that additional recreational features such as bubbles and climbing
walls can be considered.
How are communities addressing the diverse needs of their populations – wide range of ages,
ethnicities?
Brinkley stated that private changing rooms address some religious customs related to modesty
and many people would prefer this. Jeff Nordorf and Kevin Post (Counsilman/Hunsaker) stated
that having an “even mix” of facilities and programs as the key to serving communities. By
“even mix” they meant a mix of indoor and outdoor, regular, therapy, and amenity pools as
well as a mix of programs that serve the entire community. Coleman also stated that many
communities are addressing diversity of users via programming for all ages and interests.
Kozen stated that needs are being/should be addressed through programming, not features.
Ballard reflected that the better question is how are communities trying to meet these needs in
a cost effective manner? This has led to developing several more community based, multi‐
faceted, facilities in a community rather than smaller more singular purpose neighborhood
based facilities that are not as cost effective. He noted that there has definitely been
consolidation of facilities.
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Beckner mentioned the success of evening programs for young adults such as night time swims
with music. He also mentioned pool movie nights that are popular as a teen event or a family
event.
A 2009 article in Recreation Management entitled “Reaching Diverse Audiences with Aquatic
Programming” addressed this issue as well. One programming idea to reach broad audiences is
the in‐pool movie that has been introduced around the country (“dive‐in movies”). Swimmers
rent a tube or bring a floating device and gather to watch a movie projected onto a nearby
screen. Some venues use elaborate scoreboards or built‐in LCD screens as movie screens. Post,
the expert from Counsilman‐Hunsaker, states that "Getting technology into the pool is
becoming more standard… and we're seeing that kids like the interactive features.” Smiley, an
aquatic specialist for YMCA who was also interviewed for the article, stated that “We've got
more boomers getting ready to retire, and low‐impact activity is going to take off. Aquatic
circuit training is also becoming more popular for overweight children and teens.”
The article also profiles a program started by the Houston YMCA underwritten by grant money
to reach out and engage families and kids in apartments called "Apartment Water Wise"
program, in conjunction with USA Swimming's Make A Splash program. The Make A Splash
program has been successful and adapted in other communities. Lessons and education
programming has successfully engaged multiple generations within families to learn how to
swim. As of the date of the article (2009), 10,000 kids had either taken swim lessons or simply
learned about water safety guidelines through the Make A Splash program. There are 16 local
partners in nine states.
Further CA research on the USA Swimming Foundation’s Make A Splash program from their
website includes some useful statistics on swimming by race and ethnic groups as well as by
families. For instance:


7 out of 10 African‐American children and 6 out of 10 Hispanic/Latino children cannot swim



4 out of 10 white children are unable to swim



While about 1/3 of white children from non‐swimming families go on to learn to swim, less
than 1/10 of children in non‐swimming African American families do. By teaching these
children, Make a Splash is breaking the cycle and creating generations of parents‐to‐be who
will know how to swim
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What are potential options to renovate older pools to keep them attractive?
Nordorf and Post stated that they recommend looking at flow rider surf machines – they take
up a relatively small space and create a huge attraction, they also recommend converting
outdoor pools to spraygrounds.
What’s a Sprayground, Splash Park, Spray Pad?
Zero depth water play areas, splash parks, spray pads and spraygrounds provide an engaging
and interactive fun activity especially for children and expand aquatics users by appealing to
swimmers and non‐swimmers alike. Spraygrounds are usually brightly colored facilities
featuring equipment that squirt, dump, spray, swirl, mist and shoot water. Water spraygrounds
are cost effective and lower maintenance than pools, and extend water‐play activities beyond
normal outdoor pool season. Water spraygrounds are controlled using a timer and touch‐
sensor. The touch‐sensor turns on the water for a two to three minute cycle so they can also
much less intensive users of water resources than swimming pools. Lifeguards are not required
at spraygrounds as there is little or no standing water making them attractive for anyone who
doesn't swim but wants to enjoy some cool, wet fun.

Kozen (editor at Aquatics International) mentioned creating serenity areas with non‐aquatic
features and amenities including upgraded lighting for evening/nighttime use. Also adding new
aquatics features such as adding a slide next to an existing one to double capacity.
Ballard stated that renovation options depend on the age and condition of the pools. In some
cases it is better and more cost effective to simply replace them. Or if, the “guts” are still good,
then adding more leisure pool amenities (slides, zero depth, lazy river, etc.) may be
possible. Often one of the biggest issues is a need to upgrade the locker rooms and bath house
to improve the overall experience. Most older pools do not have the newer fun leisure
amenities to attract today’s users so increasing the fun factor becomes critical.
Kempfer stated: “replace them entirely with “spray grounds” – these are good for all ages.”
Enhance landscaping; paint; and add grills/picnic areas.
What communities do you know that use an asset management system to manage and assess
capital investments?
Kempfer mentioned: Greely, Colorado; Dallas, Texas; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Omaha Parks,
Nebraska. Beckner mentioned Ottawa.
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What are the trends in the construction of 50‐meter pools?
Nordorf and Post said they are not aware of any communities that are building 50‐meter pools
due to the high capital cost. They said the only 50‐meter pools they are aware of are being
built by universities or by school/municipal partnerships.
Ballard states that there are fewer and fewer indoor 50 meter pools being built due to the high
cost of development and operation. Those that are built often have a number of equity
partners to help pay for the cost of building and operating. He states that outdoor 50 meter
pools are also expensive but less than the indoor ones with lower costs to build and operate
but they are seasonal pools only in our area of the country and this limits their value and use.
Another expert stated that as a result of high operating costs, indoor 50 meter pools are usually
not developed by local communities. Most are built by universities, counties or through
partnerships.
Mick Nelson, the Facilities Development Director at USA Swimming stated that the trend is to
start with a feasibility study that focuses on a 3‐pool complex. The large pool 50 meter or 8‐
lane 25 yard; the smaller warmer water teaching pool; and the smaller yet rehab pool. After
most analyses are completed, a conclusion is that the budget restrictions and operational
expense dictate selecting the 25 yard pool.
Coleman stated that 50 meter pools are generally not being constructed.
What are the most critical factors needed to plan and implement 50‐meter pools as revenue
neutral or positive?
Ballard stated that if you are talking about an indoor 50 meter pool it is very rare that they can
be revenue neutral or positive. Most operate at a considerable loss (average is over $200,000 a
year). He states that to maximize revenue you need 3‐4 high schools and a large USA Team
(hopefully two) that have the facility as their home pool and more importantly are willing to
pay rates per lane hour that will generate a strong revenue stream. There also need to be local
and regional meets that are held at least 12‐15 times a year and where a considerable user fee
is required. Developing a broader base beyond just swimming to include diving, water polo,
synchro and other sports is also important. Then there must be strong usage by the general
public and generation of revenue from daily admissions and annual passes. In addition there
must be a full complement of aquatic programs and services that are fee based. This all
requires a strong marketing program. Obviously expenses must also be controlled but for these
types of facilities you are talking primarily about staffing and utilities.
Kempfer stated that successful 50‐meter pools have strong swim teams; adequate seating and
support facilities to accommodate both home and visiting team.
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What are the trends in food concessions?
Nordorf and Post said the rule of thumb is that you cannot make money unless you have
100,000+ annual visits at the facility. (CA’s busiest outdoor pool – Riverhil ‐‐ gets +/‐60,000
visits).
Bill Beckner of NRPA also stated that only high attendance pools can attract concessions. He
mentioned the Northern Virginia water park with lazy river, splashpads, slides and other
features called Water Mine that is operated by Fairfax County’s Park Authority that attracts
thousands of visitors a day and has a Papa John’s concession that does extremely well. The pool
is so popular that it paid off its capital investment in less than two years. He also stated that if
you had one pool with high visitation that could sustain a concessionaire you might be able to
package it was a middle of the road pool in terms of visitation and require the concessionaire to
service both. He said this would not work with a very low visitation venue for obvious financial
reasons.
Coleman stated that there has been an increase in ethnic food choices and food offerings have
sometimes been aligned with the ethnicity of pool users. He has also observed an increase in
food safety awareness and practices.
Ballard stated that this differs rather dramatically between indoor and outdoor pools. For
indoor, the economic realities are that most food service operations are not sustainable. So as
a result the trend is smaller operations with limited menus and hours of operation. Many
indoor public aquatic facilities have even removed their concession operations.
Another expert stated that the focus is on high profit items but the quality has improved and
using name brand products has been a trend. Also many outdoor aquatic venues now have
outdoor grilling stations. Another expert stated that healthy foods should be a selection, but
don’t expect a lot of people to order them. Re‐packaged foods, franchised businesses reflect
current trends.
Another expert stated: “sorry to say that the basic hotdog, hamburger and pizza are still the
staple products selling at municipal pools and parks. However the bigger (water) parks with
longer guest length of stay patterns are successfully offering healthier food choices.
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COMMUNITY‐SPECIFIC INTERVIEWS
Summaries of the interviews conducted with two planned communities (Reston and the
Woodlands) and one jurisdiction – Portland, Oregon are recapped below.
Woodlands, Texas
Interview conducted with Chris Nunes, Director of Parks & Recreation for The Woodlands in
Houston, Texas in July 2011.
The Woodlands, a planned community, is located about 30 miles outside Houston. Texas.
Development began in 1974. There are currently 94,000 people living in The Woodlands. It is
expected to grow to 125,000. The Woodlands currently has 13 outdoor pools and a 14th pool is
being planned. The Woodlands’ busiest pool gets around 70,000 visits per year (compared to
CA’s Riverhill pool which attracts about 60,000 visitors). They also have pools that only get
around 5,000 visits per year (similar to attendance at CA’s Talbott Springs pool, CA’s least
visited pool). Their pools range from four to 35 years old. They have one heated pool and will
be heating one additional pool. The heated pools stay open year‐round and are heated from
October through April. They added three spray grounds and a lazy river during the past three to
five years. A spray ground will be included in their 14th pool.
They had approximately 190,000 recreational visits to their outdoor pools last year. If team
practices and lessons, etc. are included they had around 240,000 visits (this compares to CA’s
515,000 annual visits to outdoor pools). They spend between $200,000 and $300,000 on capital
reinvestment each year. The developer does a 50/50 match with them on agreed upon new
facilities. They are incrementally moving from all “flat water” pools to “rec water” pools –
adding features like spray ground, spray features, slides, climbing walls, etc.
They are “repurposing” their lesser used pools. They are not closing any pools. Those pools are
now exclusively used by swim teams and for other programs. They are no longer open for
community walk‐in recreational swimming.
They have contracted with Chick Filet at their busiest pool for food and beverage.
At the Woodlands, they have a major focus on safety and particularly on lifeguard training and
safety. All of their communication, marketing and advertising highlight their lifeguards and
safety.
Nunes listed their most successful additions in the past few years to be the lazy river and spray
grounds. He also said that they have had considerable mechanical problems with their spray
grounds. He noted two trends: a movement toward recreational pools and amenities, and more
federal and state regulations.
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Reston Association
Interview was conducted in July 2011 with Laura Kowalski, Aquatics Director.
Reston has a population of approximately 60,000. It has 15 pools built between 1969 and 1995.
They have approximately 183,000 visits a year, not including lessons, teams, special events,
etc). (Note: as a comparison, Columbia has over the last five years had an average of 365,000
visits a year to the outdoor pools not including lessons, etc. and approximately 515,000 annual
visits if lessons, teams, camp, etc visits are included.)
Reston has three categories of pools (all outdoor, no indoor pools): Neighborhood Pools (basic
pools with wading pools and bath house), Destination Pools (neighborhood pools plus one or
two amenities/features like a hot tub or sand volleyball), and Community Pools (pools with
many features and amenities). They do not provide snack bars at any of their pools, only
vending machines.
Renovation options for older pools have included zero depth areas, use the Acutag system
instead of chlorine (safer to handle, and the system is computerized rather than requiring
regular testing by pool personnel), resurfacing concrete pool decks with long‐lasting colored
and textured product that has been very well received. On the programming side, they have
had success with kids’ triathlons.
To address diverse needs they have a number of programs aimed to serve adults: adult only
times at all pools every day and use of one pool each day of the week is restricted to adults
(16+).
They have one 50‐meter pool which is well used all summer. It is set up as a 50‐meter pool
from 5:30‐ 8:00 am and a few lanes are left as 50‐meters most of the day.
Reston operated 18 pools at one time. They now operate 15 pools. One pool was converted to
a park and now includes a small self‐operated spraypad, picnic pavilion and grills, a volleyball
court, a basketball court and a tennis court. Another pool site was leased to the county ($1 for
99 years) who filled in the pool and built a community recreation center on the site. The third
pool that was being operated by Reston was owned by a condo association. Reston ceased to
operate the pool and the condo association closed the pool.
When asked about their most successful investment, the aquatics director mentioned
renovations to the Glade pool where attendance increased from 7,000 to 29,000 after the
renovation. Renovations included a 20‐foot slide, one meter diving board, zero depth entry, and
hot tub. Conversely, when discussing a renovation that did not go well, the Reston aquatics
director mentioned the addition of a sand pit/sand box at a pool. Although popular, it created
problems with sand in the pool.
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Portland, Oregon
Interview conducted with Nancy Roth, Aquatics Program Supervisor. Interview conducted by
phone in early July 2011.
Portland has a 2010 population of approximately 585,000. The city has 13 pools: six indoor and
seven outdoor that were built between 1916 and 2009. They have almost 1 million visitors a
year with 30,000 kids in lessons.
Features added to pools recently have included spray features, tumble buckets, toddler slides
and climbable features such as frogs/sharks. One pool now has a current channel. Other recent
innovations have focused on energy savings enhancements; variable drive pumps; and UV
filters for indoor pools. Older pools are still 25 x 25 tanks.
Two recent indoor pools have been constructed. There are always requests for 50 meter pools
from competitive swimmers and the aquatics supervisor can identify with this since she is a
competitive swimmer herself. However, from the city’s perspective, 50‐meter pools are hard to
program and very expensive and they have no plans to build this kind of facility.
In response to a question about a recent innovation that has been successful, Roth explained
the city’s success with UV filters. To address corrosion issues and chlorine (“bleachy”) vapor
issues, in 2006, Portland installed an ultraviolet (UV) filter at one indoor pool to address high
levels of combined chlorines (chloramines) in the pool water. (CA has installed these filters at
each of the two pools at the Swim Center). Chloramines result in bleach‐like odor, eye and skin
irritation, and respiratory problems often associated with chlorine. The UV filter, a supplement
rather than a replacement for chlorine, uses light to destroy chloramines. As a result they have
reduced chloramines to very low levels or even zero and have the added benefit of no rusting.
They have now installed UV filters at other pools at a cost of about $40,000 per pool. The city
concluded the benefits in improved swimmers health, reduced exposure to viruses, and the
reduction in rusting of ladders, handrails and corrosion of the pool buildings’ HVAC systems
were worth the investment. In addition, the UV systems have been almost maintenance‐free
and have required only an annual replacement of the light bulb, which costs about $2,200. UV
filters have been added to all existing indoor pools and included in newly constructed pools
(2008 and 2009).
In the case study on Portland’s experience with UV filters published on the city’s website, the
Aquatics Supervisor Nancy Roth is quoted as saying: “using UV filters to sanitize pools is
common in Europe, and Portland Parks & Recreation’s indoor pools are some of the growing
number of pools in the U.S. that are benefitting from this technology. The improvement in
water and air quality has been significant.”
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In response to a question about what the city had tried related to pool construction that did not
work out as well as they had hoped, Roth talked about the city’s newest pool ‐‐ the East
Portland indoor facility. The city emphasized sustainability features and earned platinum LEED
certification. However, the HVAC innovations did not work out well and the city continually has
to have contractors working on it to keep it going. The lesson learned was that they need to
step back from the bleeding edge to make sure they have reliable, working facilities.
The city has placed lots of effort on programming to meet the broad needs of the community
and various groups of aquatic visitors. They have focused on programming such as exercise and
water aerobics; water Zumba; classes for pregnant women, etc. They have teen parties held at
outdoor pools Monday, Wednesday and Friday in the summer evenings. These are
complemented by year‐round monthly teen swims indoors on Friday and Saturday evenings
from 9‐10PM with DJ. All of these are well‐attended.
After researching the issue and working with the city’s legal counsel, the city got the green light
to offer gender specific swims. A two‐hour women only swim (female only swimmers and
lifeguards) is offered based on requests from the Muslim community. The city selected an
indoor pool that met privacy concerns and modesty requirements. A two‐hour men only slot is
also offered. Portland has had these programs for three years and they have not yet become
very popular but perhaps over time and marketing, attendance will grow. Seattle has done
these too.
Portland’s food and beverage offerings are limited. Snack items only (drinks, slushy drinks,
popcorn, etc.) with a recent push on healthy snacks. All snack facilities are run by staff.
The city does use an asset management system to track investments and maintenance
schedules. Roth provided a contact for further follow‐up.
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APPENDIX A: QUESTIONS POSED TO INDUSTRY EXPERTS / OTHER COMMUNITIES
What are some of the recent trends related to community pools?
What changes are on the horizon?
What’s the most surprising thing you’ve been seeing?
What types of pools are being constructed?
What aquatics or other recreational features are being included? Not included?
How do you keep facility features “fresh”? What features are faddish vs. lasting in your
opinion?
How are communities addressing the diverse needs of their populations – wide range of ages,
ethnicities?
What are potential options to renovate older pools to keep them attractive?
What communities do you know that use an asset management system to manage and assess
capital investments?
What are the trends in the construction of 50‐meter pools?
What are the most critical factors needed to plan and implement 50‐meter pools as revenue
neutral or positive?
What are the trends in food concessions?
Who else should we talk to?
Questions Specifically for other Communities/Cities (in addition to above)
What is the population of your community?
How many pools (indoor and outdoor) do you have?
How old are they?
How many visitors do you have per year?
What’s the most successful aquatics innovation or investment that you’ve made in the last
three years? Why?
What have you tried related to pool construction that did not work out as well as you had
hoped?
Have you repurposed any pools? What replacement uses, if any have you implemented?

2010 Demographics within 1/2 Mile Ring Around Each Outdoor Pool

Pool

Bryant Woods
Clary's Forest
Clemens Crossing
Dasher Green
Dickinson
Dorsey Hall
Faulkner Ridge
Hawthorn
Hobbit's Glen
Hopewell
Huntington
Jeffers Hill
Kendall Rige
Locust Park
Longfellow
MacGill's Common
Phelps Luck
River Hill
Running Brook
Steven's Forest
Swansfield
Talbott Springs
Thunder Hill
Columbia Comparison*

1/2 Mile Ring
Area 2010
Population
(Estimated)
1,167
5,033
2,295
5,373
2,210
2,472
4,839
4,921
1,167
1,308
3,608
3,568
2,982
5,218
4,800
1,658
2,311
1,483
4,774
2,480
3,654
4,264
1,683
99,615

≤ 17 Years %
of Total Ring
Area 2010
Population
17%
20%
21%
24%
22%
22%
21%
20%
21%
25%
22%
24%
28%
24%
23%
22%
22%
38%
17%
21%
23%
23%
21%
24%

Total
Popluation
Change 19902010
-88
504
271
-223
241
181
91
276
820
-47
-130
20
1,896
672
-18
-100
-426
1,266
1,091
-401
-62
-53
-281
22,966

Total
Population
Change (%)
1990-2010
-2%
11%
13%
-4%
12%
8%
2%
6%
236%
-3%
-3%
1%
175%
15%
0%
-6%
-16%
583%
30%
-14%
-2%
-1%
-14%
30%

Source: Pool Area Data from PCensus for MapInfo, provided by the Baltimore Metropolitan Council. Note: Some 1/2 mile ring
areas overlap. Data table created by Columbia Association.
* Columbia is actual number based on CDP 2010 US Census. Note: Columbia is larger than the sum of all 1/2-mile ring pool areas.

2010 Total Population within 1/2-Mile Ring of Each Community Pool
5,373

MacGill's Common

5,218

Swansfield

5,033

Hopewell
Phelps Luck

4,921

Steven's Forest

4,839

Kendall Rige

4,800

Faulkner Ridge

4,774

Locust Park

4,264
3,780

Community Pools

Hobbit's Glen

3,654

Longfellow

3,608

Bryant Woods
Huntington

3,568

Running Brook

2,982

Clary's Forest

2,480

Dickinson

2,472

Hawthorn

2,311

Thunder Hill

2,295

Median Population for all 23
Community Pool 1/2-Mile
Ring Areas

2,210

Clemens Crossing
Dasher Green

1,683

Jeffers Hill

1,658

Talbot Springs

1,483

River Hill

1,308

Dorsey Hall
-

1,167
1,000

2,000

3,000
Population

4,000

5,000

6,000
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Outdoor Pools Condition Assessment
This assessment was conducted by the Columbia Association between August 15 and
24, 2011 as part of the analysis for the Aquatics Master Plan. Senior Sports and Fitness
staff members conducted the assessment. The assessment evaluated the condition of
the pools and other infrastructure or major components of the physical plant and
needed improvements to address any known issues.
Nine major pool venue facets/components were assessed:


Pool shell



Coping Stone



Filter



Bath House



Deck



Fence



Furniture



Landscaping



Shade Structures

Each of these components was assessed on the same 5-point scale with five being the
highest grade and one the lowest. Recent improvements to the venue are recorded for
each pool as well as recommended future physical improvements to address issues
identified during the assessment. Based on the analysis, CA assigned an overall
condition for each pool. These terms: excellent, good, fair and poor are defined as.
Overall Pool Condition Definitions:
Excellent: All infrastructure systems in good condition: Score of 40 – 45 Points
Good:
Most infrastructure systems in good condition Score of 30 – 39 Points
Fair:
Some infrastructure systems in need of repair/replacement
Score of 20 – 29 Points
Poor:
Most infrastructure systems in need of repair/replacement
Score of 0 – 19 Points
The majority -- 21 out of 23 – outdoor pools were found to be in excellent or good
condition (two in excellent condition and 19 in good condition); two were found to be in
fair condition.
The assessment of each pool is documented in the following pages.
1
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Bryant Woods Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1967
Good Score 35/45

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Bath House

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5

Fence

1

2

3

4

5

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5 New in 2010

Landscaping

1

2

3

4

5 Leaves and Helicopters

Shade Structures

1

2

3

4

5 Only Trees

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
Plastering Pools and Spa, Coping Stone and Tile Main Pool, Wading Pool, and Spa

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
Shade Structures, Cut or Trim Trees around pool– Drop seeds into pool
Replace Fence in FY11 or FY12 - Decorative
Main Pool and Spa Pump motor replacement
E. Other information about condition of pool:
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Clary’s Forest Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1990
Good Score 34/45

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Bath House

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5

Fence

1

2

3

4

5

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

Landscaping

1

2

3

4

5

Shade Structures

1

2

3

4

5

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
WP and Spa Coping Stone, Tile, and plastered
2 Funbrellas
Spa heater, MP Pump, and Patio
D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
Roof and Siding, Wading Pool Shade Structure, Coping Stone and Tile for the Main Pool,
Upgrade Bathrooms, All Skimmers need to be replaced
Remove the Kiosk and Install Computer Cabinet in Window
E. Other information about condition of pool:
Add Additional Parking Lot Lights
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Clemens Crossing Pool:
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1976
Good Score 39/45

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Bath House

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5

Fence

1

2

3

4

5

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

Landscaping

1

2

3

4

5

Shade Structures

1

2

3

4

5

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
Coping Stone and Tile, Bathroom Renovations and Siding
Water Slide, New Main Pool Pump, Shade Structure, Fence Replaced

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
More Shade Structures, Skimmer Replacement, WP Fence Replacement, WP Deck, Slide
Maintenance
Enhanced/Upgrade Check-in area, Replace Wood Fence

E. Other information about condition of pool:
Trim Trees
Seed Grass
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Dasher Green Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1974
Good Score 33/45

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Bath House

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5

Fence

1

2

3

4

5

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

Landscaping

1

2

3

4

5

Shade Structures

1

2

3

4

5

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
Shell Plastering , New Water Heater, Main Pool Pump is 5 years old, Spa Coping Stone & Tile

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
Wading Pool Deck, Remove Volleyball Court, WP Loose Coping Stone, Bath House Upgrades,
Paint and Clean Building,
Hot Water or Solar Water Heater, New Filter in 3 – 8 years, more shade

E. Other information about condition of pool:
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Dickinson Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1988
Excellent Score 40/45

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Bath House

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5

Fence

1

2

3

4

5

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

Landscaping

1

2

3

4

5

Shade Structures

1

2

3

4

5

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
New Coping Stone and Tile in the Main Pool and Wading Pool. New Plaster in the Main Pool.
New Shade Structures and Water Slide.

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
Upgrades to Restrooms, SnackBar, Hot Tub, Computer Closet/Remove Kiosk

E. Other information about condition of pool:

6

Revised November 10, 2011
Dorsey Hall Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1984
Good Score 36/45

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Bath House

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5 New Deck

Fence

1

2

3

4

5

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

Landscaping

1

2

3

4

5

Shade Structures

1

2

3

4

5

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
Deck/Drainage – the entire pool deck was replaced
New Pump 2011

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
Upgrade Amenities, Hot Tub, Funbrellas, Snackbar, New Coping Stone and Tile

E. Other information about condition of pool:

7

Revised November 10, 2011
Faulkner Ridge Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1968
Fair Score 27/45

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5 Major problems w/h major leak

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5 Needs Replacement

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Bath House

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5

Fence

1

2

3

4

5

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5 Needs to be re-strapped

Landscaping

1

2

3

4

5

Shade Structures

1

2

3

4

5 None – Except Trees

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
Bathroom Renovation, Fence around Pool Perimeter replaced

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
Shell Work in 2011 or 2012, Replace all Skimmers, New Pump, Replace Wading Pool Fence,
Cut Trees back from pool, Drainage Repair at Shallow End of the Pool, Needs Re-caulking,
Bath House Renovations

E. Other information about condition of pool:
ADA Issues – No Handicap Stalls, Steps into the bathrooms,

8

Revised November 10, 2011
Hawthorn Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1987
Good Score 39/45

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Bath House

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5

Fence

1

2

3

4

5

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

Landscaping

1

2

3

4

5

Shade Structures

1

2

3

4

5

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
Spa Pump Room Siding Replaced, Replaced some Skimmers, New Coping Stone and Tile, New
Spa Heater, Additional Funbrellas added, Drainage repairs around the pool.

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
Spa & Wading Filter and Pump, Coping Stone and Tile 6 -10 years, Installed Computer Cabinet
and Remove Kiosk, Upgrade Bathrooms, Repair Deck by Wading Pool

E. Other information about condition of pool:
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Revised November 10, 2011
Hobbit’s Glen Pool

Year Built: 1980

A. Condition:

Good Score 32/45

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Bath House

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5

Fence

1

2

3

4

5

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

Landscaping

1

2

3

4

5

Shade Structures

1

2

3

4

5

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
Pool Cover, New Main Pool Pump, Coping Stone and Tile

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
Coping Stone and Tile will need some patching 4 – 6 years

E. Other information about condition of pool:
1 Overhead light could use additional

10

Revised November 10, 2011
Hopewell Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1978
Good Score 39/45

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Bath House

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5

Fence

1

2

3

4

5

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

Landscaping

1

2

3

4

5

Shade Structures

1

2

3

4

5

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
Spray Pad, Large Slide, Deck Work, Drainage Work, Bathhouse Replacement, Shade Structure,
Furniture,
And New Coping Stone and Tile

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
Pavilion, Spray Pad Upgrades, Skimmer Repair, New Coping Stone and Tile in 6 -10 years, Shell
Work.

E. Other information about condition of pool:
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Revised November 10, 2011
Huntington Pool
A. Condition:

Year Built: 1984
Good Score 39/45

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Bath House

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5

Fence

1

2

3

4

5

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

Landscaping

1

2

3

4

5

Shade Structures

1

2

3

4

5

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
New Deck, Drainage, and Coping Stone and Tile for Main Pool, Wading Pool, and Spa
Upgraded Bathrooms 1999, Frog Slide

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
Water and Mud Drain Off Repairs on Hill around the pool.
New Shade Structures, New Doors

E. Other information about condition of pool:

12

Revised November 10, 2011
Jeffers Hill Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1976
Good Score 33/45

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5 Needs Patching Every Year

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Bath House

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5

Fence

1

2

3

4

5

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

Landscaping

1

2

3

4

5

Shade Structures

1

2

3

4

5

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
Coping Stone and Tile, Bathhouse Renovations in 2010, Entrance Plaza, Computer Kiosk, Siding
Upgrade, MP Pump 2-3 years old.

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
More Shade Structures, Better Restroom Access, Lights for Pump Room,

E. Other information about condition of pool:
Could use upgraded Lighting
Problems with Bee’s and Wasp in the Volleyball Court.
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Revised November 10, 2011
Kendall Ridge Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1995
Good Score 36/45

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Bath House

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5

Fence

1

2

3

4

5

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

Landscaping

1

2

3

4

5

Shade Structures

1

2

3

4

5

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
Repaired Pool Shell For Main Pool, Wading Pool, and Spa, New Pool Fence

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
Re-Plaster WP and MP next year. Security Cameras, New Pumps, Filters, Add Pedestrian Gate
Add additional Volleyball Court, Sound System, and Pavilion with Grill

E. Other information about condition of pool:
Needs additional drainage near diving board
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Revised November 10, 2011
Locust Park Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1972
Good Score 30/45

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5 Leaks and Failing

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5 Starting to Come Loose

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Bath House

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5

Fence

1

2

3

4

5

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

Landscaping

1

2

3

4

5

Shade Structures

1

2

3

4

5

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
New Entrance Kiosk, New Building Siding, Slide, and Fence

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
Pool Leaks Bad – Shell is in bad condition, Shell replacement Needs, New copingstone and tile
and skimmers needed.

E. Other information about condition of pool:
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Revised November 10, 2011
Longfellow Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1968
Good Score 31/45

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5 Need Repair in 4-5 years

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Bath House

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5 Needs Work and Drainage

Fence

1

2

3

4

5 New 2010

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

Landscaping

1

2

3

4

5

Shade Structures

1

2

3

4

5

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
New Fence in 2010
2 Shade Structures

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
Deck work and Drainage, Shell Work, Skimmers
Bathroom Upgrades, Trim Trees, and Fix Bottom of Pump Room

E. Other information about condition of pool:
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Revised November 10, 2011
MacGills Common Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1979
Good Score 33/45

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Bath House

1

2

3

4

5 Very Small, Water Issues

Deck

1

2

3

4

5 Needs Patching

Fence

1

2

3

4

5

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

Landscaping

1

2

3

4

5

Shade Structures

1

2

3

4

5 Old Picnic Tables and Trees

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
Drainage, Coping Stone and Tile, Shade ( Picnic Pavilion), Fence

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
Shell Work, Upgraded Bathrooms, Add Shade, Upgrade Water Supply Fall 2011

E. Other information about condition of pool:
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Revised November 10, 2011
Phelps Luck Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1973
Good Score 33/45

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5 New Plaster

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5

Filter

1

2

3

4

5 Wading Pool Needs New Filter

Bath House

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5

Fence

1

2

3

4

5

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

Landscaping

1

2

3

4

5 Root Problem

Shade Structures

1

2

3

4

5

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
Re- Plastered New Coping Stone and Tile for the Main Pool and Wading Pool.
New Computer Kiosk at the Entrance

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
Pedestrian Gate, New Skimmers, Wading Pool – Filter, Smooth Wading Pool Deck,
Upgrade Toilets

E. Other information about condition of pool:
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Revised November 10, 2011
River Hill Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1995
Good Score 37/45

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Bath House

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5

Fence

1

2

3

4

5

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

Landscaping

1

2

3

4

5

Shade Structures

1

2

3

4

5

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
Re-Plastered Main Pool, Wading Pool, and Spa, New Entrance Canopy
Shade Structures, Spa New Coping Stone and Tile, Removed Volleyball Court

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
ADA – Wading Pool needs upgrades
More Shade

E. Other information about condition of pool:
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Revised November 10, 2011
Running Brook Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1969
Good Score 36/45

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5 New in 2005

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Bath House

1

2

3

4

5 Small

Deck

1

2

3

4

5

Fence

1

2

3

4

5

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

Landscaping

1

2

3

4

5

Shade Structures

1

2

3

4

5

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
Coping Stone and Tile
New Fence

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
New Filter System in 6 years, Bathroom Upgrades, Shell work in 10 years
Furniture, Shade Structures

E. Other information about condition of pool:
ADA – Not Compliant Ground and Bathrooms
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Revised November 10, 2011
Steven’s Forest Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1970
Good Score 34/45

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5 Shell and Skimmer Problems

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Bath House

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5

Fence

1

2

3

4

5

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

Landscaping

1

2

3

4

5

Shade Structures

1

2

3

4

5

Wading Pool New Coping Stone and Tile

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
Coping Stone and Tile, New Fence, New Heater, Drainage

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
*Bathrooms, Pavilion, Spa to be installed in FY12, Extend Drainage by the Diving Board
Upgrade Wading Pool Fence, Upgrade Lighting, Shade Structures,
Possible Location for Pool Enclosure
E. Other information about condition of pool:
43 Parking Spaces + 2 Handicap Parking Spaces
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Revised November 10, 2011
Swansfield Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1969
Excellent Score 41/45

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Bath House

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5

Fence

1

2

3

4

5 Needs Replacement

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

Landscaping

1

2

3

4

5

Shade Structures

1

2

3

4

5

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
Shell Work, Filter System, Spray Pad, Shade Structures, Landscaping, Slide, Bathrooms, Solar
Panel’s for Hot Water

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
Fence – Perimeter
Additional Lighting

E. Other information about condition of pool:
Touch up Rust on Slide
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Revised November 10, 2011
Talbott Springs Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1970
Fair Score 27/45

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5 Leaks and Failing

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5 Tile old and chipped

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Bath House

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5

Fence

1

2

3

4

5

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

Landscaping

1

2

3

4

5

Shade Structures

1

2

3

4

5 Needs Additional Shade

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
Basketball Court, Small Drainage Repairs, New Fence

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
Pool Shell Needs patching and leaks badly, new skimmers, new coping stone and tile with shell,
shade structures, put in new drains for Wading pool, Fix bathrooms

E. Other information about condition of pool:
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Revised November 10, 2011
Thunder Hill Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1969
Good Score 33/45

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Bath House

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5

Fence

1

2

3

4

5

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

Landscaping

1

2

3

4

5

Shade Structures

1

2

3

4

5

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
Drainage Around Pool
Fence Replaced

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
New Coping Stone and Tile and Shell work in next 4 – 7 years
Small Shell patching every year
Bathroom upgrades
E. Other information about condition of pool:
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09/09/11

Indoor Pools Condition Assessment
This assessment was conducted by the Columbia Association the week of September
5, as part of the analysis for the Aquatics Master Plan. Senior Sports and Fitness staff
members conducted the assessment. The assessment evaluated the condition of the
pools and other infrastructure or major components of the physical plant and needed
improvements to address any known issues.
Nine major pool venue facets/components were assessed:
•

Pool shell

•

Coping Stone

•

Filter

•

Locker Room

•

Deck

•

Roof

•

Furniture

•

HVAC

•

Splashdown (only for Swim Center)

Each of these components was assessed on the same 5-point scale with five being the
highest grade and one the lowest. Recent improvements to the venue are recorded for
each pool as well as recommended future physical improvements to address issues
identified during the assessment. Based on the analysis, CA assigned an overall
condition for each pool. These terms: excellent, good, fair and poor are defined as.
Overall Pool Condition Definitions:
Excellent: All infrastructure systems in good condition
Good:
Most infrastructure systems in good condition
Fair:
Some infrastructure systems in need of repair/replacement
Poor:
Most infrastructure systems in need of repair/replacement

The assessment is documented following this introduction.

1

09/09/11

The Columbia Swim Center Main Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1968

Good (see also separate engineering report on Splashdown)

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5 Wading Pool Deteriorating

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Locker Rooms

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5

Roof

1

2

3

4

5

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

HVAC

1

2

3

4

5

Splashdown

1

2

3

4

5

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
UV System, New HVAC, New Lights, Building Renovation in 2004, New Lockers in Women’s and
Men’s Locker Rooms, Splashdown Repairs in 2007 to Pumps and Piping and small stair repairs
New Chemical Controllers for both the Main Pool and Wading Pool
D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
Main Pool and Wading Pool need shell repairs, coping stone and tile replaced, Main Pool Deck
and Bays deck replaced, ADA upgrades, Splashdown Repair or Removal, Snack Bar Repair or
Removal, Locker Room Upgrades, Main Pool Pump Room Ceiling Repairs, Skywall Roof Rubber
Seals replaced.
E. Other information about condition of pool:

2

09/09/11

The Columbia Swim Center Program Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1977

Excellent

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5 New 2011

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5 New 2011

HVAC

1

2

3

4

5

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
UV System, New HVAC system, New Coping Stone and Tile 2011, New Deck and Drainage
New Energy Efficient Lighting 2011, New Chemical Controller

2nd

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
Part of Deck upgrade in 2012 with Stonehard Deck Coating

Plans to Pebble Tech or Diamond Bright pool shell in 2012

E. Other information about condition of pool:
HVAC has periods of trouble, during high demand with chloramines, adjusting settings over time
to get most energy efficient use out of the new system and best air quality.

3

09/09/11

The Supreme Sports Club Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1991

Good

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5 Poor Appearance

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

HVAC

1

2

3

4

5

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
Main Pool, Wading Pool, and Spa Re-Plastered in 2008, 3 New Chemical Controllers
HVAC Upgrade, Pool and Water Heater upgrade

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
UV System, Deck and Drainage upgrades, Lighting, Additional Sound Panels, Tile and Coping
Stone
Filter Room Upgrades, ADA

E. Other information about condition of pool:

4

09/09/11

The Columbia Gym Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 1999
Good

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

HVAC

1

2

3

4

5

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
Re-Plastered the Spa and Main Pool, Sound Panels, Chemical Controller

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
UV System, Deck and Drainage Upgrades, Lighting, Additional Sound Panels, Tile and Coping
Stone
Filter Replacement

E. Other information about condition of pool:

5

09/09/11

The Columbia Athletic Club Therapy Pool
A. Overall Condition:

Year Built: 2005

Good – Excellent

B. Current Condition Major Infrastructure Systems:
Pool Shell

1

2

3

4

5

Coping Stone

1

2

3

4

5

Filter

1

2

3

4

5

Deck

1

2

3

4

5

Furniture

1

2

3

4

5

HVAC

1

2

3

4

5

C. Major Infrastructure Investments Made in Past 10 Years:
Built in 2005

D. Major Infrastructure Investments Needed in Next 10 Years:
UV System, Deck and Drainage Upgrades, Pool Re-Plaster
Athletic Club Spa is not ADA accessible, and upgrades to HVAC, Heating System, Filtration
System, Tile Replacement

E. Other information about condition of pool:
Deck looks bad, Needs Additional Drainage

6

January 2012

Indoor Pool Space Allocation – Weekly Overall and Peak Times (revised to include
overall, PM and AM peak periods)
The Columbia Association operates four indoor pools Columbia Gym Indoor Pool,
Columbia Swim Center Main Pool, Columbia Swim Center Program Pool and Supreme
Sports Club Indoor Pool and also the Therapy Pool at the Athletic Club. One of the
biggest challenges with current indoor pool space is the balancing of pool time among
the wide range of different uses including swim lessons, lap swimming, swim team
practice, classes, and therapy among others. During peak time at the indoor pools,
which is from the late afternoon to evening, there are many different kinds of users who
all want access to the pools. During the master planning process, CA documented the
current allocation of total indoor space overall, as well as the peak morning/evening
pool time activities. Morning peak time is designated between 5:30-8:30AM and
evening between 4:30-8:30pm Monday through Friday.
Current allocation of total indoor pool space is as follows: 60 percent of overall indoor
pool use is allocated to laps, with the next most popular uses being recreation (14
percent) and Clippers (13 percent). Programmed usage varies by pool. The Columbia
Gym Pool is currently used mostly for laps (76 percent); Columbia Swim Center Program
Pool is currently used most for the Columbia Clippers Swim Team (45 percent) and lap
swimmers (27 percent); the Columbia Swim Center Main Pool is used most for laps (50
percent) and recreation (25 percent) and the Supreme Sports Club is most used for laps
(74 percent).
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Source: Columbia Association
CA also analyzed peak pool time allocation for both AM and PM. The peak PM pool times were
used for a greater range of activities than AM peak pool times. At Supreme Sports Club and
Columbia Gym, the only activities held during AM peak pool time are lap swimming. At the Swim
Center, more activities take place during AM peak pool time. At the Main Pool, 22% or 19.5
swim hours per week are dedicated to Deep Water Fitness, while 78% or 70.5 total hours per
week are dedicated to lap swimming. The Swim Center’s Program Pool hosts the greatest array
of swimming activities during peak AM pool times with 55% dedicated to lap swimming, 25% to
Masters, and 20% to Clippers.
The peak PM pool time is allocated among a number of aquatic uses to try to accommodate the
various different activities at this desirable time period in the late afternoon and early evening.
The table and chart below show the current allocation. The differences between total and PM
peak period use are evident as CA tries to balance the competing desires for pool time,
particularly during the weekday PM peak period when working adults and school-aged children
2
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have time to swim. Clippers swim team practice and lap swimming currently comprise the
majority of the peak pool time with the remainder of the pool use allocation spread across the
other uses. In the PM peak period, there is a lower percentage of time allocated for lap
swimming than in the overall tally and little time for recreation, which is not optimal. Clippers
practice is predominantly held during the peak period to accommodate young swimmers and
their families. This competition for pool time at peak hours is an important factor in this master
plan’s recommendation that CA add more indoor pool space. The table below lists all major pool
activities and the number of hours associated each week with these activities. Overall, PM peak
and AM peak periods are shown.
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Indoor Pools - Activity Use by Hour
Columbia Gym Supreme SC Swim Center MP Swim Center PP Total Hours% of Total
Overall Weekly
Recreation
60
89
Aqua Fitness
16
16
Laps
314
637
Lessons
24
0
Clippers
0
104
Masters
0
18
Senior Swim
0
0
SCUBA
0
0
Total
414
864
Peak AM Pool Time Weekly (4:30-8:30 PM)
Recreation
0
0
Aqua Fitness
0
0
Laps
60
120
Lessons
0
0
Clippers
0
0
Masters
0
0
Senior Swim
0
0
SCUBA
0
0
Total
60
120
Peak PM Pool Time Weekly (4:30-8:30 PM)
Recreation
8
1
Aqua Fitness
4
3
Laps
53
78
Lessons
16
0
Clippers
0
70
Masters
0
9
Senior Swim
0
0
SCUBA
0
0
Total
80
160

151
48
295
41
30
0
12
17
594

12
25
97
15
161
50
0
0
360

312
105
1,343
80
295
68
12
17
2,232

14%
5%
60%
4%
13%
3%
1%
1%
100%

0
20
71
0
0
0
0
0
90

0
0
41
0
15
19
0
0
75

0
20
292
0
15
19
0
0
345

0%
6%
85%
0%
4%
5%
0%
0%
100%

8
6
75
22
9
0
0
0
120

0
0
0
0
95
0
0
0
95

17
13
205
38
174
9
0
0
455

4%
3%
45%
8%
38%
2%
0%
0%
100%

Source: Columbia Association, based on 2011 pool schedules.
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The chart below compares the pool allocation percentage overall to the peak PM pool time.

Source: Columbia Association, based on 2011 pool schedules.
Peak Pool Time In-Depth
All of the pools, with the exception of the swim center program pool, have more PM peak pool
hours utilized for lap swimming. At the Columbia Gym, lap swimming accounts for 66% or 53
hours of the total peak PM pool activity. On Monday and Wednesday, swimming lessons take
place at the Columbia Gym and exceed lap swimming activity during peak PM pool time.
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Total PM Peak Activity Use
Columbia Gym by Hour
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Source: Columbia Association
While Supreme Sports Club is also mostly used for lap swimmers, Clippers practice at this facility
accounts for another significant portion of pool time during PM peak hours. Lap swimming
accounts for 48% of the total pool activity during peak p.m. hours, while Clippers represent 43%.
On a per hour basis, this is 78 total hours per week for lap swimmer s and 70 for Clippers. The
least common activity during peak PM peak pool hours is recreational swimming, which is 0.6%
of the total pool activity with only one hour dedicated to this use on Friday.

Total PM Peak Activity Use
Supreme Sports Club by Hour
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Source: Columbia Association
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At the Swim Center Program Pool, Clippers use is the only peak PM peak period pool activity
with 95 total hours weekly dedicated to this aquatics activity.

Total PM Peak Activity Use
Swim Center Program Pool by Hour
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Source: Columbia Association
In the Swim Center Main Pool however, lap swimming is the predominate pool activity with
63%, compared to lessons 18%, Clippers 8%, Recreation 7% and Deep Water Fitness 5%. There
are 75 total weekly PM peak period pool hours dedicated to lap swimming at the Swim Center
Main Pool.

Total PM Peak Activity Use
Swim Center Main Pool by Hour
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Source: Columbia Association
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Aquatics as a Portion of Total Capital Budget (10-Year Look)
A
B

Year

Pools Capital Budget

CA Capital Budget Total
(including pools)

FY 11

$289,290

$9,000,000

FY 10
FY 09
FY 08
FY 07
FY 06
FY 05
FY 04
FY 03
FY 02

$855,000
$895,500
$935,000
$228,500
$1,988,000
$610,750
$220,000
$2,369,300
$481,600
$887,294
$732,875

$9,695,500
$9,721,000
$9,157,000
$15,070,000
$9,128,000
$6,987,150
$7,821,000
$7,342,000
$7,037,350
$9,095,900
$9,064,000

Avr
Median

Source: Columbia Association based on actual capital expenditures

A/C

Pools % of Total
3%
9%
9%
10%
2%
22%
9%
3%
32%
7%
10%
8%

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

Columbia Association
Alternative Aquatics Futures for Consideration and Discussion

Diving into the Future
Using Alternative Scenarios to Develop the Columbia Aquatics Master Plan
September 9, 2011
Why Use An Alternatives/Scenarios Approach?
Columbia Aquatics is a complex system of facilities and programs that has been imagined, planned,
implemented, re‐envisioned, and enhanced since Columbia’s early days in the late 1960s.1 Since the
early 2000s (when Columbia was essentially built out residentially, not including new downtown
development) overall attendance at the outdoor pools has been essentially the same: between
500,000 and 600,000 total attendance per year with variances mainly attributable to weather.
In 2011, planning for the future of Columbia Aquatics is equally complex. The future is dynamic and
always changing – economically, societally, technologically, and politically. There are too many forces
at work and too wide a range of stakeholder interests and priorities to move directly to constructing a
new master plan from the analysis phase of the planning process.
An aquatics plan to guide the complex decision‐making needed in the future requires a deeper
understanding of various forces, uncertainties, and tradeoffs. To work through the complexities, CA is
applying an approach where different alternatives are developed and evaluated so that the eventual
choosing of a preferred plan is well informed and defensible.
Alternatives – also called scenarios – are different, plausible futures. They do not envision a desired
future or forecast a likely future. They present alternative futures. Only after selecting or developing
a preferred alternative, will the detailed master plan be completed.
Main Sources of Alternatives Content
A variety of sources contributed to constructing the alternatives:
 Information collected through various civic engagement avenues where the public expressed
their ideas, desires, concerns and needs;
1

The original Columbia concept included a "Neighborhood Pool" in every neighborhood of each village as a way to encourage a sense
of community by providing a summer time meeting place. Accordingly, pools were built in every neighborhood throughout the 1960s
and 70s. In the early 1980s it became apparent that, for a community the size of Columbia, it was not economically prudent to have a
pool in every neighborhood. Consequently, the CA Board did two things in the early 1980's: (1) Revised the Association "Goals,
Objectives, and Policies" document Goal1, Objective1, Policy #112 to read, "CA will build one pool in River Hill but no longer plans to
build outdoor swimming pools on every neighborhood site;" and (2) the CA Board officially changed the name of the "Neighborhood
Pool" department to the "Outdoor Pool" department to signify that all of CA's outdoor pools are a community‐wide resource.
All of the outdoor pools built prior to 1987 were intended to serve their local neighborhood and had the same basic components. Each
had a main pool with 6‐8 lanes, a diving well, a wading pool, and a bathhouse. Beginning with the Hawthorne Pool in 1987, outdoor
pools were built with additional features that would be attractive to the entire Columbia community such as beach entries, fountain
features, hot tubes, sand volleyball courts, and snack bars. In addition to Hawthorn, Clary's Forest, River Hill and Kendall Ridge followed
this pattern and those pools attracted members from across Columbia and all of those pools became and continue to be among CA's
most visited pools.
In the late 1990s staff proposed creating "themed" pools. The CA Board was not in favor of theming pools for the exclusive use of one
type of demographic but did approve of the concept as long as that pool remained opened to the entire community. Since that time CA
has created the Hopewell and Swansfield mini aquatic parks targeted at families with children and those two pools (which previously
ranked in the lowest quarter of pool usage) are now two of CA's five most visited pools. Additionally, plans have been developed for
major enhancements to the Stevens Forest Pool that create an older adult theme. Those enhancements are anticipated to be ready for
the 2013 pool season pending final funding approval and inclusion in the two‐year capital budget.
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Existing conditions analysis;
Review of demographic and attendance trends;
Strengths, weakness, opportunities and threats analysis; and
Scan of national aquatics industry trends and practices.

Compelling Suggestions and Contrasting Ideas
With regard to the discussions with various stakeholders, pool users, and community members, these
revealed a number of compelling ideas and suggestions and a number of potential conflicts. One
contrasting pair of commonly expressed ideas was the desire for more dedicated pool space for
competitive swimmers and correlating lower pool temperatures with the desire for more
programming, health and therapy classes with commensurate warmer water temperatures. Another
contrasting pair of ideas was the desire to greatly expand aquatic opportunities with additional and
substantial capital investments such as an indoor 50‐meter pool with the desire to retain all the
existing outdoor pools – spreading finite resources across a wide pallet of aquatic venues. Another
contrasting pair of ideas was the desire to maintain or reduce membership fees with a desire to
increase programming, facilities, and hours of operation.
These stakeholder and other stakeholder aspirations were melded with various aquatics venue
enhancement options into two alternatives that are presented below. These are not draft plans or
plans at all. They outline two plausible futures to consider and evaluate prior to drafting the master
plan.
Two Alternatives – Two Plausible Futures
The alternatives approach posits that when stakeholders and decision‐makers consider alternative
futures, they are more likely to make better decisions based on understanding of options and trade‐
offs rather the pre‐determined ideas.
CA has developed two preliminary alternative scenarios for the future of Columbia aquatics. The
alternatives include factors that are entirely within the control of the Columbia Association such as
when and how to repair and revitalize aquatics venues. The alternatives also take into account
external forces or factors over which CA has little or no influence – such as the economy; external
competition to CA programs and facilities; and regional and national demographic shifts and
household and business location decisions.
Contingent plans are useful in specific cases or tailored to specific futures. CA has also included a
contingent option that can be included in either of the two alternatives.
Two alternatives have been developed. One of the alternatives is named Sharing the Lane ‐
Renovating Existing Facilities and the other is called Topping it Off – Maximizing Use and Programs.
A continent option called “Leading the Pack– Enhancing Columbia’s Regional Presence” could be
added to either of the two alternatives. It includes the addition of an indoor 50‐meter pool facility.
The development costs are high and partners such as Howard County, the Howard County Public
Schools System, and Howard Community College would be needed to make this option viable. It is
thus called a “contingent” option: contingent options are useful in specific cases if certain conditions
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materialize. If a future does not materialize (partnerships with adequate funding), this option would
remain unused; without such an option, we run the risk of being unprepared.
Below are the givens – the investments that are common to both alternatives.
Givens – Common Investment Facets (Included in both the “Sharing the Lane” Alternative and the
“Topping it Off” Alternative)


Energy Efficiency: Continue to replace systems at all aquatic facilities when current systems
come to the end of their useful lives with green/energy efficient systems.



Spas: Add spas at two outdoor pools so that outdoor spas are located throughout Columbia.



Already Planned: Implement Stevens Forest Pool improvements including new bath houses,
hot tub/spa, and shaded exercise pavilion.



Bathhouses: Modernize bathhouses.



Designate Lap Pools: Theme two outdoor pools for lap swimming only – one on the east and
one on the west side of Columbia.



Enhanced visitor experience – upgraded landscaping, furnishings, WIFI, etc.



Indoor Pools: Retain and maintain the existing indoor pools.



Supreme Sports Club: add kids aqua play area.

A Note about Programming
Please note that while the draft alternatives address predominantly facility improvements and
investments, the Columbia Association’s Aquatics Master Plan will also be addressing the programing
desires and needs of our broad aquatics users groups. The ultimate master plan will address
programmatic issues including recommendations for expanding hours where possible; providing
more themed activities for various user groups; expanding learn to swim programs; partnering with
other organizations, and more.
The following is a side‐by‐side description of the two alternatives. It is assumed that the “givens”
(see above) are included in both alternatives.
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Sharing the Lane ‐ Renovating Existing Facilities

Topping it Off – Maximizing Use and Programs

This alternative acknowledges a prevalent
viewpoint in the community that the current
allocation and configuration of the pools should be
continued and maintained including the 23
outdoor pools. This alternative also posits that CA
will be able to attract new pool users overall and to
the more sparsely attended pools specifically by
adding some additional amenities and increase
marketing. This alternative places a strong
emphasis on respect for pool location decisions
made early in Columbia’s development.
While the majority of CA pools are in excellent or
good condition and only a few are in fair condition,
all the pools will need regular repair and
investment to maintain the current level of service.
Some will need substantial repairs. Since
considerable investment will have to be made to
keep the pools in a state of good repair, this
alternative calls for some additional investments to
renovate facilities (not just repair) in each location
where warranted to make the pools more
attractive – including those with low visitation.
This alternative assumes that CA would:

This alternative seeks to further enhance the utility
of CA’s aquatics venues for the broadest range of
user groups ‐‐ existing and newcomers (more
diverse, more evenly distributed age groups, fewer
households with children, etc). This alternative
focuses investment dollars on a more finite set of
pools that have the potential to make better use of
facilities to meet user demands and unmet needs
for indoor pools; and outdoor pools with greater
amenities. This alternative acknowledges that
expanding access to Columbia aquatics is a core
value.
This alternative assumes that CA would:









Address structural issues with Splashdown
flume and flume tower to be able to retain this
special feature of Columbia Aquatics.
Continue to maintain all 23 outdoor pools as a
reaffirmation of one of the early ideas of
Columbia.
Make enhancements and investments needed
to keep the 23 outdoor pools in good repair.
Upgrade snack bars at the five most visited
outdoor pools.
Add new amenities at pools such as:
o in‐pool climbing walls,
o spray features
o poolside amenities such as land areas
for exercise, areas for grilling/meals
Engage in intensive and creative marketing
efforts to expand aquatics participation
throughout the community with a special focus
on newcomers and those who may want to
explore the pools but have not yet learned how
to swim.







Continue to maintain 20 outdoor pools. Phase
out three pools that have had consistent, low
attendance; repurpose them for another
community use such as a zero‐depth water
recreation facility or pool‐less waterpark with
splashpad or other attractive features. The
phase out and replacement would be done
gradually and in consultation with the
community to allow evaluation of how the first
repurposed facility is used before undertaking
another.
Enclose or replace one existing underutilized
outdoor pool (one of the three in the first
bullet) to make it a permanent indoor facility
and make this a year‐round site for swim
teams, freeing up both outdoor and other
indoor pool time for other programs and user
groups.
Close the Splashdown operation given
structural issues, related expenses, and
declining use. Demolish the flume and flume
tower. Convert the Swim Center wading pool
area to an interactive aquatic play feature area
including an in‐pool climbing wall, a
classroom/exercise studio to the main pool
area in place of the flume tower.
Reallocate the hours currently used for
Splashdown to enhance family recreation time,
lap swimming, lessons and the Columbia
Clippers.
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Criteria to Evaluate Alternatives
The following are proposed criteria to be used to evaluate the alternatives.
1. Equity: Facilities and programs are distributed equitably across the community and among
various user groups.
2. Balance: Facilities and programs serve and balance the broad aquatics needs of Columbia ‐‐
recreational, health/therapeutic, fitness, educational, and competitive.
3. Financially Constrained: Facilities and programs provide financially feasible solutions
4. Community Building: Aquatics venues facilitate social interaction and foster a sense of
community.
5. Expanded access: Facilities and programming meet the needs of a wide range of user groups and
expand usage throughout the greater Columbia area.
Next Steps
The Task Force will review, discuss and provide their thoughts on revisions to these draft alternatives.
CA Staff and the Chair of the Master Plan Task Force will also brief the Board of Directors on these
draft alternatives and then CA will revisit the alternatives and present them to the public at the
October public meetings. At that time, staff will solicit public opinion on the alternatives. Staff will
also be reporting the outcomes of the public meetings to the Board of Directors at another meeting
before developing a preferred alternative upon which the plan will be based.
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